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IN AMONG ALL the highly desirable – but in

many cases highly priced – new bikes featured

in this issue, there’s a really significant product

test. We didn’t pluck £600 out of thin air for our

textiles test: we talked to readers, to dealers

and manufacturers, and we think £600 is the

sweet spot where you can get all the technology that matters

without the four-digit price tag that is becoming increasingly

common for high-end motorcycle clothing.

And it’s not just one suit that impressed us – many scored

highly, offering a choice of good-performing gear to suit

different tastes. If you’re looking for a new year-round

two-piece, this test provides the benchmark.

This month WHERE WE’RE PLANNING 

TO RIDE TO IN 2017. SEE YOU THERE…

lcome...

COLIN OVERLAND
EDITOR

Matt Hull

Technical
editor

I’ve always wanted to

ride from Cape Town

to Namibia, Zimbabwe

and Botswana.

Beauty, wildlife… a

real adventure. But it’s

never going to happen.

I loved Ireland last

time I went, so Galway

down to Killarney on

the south-west coast

will do very nicely.

Caroline 

Barrett

Editorial 
assistant

I have a hankering for

a ride to Folembray in

Northern France, just 

short of Reims. 

There’s a lovely, 

no-frills, friendly 

circuit there which 

holds trackdays, and 

the beautiful 

countryside is asking 

to be explored.

Colin 

Overland

Editor

Tenby, in 

Pembrokeshire. I’ve

never been, and I 

really like the sound of 

it. Luckily, there’s a 

huge choice of great 

roads between here 

and there, so I’ll

struggle to go wrong.

Kev Raymond 

Features 
writer

Hang on, I haven’t 

done 2016’s must-ride

yet. I planned to ship a 

38-year-old Honda 

CX500 to Malaga, then 

get the ferry to 

Morocco and stooge

around there for a few

days. That plan’s now 

completely changed - 

I’ll take a 39-year-old 

CX500...

Simon Weir 

Deputy editor

I’d really like to get 

round Scotland in the

sunshine but I almost

don’t mind where I ride 

as long as it’s not busy.

Actually, that’s a lie. I 

really need to get to 

the Alps…

16
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“This is touring heaven – on  
a bike that’s built for it”
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WITH THEIR 30TH birthday coming up,

British brand Weise have come up with

a 2017 range dominated by practical

all-weather gear making smart use of

big-name technology. But there’s also a

growing selection of stylish, good-value

clothing for the café/custom crowd.

The Houston is the most affordable

of their jackets to use an Outlast

temperature-regulating liner. It has

useful vents, some neat reflective strips,

a big rear pocket and a plush zip-out

thermal liner. Yours for £159.99.

For a tenner less there’s the well-

equipped Pioneer, which offers plenty of

size adjustment, pockets and vents (but

no Outlast). And there’s more textile kit

to come soon, with a high-spec

adventure suit about to be revealed.

Leather highlights include the retro

Brunel jacket (£199.99) in some excellent

colour combinations, the Highway 

cruiser gloves (now in a choice of

colours for £45.99), and the soft leather

race-spec Renegade (£89.9

developed with the TT’s fas

newcomer Peter Hickman.

Sister company Buffalo a

also about to mark 30 years

business with a revised ran

that includes the great-valu

Sienna women’s jacket, wit

stretch panels down the sid

for a good fit and a vast

range of sizes (all at

£109.99).

Form and
function
with Weise

Re

gl

m

ex

 Buffalo Sienna women’s 

jacket looks like a bargain

plenty of poppers and 

zips at a smart price

CLOTHING SPECIAL

|  MARCH 2017 6



 Retro Highway 

leather gloves come 

in a range of colours

Brunel jacket has

a smart, minimalist

style and costs 

less than £200

DISTANCE GETS DEBONAIR

Tucano Urbano may be known for

their stylish commuter gear, but

for 2017 their ever-growing range

includes their most serious

year-round touring jacket. The

Gulliver is waterproof, thanks to a

Hidroscud outer layer, and warm,

with a removable synthetic down

liner that can be worn as a casual

jacket. There are zipped vents to

keep you cool on hot days, and 

adjusters on the arms, waist and

hem. There’s armour in the elbows

and shoulders, but not the back.

Safety features include Tucano

Urbano’s clever Reflactive system,

which allows reflective panels to

be folded out of sight when not

needed. And there’s a detachable

hood in the collar.

It comes in black or dark biege,

priced at £199.99. 

G
IT’S A MA

Motolegen

biking gea

of Britain’

to create

retro Triu

It’s base

Trickers, w

since 190

biking, a g

added to

is slightly

the regula

which is o

by farmer

thick wint

Yours fr

motolegen

Urban experts leave town

 Just another 

serious year-round 

tourer, out on his 

Fantic Caballero…

 Tucano Urbano are

branching out from

commuter kit to make

stylish touring gear



Peace of mind 
with used 
Triumphs

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

Want to buy a Triumph but don’t want to

pay new-bike prices? Triumph have just

launched an approved-used scheme that

aims to offer peace of mind at lower prices.

All the bikes in the scheme are less than five

years old and have no more than 25,000

miles on the clock. They come with a full

service history, a year’s MoT, roadside

assistance and warranty, and the promise

that they’ve been checked top to toe by a 

proper Triumph-trained technician.

Triumph UK general manager Paul Lilly

said: “After undertaking considerable market 

research, we found that the majority of

riders looking to purchase a used model

were often put off by the perceived risk 

of hidden mechanical issues.”

As well as involving Triumph dealers,

the scheme also includes direct sales via

www.triumphapproved.co.uk.

BMW already have th i P i

Inspiring trave
for Docklands  

DING to London’s

he 2017 Carole Nash

MCN London Show, make sure you allow

time to visit the Adventure stage and

listen to some of the speakers sharing

their experiences.

Throughout the three-day show, which

runs from February 17 to 19, there will be

opportunities to meet and listen to

bikers who’ve between them done just

about everything, on bikes ranging from

a Suzuki GSX-R1000 to a Ural outfit.

The live stage in the Adventure Zone

is curated by RiDE contributor Nathan

Millward, who rode from Sydney to

London on a 105cc postie bike. 

He’ll be joined by Rhys Lawrey, who 

was just 22 when he set off on his ride

around the globe on a Triumph Tiger

800; Melanie and Sofia Cowpland, who

rode their Russian outfit to South Africa; 

Bruce Smart, who rode 70,000 miles

around the world on his GSX-R1000;

Alex Jackson, who leads South African 

tours; Zoe Cano, who has ridden a 

Triumph Bonneville across the US seven 

times; Rob Archibald, who rode the 

length of Africa on a Honda CG125; and 

Jacqui Furneaux, who spent seven 

years on the road on a Royal Enfield.

NO SHORTAGE OF STORIES

 Double world record holder Rhys Lawrey is 

the youngest person to ride round the world

|  MARCH 2017 8



llers lined up
show

Expedition and
touring giants
team up for ’17

g g

GLOBEBUSTERS ARE BRILLIANT at

leading international expeditions across 

Asia and through South America. MCi 

Tours are past masters at rides into 

Europe and fly-ride trips to the US, 

Canada, New Zealand and South Africa. 

Put them together and you have a 

formidable new force in two-wheeled 

travel, helping riders get more from their 

time on two wheels, whatever their

experience and aspirations.

From now on, the full range of trips

offered by the two companies can be

viewed and booked through either

website, www.globebusters.com

and www.mcitours.com.

MCi tour leader Paul Myers said:

“Today’s more experienced rider wants 

options, and that’s where the link up 

with GlobeBusters is significant to MCi 

Tours’ clientele. We have in the past 

been asked for tours in the Fast East

and South America, but recognise that

we do not have the local knowledge or 

resources available to fulfil these.”

He added: “The tie-up with 

GlobeBusters feels like a natural 

progression, and it will be great to 

partner with people who have a similar 

philosophy of professionalism, 

thoroughness, a commitment to 

excellence and of course fun.”

GlobeBusters’ Kevin Sanders  

said: “While our customers enjoy the 

challenge of an expedition in an alien 

culture – and keep coming back for more

– sometimes they just want a relaxing

ride around Europe or a simple fly-ride

to New Zealand, and it’s great to be able

to offer them these experiences from a

company with the integrity and

experience to deliver on all levels.”

See page 32 for this month’s

GlobeBusters column

JOINED-UP THINKING

Bruce Smart rode

around the world on

a Suzuki GSX-R1000

 Adventure Zone 

has plenty more

to see and do in

addition to the talks

 For the most up-to-date list 

of Adventure Zone guests, visit  

www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com

MARCH 2017 | 9
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Essex

This is my Ducati Hypermotard SP pictured in front of Audley End House.

I came across this lovely place on a return trip from Cambridge and thought

they complement each other very well – Karl Kelly

France

 This is my BMW  

R1100R during a trip to  

the Normandy beaches.  

For an old plodder like me, 

Northern France in good 

weather is, in my opinion, 

up there with the best. 

Especially if you enjoy loads 

of history, excellent views, 

interesting roads and lack 

of traffic – Dave Smart

Norfolk

 My BMW R1200RT 

during my first proper 

ride-out since returning 

to biking after a long

absence. This was taken

at Cley Marshes on the

North Norfolk coast with 

just the seagulls and 

ducks to admire this 

beautiful machine. After 

eight hours in the saddle

around the coast I could

still walk with ease – how 

times have changed

– David Noble

Cambridgeshire

 My bike with my 

partner Bill’s. This photo 

was taken last summer 

on my first ride-out after 

passing my test. The 

obligatory coffee and 

cake break at the Granary 

Tea Room at Helpston 

Heath near Peterborough 

– Lynn Perry

READERS’ PICTURES

Your rides
Been somewhere inspirational? Ridden 
an amazing road? Email ride@ride.co.uk 

to tell us about your trip and your bike



STAR PICTURES C
Highlands

Just needed to do it. Solo trip around

Scotland from Hertfordshire: 1500 miles

on a 2009 Yamaha Diversion XJ6.

Baldock, Tyneside, Dunblane, Fort

William, Inverness, Durness, Glencoe

then home. The further north I rode, the

worse the weather became. This picture

was taken north of Fort William on the

A82 with snow still on the mountains.

Highlight: riding the A836 on the north

coast of Scotland. Lowlight: riding in a

stormy cascade through Glencoe on the

way back. Thank goodness for the

Green Welly Café at Tyndrum, where

the bike park surface has been

upgraded – Alan Stobbs

Get your bike in   

& win a Bike Trac system

Each month the star picture will win a BikeTrac

unit, plus a year’s subscription. As well as boosting

security, it logs journeys and even gives live

battery voltage info too.

How to send us your photos Email your most

inspirational biking photos to us at ride@ride.

co.uk with Your Rides in the subject line. Please

send us the original unedited photo file, ideally at

least at least five megapixels in size. And don’t

forget to include your full name, too.

MARCH 2017 | 11

County Kerry

 Mates Zaidan, Craig, Arnold and Billy at Ladies 

View in Kerry, Ireland on two Yamaha XT660Z 

Ténérés, a Triumph Tiger 800XC and a BMW 

F700GS. In one word, stunning. And yes, the 

weather was as good as it looks – Derek Kelly

Highlands  

and Islands

 Taken on a trip to 

Scotland: 1420 miles over 

10 days, winds of up to 

45mph, visiting nine islands

and taking six ferries, with

two people on one bike: my 

Honda CB1300 – Rob Jones

Hampshire

 This is me on our Yamaha TDM900 during an  

IAM Skills Day at Thruxton Motor Circuit. Great  

day; going back for more – Nick Roach
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Norfolk

 After a 21-year break I took a 

refresher course and bought a new 

Tiger 800, after calling in at Norfolk 

Triumph to ogle the bikes. This morning I 

enjoyed an early morning ride to 

Wells-next-the-Sea on the Norfolk coast, 

on a route I’d done hundreds of times 

with the family in the car. It was a 

fantastic ride and the bike registered its 

first 1000 miles on the speedo. My wife 

now sees why I’ve been hankering for

a bike for so long – Darren Lound

Cotswolds

Overlooking the Severn from the

Cotswolds – Martin Farrow

Yorkshire Dales

 My Moto Guzzi V7 at the top of Fleet 

Moss in the Yorkshire Dales, on a 

70-mile B-road blast round some of the 

most beautiful scenery in the country 

– Tim Edwards

Lancashire

 My Suzuki GSX650F at Downham in Lancashire with Pendle 

Hill in the background – Paul Smith

Derbyshire

 A leg stretch at Ladybower 

Reservoir prior to riding Snake  

Pass and the Cat and Fiddle. Great 

300-mile day out – Daren Garraway

READERS’ PICTURES
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Kent

 Me (Triumph Street Triple R), my dad (Kawasaki ER-6n) and my brother 

(Suzuki SV650S) on our last ride-out before my dad moves to Shetland.

A peach of a day down to DungenessA peach of a day - Alex Morley

South Wales

 My mate and I went for a ride to the 

Brecon Beacons in Wales. Stunning 

place – Peter Crane

North Wales

 My Triumph Tiger Explorer on one of 

my favourite but little-known roads in 

North Wales, between Bala and Lake 

Vyrnwy – Jeff Dalton

Sweden
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 The B4377 between 

Charlbury and Shipton-

under-Wychwood. A 

stunning part of the world 

on the right day – and the 

right day isn’t far off…

|  MARCH 201716

YOUR MONTHLY GUIDE TO 
GREAT TIMES ON TWO WHEELS
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THE COTSWOLDS

DON’T LOOK OUT the window. It’s 

probably still a bit dark and wintry out 

there. But don’t despair – spring really is 

just around the corner. So stay inside 

and plan your first trip of the year. It 

doesn’t have to be a big-budget, 

high-mile marathon. Just a good day out 

in the glorious British countryside should 

do the trick. 

You’ll have your favourite local roads, 

of course. And they’re great for a quick 

shakedown, an hour or two to blow the 

dust away on any mostly dry weekend. 

But as the cow parsley appears in the 

verges and the skies start to clear, it’s 

time to treat yourself to a proper 

day-long ride.

The trick is to pick somewhere just 

beyond your normal riding range – the 

next nice town after the one where you’d 

usually turn back to base. You’ll probably 

have an idea of what the roads around 

there are like anyway, but take a bit of 

time to plan a route that loops out into 

untested territory to somewhere that 

looks like a decent lunch spot.

Where you end up will depend on 

where you start. From our Peterborough 

HQ, the Cotswolds are an ideal two-hour 

ride away. We know many of the great 

roads there – but there are plenty we’re

still to explore. This spring should be the

perfect time to try them.

HOW TO GET THERE: The Cotswolds are 

loosely hemmed in by the M40, the M5 and M4, 

so access is easy. We’d take the A429, A40, 

A361 or A44 to get to the heart of the area.

WHEN TO GO: March or April.

WHERE TO EAT: For coffee and cake, stop in 

Moreton-in-Marsh (www.cacaobean.co.uk). 

For a pub lunch, we like The Plough Inn at Ford 

(www.theploughinnford.co.uk).

WHERE TO RIDE: For one suggested ride,  

see the routes page on www.ride.co.uk

YOUR NEXT GREAT RIDE
51.856920, -1.562610
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AUSTRIAN ADVENTURE

Altitude 
slickness
Triumph’s fully loaded, road-focused Tiger Explorer XRT tackles a 
2300-mile trip to climb one of the best routes in the Austrian Alps
By Simon Weir Photographs by Heiko Mandel

P
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AUSTRIAN ADVENTURE

I like cruise control on motorways, when there’s

not too much traffic: it’s a good substitute for 

self-control. This is useful on the Explorer as that 

silky 137bhp engine feels best when revved to 

endorsable speeds. I set the cruise for an indicated

80, which the sat nav says is really 73mph. The 

system doesn’t hunt more than 2mph either side of

the set speed when going up or down hills, but if I 

have to cancel it, when I press Reset it tends to drop 

below the speed and only slowly gets back to it.

The cruise control on the first Explorer got a lot of 

stick, as many riders found it almost impossible to 

use with their right hand. The controls on this 2016 

bike are much easier to reach, and they’re simpler to 

use. There’s no separate button to arm it. You just 

press the Set half of its rocker to wake the system up, 

then press it again to hand it control. Speed can be 

trimmed with the rocker in 1mph increments.

I catch up with the tour party in Bouillon in

Belgium, the first night’s stop. Nice town, lovely 

hotel and a great group of people. The next day’s 

route takes us cross-country on a fantastic run 

through the Ardennes, around Verdun and into the 

Northern Vosges. We’re on beautiful, flowing roads, g

 A big man, on a big 

bike, on a big trip – and 

yet Austria’s immense 

landscape dwarfs the 

Tiger Explorer

Clocks have more liquid

crystal than a fire in a

Swarovski warehouse

 Expedition panniers 

hold 37 litres each and 

cost £535 for the pair

so I leave the engine in 

Road mode and 

concentrate on getting 

to grips with the 

suspension.

This top-of-the-range

XRtR  has forks and 

shocks by Austrian firm 

WP (part of the KTM 
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group) that work with clever Triumph electronics. 

For one thing, there’s no need for me to set the 

preload: the bike measures how much load is on it 

– one person, two people, two people and all their 

worldly goods – and adjusts the preload 

automatically. It’s very clever, though this does take 

a few seconds once the engine’s running, before 

pulling away.

The suspension’s damping is electronically 

adjusted. Rather than offering three pre-sets, there’s 

a sliding scale displayed on the dash and you use the 

rocker switch on the bar to nudge your way to the 

perfect setting. The standard mid-point is pretty 

good, but I quickly find the fully soft setting 

unsettlingly floaty for my taste. I try the other 

extreme but, even with the shock’s semi-active 

witchcraft reacting to the road surface and firming 

or softening in a micro-second as necessary, I find 

the fully hard setting a little harsh on larger bumps. 

Dialling the damping back two steps from fully firm 

seems to be perfect for how I ride. That’s a really 

clever system. 

It makes a big difference to the handling, too. The 

Explorer is a big and very heavy bike. The quoted 

dry weight is 254kg – so add oil and 20 litres of fuel

and it’s nearer 280kg before you add the panniers 

(never mind fill them). Yet despite being the best 

part of 300 fully laden kilos, it’s beautifully balanced 

at walking pace, with smooth controls aiding good 

low-speed manoeuvring. Threading through traffic 

when crossing the occasional town is a doddle.

In the middle of the range are the XRX and XCX models

that gain, among other extras, lean-angle-sensitive

versions of the ABS and traction control systems,

electronically adjusted semi-active suspension, cruise

control and heated grips. There are also Low versions

of the XRX and XRC, with adapted suspension.

The XR side of the family is topped by the XRT

(above), the bike in the main story. It gains crash bars,

an electronic handbrake (Hill Hold Control, they call it),

heated seats and more riding modes for the ride-by-

wire engine. It’s prepped for luggage as standard, and

our bike has Triumph-branded metal Givi panniers and

top box, which open with the ignition key. It’s a very high

spec – as you’d expect for £15,000 (or £3200 more than

the base XR). The top spoked-wheel model is the XCA

(below) which has all these features, plus LED foglights

as standard and machined footrests for £15 800

Know your Explorers
There are eight versions of the Triumph Explorer. The

base model is split between XC and XR versions – the XC

(here in white) has spoked wheels and a dual-sport

inclination, the XR (in red) has cast wheels and an

entirely tarmac-focused brief. All bikes have ABS,

traction control and an electronically adjusted screen



Start/finish: Calais, France Destination: Neukirchen, Austria Distance: 2300 miles

The route

The itinerary organised by GlobeBusters

was superb: four relaxed days to get to

Tridays; two days to enjoy both the

event and ride-outs in Austria; then

three days to get back to the UK – timed

to get back to Dover at a sensible hour,

leaving plenty of time to get home. You

can find full details of their 2017 tour at

www.globebusters.com.

While in Austria, GlobeBusters

organised ride-outs for the two days

based at Tridays, for those who wanted

to get more time on the bikes and spend

just the evenings at the event. 

One ride went to Berchtesgarden, the

other to the Grossglockner pass. As I

needed to meet a photographer to get

these pictures, I did a separate route

over the Postalm road – which you can

download from the www.ride.co.uk 

website.
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AUSTRIAN ADVENTURE
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See www.globebusters.com for more.



AUSTRIAN ADVENTURE

“The Postalmstrasse is a 
fantastic, scenic, involving 
road – it’s touring heaven”

 If you’re heading to Tridays looking for 

great roads, you’ll be spoiled for choice. 

You pick whether to go in a group or solo

The latest Tiger Explorer’s silencer is

actually smaller than the original bike’s,

letting it release even more of a growl

normality, I discover you can’t set the cruise control 

at any three-figure speed. I also can’t sit back with 

the cruise on and take my hands from the bars, as 

they start to oscillate in a frankly intimidating way. 

I take the short route for the final run from Füssen

into Tridays – though it’s still a heroic ride along the 

epic Deutsche Alpenstrasse, into Austria and over 

Gerlos Pass. Along the way I have a poke at the 

rider-defined settings, but conclude that Sport mode 

suits me just fine. Taking the fast route means I have

time to get the GlobeBusters shuttle into Tridays. I 

eat a great meal, have a beer, watch the stunt show 

and listen to a band. It’s a good day.

Next morning is the real riding highlight of the trip.

Perfect weather, quiet roads and the Explorer, minus 

the contents of the panniers, heading into the 

mountains. The tour group is going to Grossglockner, 

but I’m heading off to meet a photographer and ride 

a pass I’ve never done before, the Postalmstrasse. 

Which is where we came in. It’s a fantastic, scenic, 

involving road – it’s touring heaven.

This is what these bikes are about: getting you to 

the best roads in style, delivering a great ride not 

only when you get there but also on every mile in

between. The Explorer XRtR  does the job really 

well – a great engine, good handling and excellent 

comfort, whether it’s on the autobahn, in the 

town or in the mountains. Just what you want for 

a trip like this. 

IN
DE

TA
IL

Triumph Tiger
Explorer XRTR
SPEC Price £15,000 Engine 1215cc dohc inline

triple, 4v per cyl, l/c Power 137bhp @ 9300rpm 

Torque 91lb.ft @ 6200rpm Transmission

6-speed, shaft Chassis steel trellis Front

suspension 48mm forks, 190mm travel,

electronically adjusted damping Rear suspension

monoshock, automatic preload and semi-active

damping Front brakes 305mm discs, 4-piston

calipers Rear brake 282mm disc, 2-piston caliper 

Front tyre 120/70 R19 Rear tyre 170/60 R17

Wheelbase 1520mm Rake/trail 23.1°/99.2mm

Seat heigh 837-857mm Kerb weigh  278kg 

Fuel capacity 20 litres



DOWNLOAD THE POSTER AT HONDA.CO.UK/TOTALCONTROL
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WHERE TO GO
YOUR GUIDE TO THE BEST 
UPCOMING BIKING EVENTS
Are you organising a bike event?  
Tell us about it ride@ride.co.uk

EVENTS

Carole Nash MCN London Motorcycle Show

February 17-19, Docklands
The unmissable winter London show has a lively mix of big manufacturers, 

smaller specialists and live action. Troy Corser, John McGuinness, Neil Hodgson 

and Chris Walker will be competing in the Slide arena. The big motorcycle

manufacturers will include BMW, Ducati, Honda, Indian, Kawasaki, KTM, 

Suzuki, Triumph, Victory and Yamaha, and Coys will be hosting an auction.

www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com

Classic Dirt Bike Show

February 18-19, Telford
 Not just nostalgia for the trials and scrambling of days gone by, this is also a 

gathering of the riders actively engaged in the various classic off-road racing 

classes currently thriving around Britain’s muddier corners.

www.classicbikeshows.com

Carole Nash Irish Motorbike & Scooter Show

March 3-5, Dublin
 Last year 27,000 visitors got involved in the Dublin show’s mix of 120 

manufacturers and other exhibitors, plus customs, stunt displays and much 

more. Why not make it the excuse for a longer visit to the Dublin area, which 

abounds in fine roads?

www.irishmotorbikeshow.com

MCN Scottish Motorcycle Show

March 11-12, Edinburgh
 New bikes, custom bikes and lots of clothing and accessories at the Royal

Highland Centre, plus a whole hall of oldies hosted by Classic Bike magazine. e

www.scottishmotorcycleshow.com

TWO MONTHS AHEAD...

Adventure Travel Show

January 21-22, Olympia, London
 Speakers from across the adventure firmament, including many 

motorcyclists, offer advice and inspiration. And on the Saturday evening,

Austin Vince and his Adventure Travel Film Festival stage a takeover.

www.adventureshow.com

Springfields Motorbike Show

January 21-22, Spalding
 Big annual get-together in Lincolnshire. Old, new, custom and race bikes 

on display, and loads of trade stands. TT toughman Ian Hutchinson has been 

announced as the celebrity guest for the Sunday.

www.springfieldsevents.co.uk/bikeshow

Le Touquet beach race

February 3-5, Le Touquet, France
 Just a short hop over the Channel is one of the winter’s most ridiculous, 

biggest and most exciting events. All hell breaks loose as top motocrossers and 

plucky chancers get stuck in to a huge beach race, including a four-mile back 

straight where riders hold the bikes absolutely flat out for minutes at a time. 

Given the estimated 200,000 spectators, book accommodation asap.

www.enduropaledutouquet.fr

Bristol Classic Motorcycle Show

February 4-5, Shepton Mallet
 Always worth braving the fog and sleet to spend a few hours enjoying the 

variety of old bikes restored to better-than-new condition by loving owners, 

and to snap up bits and bobs from the autojumble and trade stands.

www.classicbikeshows.com

ONE MONTH AHEAD...

  



REAL
BIKERS.

REAL
LAWYERS.

REAL
ANSWERS.

0800 7836 191

whitedalton.co.uk

bike specialist solicitors since ‘94

British Superbikes

March 31-April 2, Donington Park
In 2016 the British Superbike championship began at Silverstone and in 2014

at Brands Hatch, but for 2017 the series starts at Donington Park, like it did in

2015. After the excitement and unpredictability of 2016, what does 2017 hold in 

store? Plus a busy schedule of supporting races. A very good-value weekend.

www.britishsuperbike.com

World Superbikes

March 31-April 2, Aragon
 The 2017 World Superbike season kicks

off in Australia at the end of February,

then heads to Thailand in early March,

before reaching Europe at the end of

March. The British round is at Donington

Park at the end of May.

www.worldsbk.com

Kickback 

April 1-2, Stoneleigh Park
 Custom and hand-built bikes, rarities, classics and oddities, plus T-shirts.

www.thecustomshow.com

MotoGP

May 7, Jerez, Spain
 MotoGP starts again in Qatar on March 26, then Argentina on April 9 and the 

US on April 23, before heading to Europe on May 7. The British round is again at 

Silverstone, in the absence of an actual Circuit of Wales, on August 27.

www.motogp.com

THREE MONTHS AHEAD (AND BEYOND)...

Get planning now to see World

Superbikes live at the end of March

Get ’em cheap 
The best deals for the London Motorcycle Show are available 

online at www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com, with good

prices on single, family, multi-day and group tickets.

 Infield camping at Donington 

Park will be available for the 

hardiest British Superbike fans
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TRAVEL

Andrew Dalton’s legal Q&A
Andrew Dalton, ex-dispatch rider, now a solicitor-advocate and 

barrister with 20 years’ experience with bikers, gives the inside track 

on what the biker needs to know to stay on the right side of the law.
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“Am in pursuit of

a motorcyclist riding

on the pavement.

Suspect is on a

white BMW, and

wearing a hi-vis

Police jacket and…

hang on, is that

you Dave?”

Q
I RECENTLY saw a video on social media of

a scooterist riding along a pavement, and I

was told that the rider wasn’t prosecuted.

Is it ever actually legal to ride on the

pavement? There must be some grey areas.

Q
A

IN THE case you mention, for reasons

which are not clear the prosecution for

dangerous driving was abandoned. But it

poses the question of when it’s OK to ride

a powered two-wheeler on a pavement and,

more broadly, where can a motorcycle be ridden?

The law on riding on pavements is clear: it is

illegal, with one exception. You may ride (or drive)

a motor vehicle on the pavement for a maximum

of 15 yards to get to a place of parking. The law

does not actually define ‘a place of lawful

parking’, simply that it is a place where you can

park – but if you leave your motorcycle parked

on the pavement you are committing another

offence of obstruction of the highway. Either

way, you’re nicked.

The difference is that the police will take an

interest in you riding on the pavement, whereas

they will not be particularly interested in you

parking on the pavement unless you are creating

an active obstruction to the highway, and even

then they are unlikely to be especially interested.

The law is contained in Section 34 of the Road

Traffic Act 1984.

The same rules apply if you ride on a bridleway,

public footpath or common land – again, these are

all areas upon which motorised traffic does not

usually pass.

A bridleway, however, is often on private land.

This means the landowner can use his or her

bike, quad or tractor on it, but you cannot ride

your bike on it. So do not take the presence of

motorised vehicles on a bridleway or a footpath

as your own personal right to ride.

Can you push your bike on the pavement? Yes, 

but you need to be pushing it, not straddling and 

paddling it. If you straddle and paddle, the law 

has determined (in the way that only judges can) 

that you have ‘control’ of the machine and are 

therefore ‘riding’ it – but if you are to one side of  

it and pushing it you are not in control. So if you 

have to move an uninsured or otherwise non-

street-legal bike, push it but do not straddle it.

This is very old English common law, and may 

not be so interpreted following a European Court 

of Justice case which said, and I summarise, that 

if you are using a vehicle in any other place to 

When can I ride on the pavement?

which the public have access, and it causes 

harm, then the vehicle must be insured. However, 

so long as your journey is less than 15 yards or 

you are pushing your motorcycle along, you will 

not be committing an offence.

Riding along the pavement with anything other 

than ostentatious care being displayed would 

carry the more serious charge of dangerous 

riding, because no reasonably careful driver  

or rider would place a motorised vehicle on a 

pavement, and the act is deliberate. People who 

would lawfully be using the pavement would be 

likely to be endangered merely by the presence  

of a motorised vehicle moving with any speed 

differential, as it would be wholly unexpected.

The law is clear: the more unusual your action, 

the higher your duty of care rises. So if you have 

an extraordinary reason to ride more than 15

yards on the pavement and pushing is not a viable 

option, it would take very little to trip it into 

dangerous riding. Counter intuitively, the lesser 

charges of driving without due care and attention 

or careless and inconsiderate driving would not 

be alternative offences – the offence is not a 

momentary lapse of concentration (it cannot be 

with a deliberate act), and if you were riding 

inconsiderately on the pavement it would be an 

obvious endangerment to people who might also 

be using it.

So unless your bike has training wheels, is 

modelled on a superhero’s and you are under the 

age of seven, it’s probably best to limit your

pavement riding to less than 15 yards – and only 

to park. 



Register to attend at

www.getevencloser.co.uk 

and be entered into 

our prize draw to win 
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Always ride responsibly. Always ride within the limits of your skills, your experience and your machine. Wear an approved helmet and protective clothing. The actions depicted here took place under 

controlled conditions with professional riders. Kawasaki Motors UK, A branch of Kawasaki Motors Europe N.V., 1 Dukes Meadow, Millboard Road, Bourne End, Bucks, SL8 5XF.
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GOING WHEREVER THE GOING GETS TOUGH

Go East

The big idea

Steve: Where shall we go this year? The

weather forecast is looking promising.

Yvonne: Not the Ukraine again. I can’t

be bothered with the border crossing.

S: OK. How about Albania? I don’t know

anyone who’s been there so it must be

undiscovered.

Y: Let’s Google it; see what it’s like.

(Ten minutes later)

Y: You cannot be serious.

S OK, maybe not. Croatia? That’s in the

EU. And it has laws and everything.

Preparation

Precisely nothing. We simply booked

the Eurotunnel and the first hotel, on the

France/Belgium border, and set off from

Lincoln the next day.

Our Honda CBF1000 had recently been

serviced and the tyres were good, so

what else is there to do? We always

carry a puncture repair kit and spare

bulbs anyway.

In the past we used to camp, but those

days are thankfully over; we’d rather pay

By Steve Davies

Heading for the Balkans
with no plan results in
a great month’s biking

twice as much for our accommodation

and go away for half the time. Though

it’s not always so clear cut: one summer

in Rome we found our air-conditioned

chalet on a campsite cost us less than

if we had arrived with a tent.

Luggage

We have hard panniers and top box, plus

a large Oxford tankbag. No matter how

much space you have you want more,

but this year we came up with a cunning

plan. We took lots of grotty old shirts,

underwear and socks and threw them

away as we went. That way we had

space to buy gifts.

Suspension set-up

We had recently fitted a new shock. It’s

very good but it’s upside-down, meaning

it’s impossible to adjust the preload

without removing it. So how could we

allow for the extra two stone of luggage?

Easy: we each decided to lose a stone

in weight before leaving, and that solved

the problem. And the added bonus was

that when we got back we could put it all

back on again, so everyone’s a winner.

Losing weight was easy; we just halved

our portion sizes at breakfast and lunch

and watched the weight slide away.

The new plan

We left feeling slim and fit. Heavy rain

in France left Paris flooded, so we went

down through Belgium instead. Then on

to the excellent Guesthouse Elmerhof in

Elmen, Austria for a few days.

But then it carried on raining, the

rivers started to fill and our route to

Croatia was looking very soggy. We

changed our plans and went to the 

Czech Republic instead.

We went straight to Cesky Krumlov, 

which is simply not to be missed. It’s a 

World Heritage site, a tiny walled town 

with a wonderful castle and museum 

inside. It has a great atmosphere and 

there’s plenty to do. Accommodation

and food are very good value and the 

Czech people are always friendly.

Back to the old plan

We had succeeded in

dodging the rain, so we

carried on south through

Slovenia to Stari Grad in

Croatia. We stayed right

on the coast in a very

good self-catering

apartment for £30 a night.

Croatia is great for a

seaside holiday, though it

gets busy in peak season.

The roads are generally

good, with wonderful

rides and views over the

mountains. The Croatian

CZECH REPUBLIC

ACROATIIA
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The next
wave of
adventure
bike riders
Before your very eyes, you could see the

seeds of the next generation of adventure

bike riders being sown at Motorcycle Live.

New for 2016, the show at the NEC included

a riding feature called Experience Adventure,

which allowed licence holders to have a try

on a new adventure bike on a specially

constructed indoor off-road course, with

some expert guidance from instructors

including Dakar Rally legend Patsy Quick.

Over the course of the nine days, almost

1000 people took part. They’ve been asked for

their feedback since the show, but at the time

it was obvious that for most of them it was a

great introduction, at no cost and no risk.

It was also good to see the manufacturers

co-operating, resulting in a great choice of

bikes including the Honda Africa Twin, Triumph

Tiger 800, Ducati Multistrada Enduro, and KTM

1050 Adventure and 1290 Super Adventure,

with helmets and clothing provided by RaceFX.

coast road is excellent too, with the sea

on one side and stunning mountains on

the other. There are plenty of bikers

around enjoying the twisties – don’t be

surprised to find enthusiastic Italian

riders overtaking you on blind bends.

Once we had seen enough of the area

we set off again to ride north up the

coast road. We stopped near Lovran, a

pleasant tourist town on the coast. We

stayed in a wonderful villa at the top of

a steep, narrow and winding road. When

we got there, we found we had one of 

the most spectacular views of the trip.

Up for a challenge

We stayed a few days until the weather 

in Austria seemed to be improving and 

we set off for Lienz. We love the 

excellent Austrian roads and it was a 

relief to be in cooler weather.

Right at the end of the ride, the Be On 

Road navigation app on our tablet told 

me we had just 1.8 miles to go – but it 

was going to take 26 minutes. How can 

this be? We soon found out, as we 

turned off the main road up an almost 

impossibly steep and winding road,  

not always well surfaced and clearly 

ravaged by winter snows. Up, up and  

up we went, first or second gear all the 

way. It seemed like it would never end.

Finally we arrived at a ski resort, our 

home for the next few days. We try to

avoid ski resorts as they can be ghost

towns out of season, but the view was 

worth it. We were so high that we were 

looking down on aircraft and gliders. It 

was like being on top of the world.

One of the reasons we had come here 

was to visit the Grossglockner and its 

glacier, so in the morning off we went.  

It was amazing, well worth the trip (and 

the toll fee). The road is nice and windy, 

but not just an endless succession of 

hairpins; it’s much more varied and 

really pleasant. At the top you get to see 

the truly spectacular glacier.

Heading home

Next was the trip home, this time via the 

Vosges in the far east of France, since 

Simon Weir had recommended the area. 

He was right; it’s well worth the detour.

By the time we finally got home we had 

been away for exactly a month. We’d 

ridden about 4000 miles and met loads 

of interesting people.

“But I’ve only got an old, much smaller 

bike,” you may be thinking. “How can I 

possibly do a trip like that?”

It’s easy. In Slovenia we’d met up with 

our son Matthew and his mate Scott. 

They’d ridden due east across Germany, 

down through Poland to Croatia, across 

to Italy and then home. All in a week, 

with Scott on his 15-year-old Yamaha 

Fazer 600 which performed faultlessly 

– despite him never even cleaning it. 

Ever. The utter revulsion on the face of 

the mechanic who fitted a new rear tyre 

in Slovenia was truly something…

 The glacier at the top of 

the Grossglockner toll road 

doesn’t leave you cold

 Beautiful and historic 

Cesky Krumlov, in the south 

of the Czech Republic

 Multiple manufacturers came together to

supply bikes to be used on the indoor track

After accommodating 1000 riders in a

week, the Africa Twin deserved a lie down
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Slip through

bor r li

an expert
By Julia and Kevin Sandersy

We take the freedom to cross borders for granted,

but outside the EU comfort zone traversing a

frontier with your bike can become a long and

unfathomable process. If you don’t prepare

yourself for it, physically and mentally, it can turn

your trip sour, or halt it altogether.

Passing between two countries comprises four

basic steps. First, you enter yourself into the

country at the immigration post. Secondly, you

enter your bike with customs. Thirdly, on leaving

you get yourself stamped out. Finally, you exit your

bike. Simple in theory, but in practice every border

will be different, and faced with masses of locals,

being jostled for money, and a random collection of

anonymous buildings to trawl through, you could

forget it all instantly.

KEVIN AND JULIA

SANDERS run

GlobeBusters, the

overland motorcycle

expedition company

that specialises in

taking riders on

amazing journeys

to unusual places.

STEPH
JEAVONS

is nearing the

end of her solo

three-year

round-the-

world trip

on a Honda

CRF250L,

taking in

all seven

continents.

Steph writes

this column

exclusively for

RiDE every

month, but you

can also follow

her One Steph

Beyond blog.

She’s currently

in Canada,

heading east.
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Pocket Guides #12: Border crossing essentials
Rule number one: push the very British concept

of queuing out of your head and ride straight to

the front of any line.

Take your time to suss out your surroundings

and make sure your bike is as secure as possible:

borders are a magnet for a strange array of

characters, and foreign travellers on big bikes

attract them all.

Using fixers at borders can be a more efficient

way of getting yourself through. They will charge,

but if you gain a few hours and avoid tearing your

hair out, then it can be money well spent.

Accept that part of the system may be

under-the-table payments to the man with the

stamp. If it’s only a few dollars, taking a stand on

principle and refusing to pay can mean a prolonged

and tedious experience.

There’ll always be variation on a theme to get 

your passport stamped: fill out a tourist visa, or 

go to a different office to buy a stamp. In any 

event, border officials are significantly better at 

pushing people across countries than they are 

private vehicles. 

Before leaving home check all your documents. 

Make sure the chassis number on the V5C (the 

logbook) matches your bike, and that the name on

the V5C is the same as on the passport. Have your

original documents to hand and carry sufficient

colour copies for every entry and exit.

Certain countries also require a carnet de

passage: an import/export guarantee that the bike

will leave the country you’re entering. In the UK,

you can get one from a new carnet issuer called

CARS (www.carseurope.net).

Some borders will also check for food and you’ll

find yourself dumping dairy products, fresh meats

and fruit in the bin. A good way to ward off a

search is to have smelly laundry at the top of

panniers.

Another amusing procedure you may find is bike

fumigation, which is supposed to prevent insects

getting into the next country and consists of a man

spraying insecticide over the wheels of your bike.

Just when you think you’re done, there can be a

final police check of all your documentation and

then another by the security man in charge of

raising the barrier.

Once through, ride far enough away for people

not to bother you, then stop to double check all

your documents.

What to take
Passport. Mandatory for all borders. It

needs to be valid for at least six months after

your date of departure from the country you

are entering.

Vehicle registration document (V5C).

Mandatory for all borders, although blagging

your way across with good copies is not

unheard of.

UK driving licence. Often requested.

The photocard will normally do, but it’s worth

taking the paper part just in case.

International driving permit.

Occasionally requested, but a UK licence

is normally enough. Get one from the RAC.

Third party insurance. Sometimes

requested by police. Some countries require

obligatory purchase of country-specific

insurance at the border. It’s normally cheap

and covers you for very little.

Carnet de passage. For your bike, but

depends on the country. Required by many

African and Middle Eastern countries. 

what it takes. Packing an avalanche 

beacon, radio and lunch into my 

rucksack, I confidently swung a leg over, 

lost my footing on the ice and promptly 

landed on the floor, bike on top. This 

became a familiar position as the day 

went on.

Blasting through this sensational 

scenery was like nothing I had ever 

experienced before. The closest thing 

I’ve done to it is dune riding. It’s a similar 

feel and just as exhausting, but 

somehow easier – the bike driving 

through anything with surprising 

stability.

Steering is all about weighting your 

body in one direction while leaning the 

bike in the other. Manoeuvring is 

smooth, consistent, and fun. The 

carbonfibre chassis soaks up the bumps 

with ease, while you keep your weight 

back and allow the front end to find its 

own way.

We travelled up trails, off trails, across 

meadows, and were kept on our toes by 

the occasional snow hole or creek that 

had been invisible until a split second 

before hitting it. Face-planting was 

surprisingly forgiving most of the time 

but getting upright again was not so 

easy. We played like children

as we carved our way through

this beautiful dreamworld.

Stopping for lunch at a rustic 

cabin, we warmed our hands

and bums on the fire. As I

stood outside sharing my 

sandwich with a couple of 

hungry whisky jacks (as they 

call grey jays around here), I 

heard the unmistakable angry 

sound of approaching 

snowmobiles. Kevin was quick 

to introduce the riders to the 

Yetis. He knew only too well 

that all it took was a quick 

blast on his brainchild and 

they’d be hooked.

With the Yeti being lighter, 

more agile and safer than any 

snowmobile, these bikes are 

far from abominable.
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Secret Spain: Sierra da Cazorla

Q I want to visit the north of

Scotland. When should I go?

People are saying May or

September. Not the summer?

A The Scottish north and west

coasts do get busier in school

holidays, but that means overtaking

a car once every five minutes, not

every 10 minutes. Some people are

put off by the midges that flourish

in some areas in summer, but take

some bug spray and you’ll be fine.

Ideally, we’d go in the first week

of September when the roads are

getting quieter as the schools go

back but the weather’s still likely to

be good. But if the choice is high

summer or holding on until the end of

September, we’d take high summer.

Scotland in the sunshine is one of the

best places to ride a bike.

QWe’re looking to do a

four-day trip from the 

Zeebrugge ferry. Any ideas?

A The logical choice is to head to

the Ardennes in Belgium and

Luxembourg. The alternative would

be to visit Germany – the Eifel

mountains, down to Cochem or

Trier, maybe looping back to the port

through the Ardennes. There’s lots of

high-quality riding once you get off

the main roads in those regions.

Q I have three days to

get from Santander to

Cartagena in southern Spain.

Which way should I go?

A There are plenty of routes in the

second edition of the RiDE Guide

to Europe you could adapt (find it at

www.ride.co.uk/ride-guides). The

most direct way – still using good

roads – would be down through

Burgos and Soria to Cuenca, but if

you don’t mind some longer days in

the saddle, a long arc that passes to

the west of Madrid, through León,

Segovia, Toledo and Cazorla could 

take you to some amazing roads.

Q I don’t have the money for a

bike sat nav. How can I use 

RiDE’s electronic routes?

A Just turn them into paper routes.

Sit in front of your computer with

a map, open the route preview and

copy the route onto the map with a

highlighter. Write directions for the

route in thick black pen on clean

white card that you can read in a

tankbag. Be prepared to stop and

check your map when you’re unsure. 

Old-school, but still effective. 

Bruges
Belgium’s canal capital is packed
with character – and great beers
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PARK THE BIKE AND SOAK UP SOME HISTORY AND CULTURE

So, where is Bruges again?

It’s in Belgium, about 10 miles from the

North Sea. The cloest port is Zeebrugge.

It’s not too far from the Dutch border

and just over an hour from Calais.

The north of Belgium. Not exactly great

riding country, is it?

There is a marked absence of Alps in the

area, it’s true. Not much in the way of

dramatic gorges or heavily forested 

rolling hills, either. But as a no-stress 

destination for short trip when the 

weather may not be perfect, you’d be 

hard pushed to top it. You can have a bit 

of a ride to get there, but then get out of 

your riding kit and enjoy the city.

So what is there to see?

Plenty. It’s a beautifully preserved gem

of a medieval city, packed full of historic

buildings and criss-crossed by canals.

It’s a popular tourist destination, so it’s

well set up for visitors, but it’s relatively

quiet at this time of year. 

You can take a sightseeing ride on a

canal boat or in one of the horse-drawn

carriages leaving from the market

square, or just wander – 

it’s not so big you’ll get 

lost. Many of the attractions are inside,

safely away from the weather: the bell

tower on the market square, the town

hall and the Holy Blood cathedral on the

Burg square – all worth a visit. And of

course there’s the beer…

Did you say beer?

Belgium is famous for beer – it boasts

of producing 1500 varieties, and Belgian

beer has been granted UNESCO World

Heritage status. The first weekend of

February (in 2017, February 4-5) sees

the huge Bruges Beer Festival – 389 

different beers in a massive tent beside

the market square’s bell tower. There’s

no entry fee – just buy a tasting glass

and tokens for beer (€15 for one glass

and five tokens, €30 for two glasses and

11 tokens; after which extra tokens are

€1.80 each).

So you’re suggesting a booze cruise?

Not a bit of it. There’s plenty of culture

to soak up, from the Groeninge Museum

stuffed with art to the Beguinage 

houses. There are churches, a museum

about torture – and one about beer…

And you’re talking about beer again…

Well, the tour of Bruges’ Half Moon 

Brewery is very popular as well. But 

Belgium is also famous for its chocolates  

while the more romantically minded 

might like to visit the diamond museum.

FACT FILE: BRUGES

How to get there: From the north of

the UK, the overnight ferry from Hull to

Zeebrugge (www.poferries.com) is a

winner. From Calais, it’s just over an hour 

away on the A16/A18 autoroute.

How long for: A weekend is ideal.

When to go: Any time of year, though

it’s busiest with tourists in high summer.

How much: Budget £100-£150 a night

for a double room in a nice hotel; £45-£60

in a more basic one. Allow £30-£40 a head 

to eat in a smart restaurant. Food is

cheaper in bars, but it’s easy to spend a

similar amount if you’re sampling the beers. 

 Bruges looks great 

at night, with the  

buildings illuminated
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BIKE BUYING

Which superbik

Honda Fireblade and Suzuki GSX-R1000

Alternatively…
Yamaha YZF-R6

Kawasaki ZX-10R 2016

X-10R for 2017 may mean

ad if you can face being

. On used bikes look for

– immaculate bodywork

drilled sump plug.

What are these unused

nearly new bikes?



act purchase) schemes

much your bike will be

e agreement. Finance

acturers work out a

   (MFV) for the bike, and 

    fference between the 

    what it will be worth at 

    ent.

     m you have three 

   mmon is to trade the bike 

       ood condition and within 

   it – should also give you 

    ur next bike. Or you 

     its MFV and keep it.  

     it back and walk away. 

  will normally only be 

    me if they’re less than 

     finance company will 

    sue a minimum future 

   

    s that you’re financing  

    difference between the 

    V, rather than the whole 

    thly repayments will be 

   ce, the APR (annual 

    figure that shows you 

     al) will look bigger than 

    where you’re financing a 

  

t unless you pay the

y own the bike. A PCP is

who like to change their

e years.

Top tips: don t be tempted to put down a

huge deposit – you won’t necessarily get any

benefit with PCP. And before you sign up, do

the calculation to find the total cost for two

years rather than three – it might be better to

pay a little more per month over two years, as

your bike loses more in the third year.

What about

hire purchase?
Hire purchase (HP) is a traditional loan where

you pay a deposit and the remainder is paid

off in full over the agreed term – usually

between 12 months and five years. Because

you’re paying more, the APR seems lower than 

PCP, although the monthly payments will be 

higher or the term longer.

This is best for those with a large deposit or

for those who want to keep the bike for more

than just two or three years. However, the

bike isn’t yours until the end of the agreement

so you cannot sell your bike before then,

unless you settle the finance left with the

finance company or sell it to a bike shop that

would settle it for you. Even if they want it,

they wouldn’t want to pay more than the trade

price – they’re a business, after all.

Suzuki GSX-R1000

2012
£6895

HP example

Deposit: £1000.00

48 x £148.04

APR 9.9% 

in road manners. The engine is superb, it s comfortable in sportsbike terms and the bike offers

a package that has been perfected over many years. Shop around as there are bound to be some

tucked away in showrooms. And as there weren’t any really significant changes from 2012 to 2016,

don’t shy away from an older model.

What exactly  
is a PCP?

2016
£11,136

PCP example

Deposit; £2500.00

36 x £143.93

MFV £5308.00

APR 8.9%

6000 miles per year
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BIKE BUYING

Can I pay by 

credit card?
Actually, this isn’t as crazy as it might sound at 

first. If you have a good credit rating you can 

easily get a zero per cent credit card with a 

limit of several thousand pounds, and you 

could have up to two years to pay it off before 

the interest starts to kick in.

For some people, that could be a  zero per

cent interest way of buying a highly desirable

secondhand bike. The big ‘if’ is how certain you

are that you will be able to pay it all off within

the zero per cent term.

While most dealers won’t mind larger 

amounts being paid on a credit card, most will

charge you the banking fee, typically 1.7-2.0

per cent. And nearly all will insist that you are

on the premises when you pay for the bike

(ie not over the phone or online), as they have

more protection if you put your PIN in. Some

may also have a limit, like £5000.

If you do decide to buy a bike on a credit

card, make absolutely sure you pay the whole

lot off before the zero per cent ends, or it’ll end

up costing crazy money.

What about  

a bank loa
A good bank loan will typically

rates than standard new-bike f

offers more flexibility than a bi

finance arrangement, as you c

only to buy your bike (either ne

also your chosen mix of clothin

accessories or perhaps even a

weekend. You also own the bik

and therefore can sell it whene

– the loan is yours, not guarant

However, some bank loans can

early without a penalty, and so

secured against your home.

Could I

remortgag
Equity in your house? Why not

more mortgage and buy that b

always promised yourself? Er…

are in effect paying twice as m

over the length of your mortga

tempting but totally insane thin

Will cash g

me a disco
Not like it used to. Because of

laundering legislation, dealers

sums in used fivers any more.

happier with finance arrangem

they get a commission.

Which sportster? 

Ducati SuperSport 

We’re all excited about this

111bhp, 210kg, an optional up

quickshifter and an 810mm s

adding up to a nimble, rapid

A pretty Ducati is always ple

comfortable, road-biased on

a winner. Adjustable screen,

clip-ons and more leg room s

to the pleasure without com

the ride. But £11,632 is a lot o

so let’s hope it’s all we think 

Triumph Daytona 675 

PCP example Deposit £2331

£105, MFV £4732, APR 6.9%

For many this is the perfect sports

road and track. Ample, seamless po
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Kawasaki ZX-6R 636 

HP example

drange

be tune

versati

mph Da

for thos

Honda CBR650F

2014 £4500

Not the most exciting bike, this disappointed

many by claiming to be in the tradition of the old

CBR600F but missing the mark. But now it’s a

good-value, do-it-all bike with clean looks and

very civilised manners. It’s well built,

comfortable and cheap. There are plenty about,

so shop around for the best deal you can find.

Can I add options 

 to a finance deal?
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BIKE BUYING

Which retro?

Triumph Street Cup £8600 
PCP example Deposit £2053.80, 36 x £105.00,  

MFV £4371.00, APR 9.9%, 5000 miles a year 

Take a Triumph Street Twin, fit some ace drop 

Alternatively..
BMW Scrambler £10,

PCP Deposit £999.00, 36 x

MFV £5762.75, APR 9.9%, 40

A Scrambler in name only, the BMW

is given some new trinkets to create

version. It rides really well, with the b

feeling frisky. Neat details abound – a

accessories. It also sounds great.

Is cheap finance a con?
The good news is low-rate finance deals on new bikes are not a con:  

we are the winners. Manufacturers often offer really good rates of 

finance on certain models. Recently zero per cent has been regularly 

offered, especially in competitive sectors, or on bikes that are not 

selling as well as the competition. So even if you have the cash sitting  

in the bank, you’ll actually be saving money by borrowing it.

The manufacturers pay a subsidy to the finance company to make  

up the shortfall. Unlike the car world, bike dealers rarely have to pay 

towards subsidised deals, so you may still be able to haggle a little, 

although their profit margins may be reduced on these models. 
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Ducati Desert Sled 

Yamaha XJR1300

1998 £2250, 2014 £6500,

2016 £8599

This hard man has been around since 1998.

Fuel injection improved its manners in 2007 and

there have been several upgrades over the

years including an SP model. But the grunty

air-cooled heart has remained true, giving one

of the silkiest torque deliveries of any bike

ever. There’s only five gears and you only really

need three of those, such is the grunt. Most

have been looked after, so find the best you

can. Well finished, customisable and always

cool, but they are heavy so look for damage

from being dropped.

What’s finance  

protection insurance?
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Kawasaki W800

PCP 

real thing. The W800 beat

Bonneville model for realistic

n the brakes are rubbish, just

ide is better than its rivals and 



BIKE BUYING

Which 
adventure 
bike?

Ducati Multistrada 950 

£11,132
The Ministrada mixes big brother’s chassis  

with a smaller sibling’s engine to bring us an easier

Multistrada equation. Its 111bhp will be plenty for

most, its comfort, handling and ergonomics suit 

touring and town in equal measure, while looking  

to all the world like the 1200. 

Equipment is lacking when compared to 

the Multistrada 1200, but there’s still 

everything you need, just not 

necessarily everything you want. 

Then there’s the price, which at 

£11,132 is close enough to Honda’s 

Africa Twin at £10,849 and 

Crossrunner at £10,399, but a 

little rich compared with 

BMW’s F800GS Adventure, 

from £9800.

Suzuki V-Strom 1000
The Suzuki V-Strom 1000 is one of those

forgotten bikes in the adventure bike segment.

Which is a shame because the engine is great, as

is comfort, and the whole package works really

well on the road. But it’s not as sexy as the 

opposition, so the new XT model beefs up the

V-Strom’s looks. It gets spoked wheels with 

tubeless tyres, handguards, bash plate, a taller 

screen and an enduro seat. Prices are yet to be 

confirmed by Suzuki, but expect it to cost around

£10,000 on the road.

What is a  
credit score?
Your credit score represents how safe an 

investment yo  l k      

the informatio       

picture of you

including elect

loans, whethe

defaults on payments or bankruptcy. All

companies use their own criteria so there

isn’t one score with your name on. If you go

and try several bikes, don’t be tempted to 

see if you can get finance everywhere –

each time someone checks your name it 

leaves a footprint, reducing your score.

Thankfully dealer finance is guaranteed 

on the bike – so unless you have a County 

Court Judgement (CCJ), have defaulted on 

several payments or have been bankrupt, 

most are OK. A bank loan may have a lower 

rate, but there’s no guarantee you’ll be 

accepted; the credit score required for  

you to be accepted may be higher.

A poor credit score won’t necessarily rule 

out you borrowing money – but it may mean 

you’re not eligible for the lowest rate, or you 

could be asked for a higher deposit.

XT has all the

whistles and bells,

but the b ic version 

is better value
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BMW F700GS £781

PCP Deposit £1357.83, 3

MFV £3802.54, APR 5.9%

Half the price of a fully loaded

but a lot more than half the bike

Super-frugal 798cc parallel twin

can squeeze 200 miles from the

underseat fuel tank, yet still mak

respectable 74bhp. Comfortable

substantial without feeling intim

range of options let you pick a s

as low as 765mm to as high as 8

options list includes heated grips, traction control,

electronic suspension and hard luggage. Taller 

F800GS (and Adventure) well worth a look too.

Alternativel

Suzuki V-Strom 1000 £9136

PCP Deposit £1000, 36 x £146.88,  

MFV £4535.00, APR 8.9%, 4000 miles

 Suzuki may have just introduced a new V-Strom 

1000 XT, but it’s the basic 2016 V-Strom 1000 

that’s the bargain. At just £9136 (plus a £777 

cashback offer), it’s little different to the XT 

but you get a lot more bike for your money.

BMW R1200GS

2004-2005 £3500-£4000

When the R1150GS was replaced by the

R1200GS in 2004, it lost 30kg, gained power

and improved on an already great bike. The first

ones suffered some problems, but these will

have all been sorted a long time ago. For around

£4000 you will get a bike that is almost as good

as a new GS – a few less toys and a bit less

power – but as an everyman bike capable of

anything you throw at it, the GS is a winner.

Look for full BMW service history, check the

suspension hasn’t suffered off-road abuse and

get one with hard luggage. Adventure models,

with a huge 33-litre tank, start at £6500.

Want to change early?

New 950, tested in 

this issue, is a 

big-value alternative 

to the 1200
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BIKE BUYING

Which naked? Kawasaki Z900 
It may be a

old about th

with the sim

edge. Its sle

948cc and m

forks are fu

and seat he

Suzuki GSX-S750 £7736
Inheriting a GSX-R750 engine retuned for 113bhp, 

the GSX-S750 should give Suzuki a foothold on the 

everyman naked bike market that the GSR750 

never managed. Aggressive looks, radial brakes, 

adjustable traction control and Suzuki’s newbie-

friendly RPM Assist, which increases the revs as 

you pull away, and cracking looks to boot. And all 

for a surprisingly modest £7736 on the road.

What if I lose my job?
If you have a taken out an HP or PCP deal on  

a bike, the bike remains the property of the 

finance company until the last payment is made. 

If you miss one payment, notify your finance 

company and try to pay as soon as possible;  

it will hit your credit rating but shouldn’t be a big 

issue. But if you are unable to continue paying, 

talk to your dealer or finance company. They 

don’t want to go through repossessing and 

selling at auction so should give you options, 

such as renegotiating a loan over a longer  

period or trading it in for a cheaper bike. This is 

a very complicated situation, but your first and 

most important job is to contact the lender as 

soon as you know there’s a problem.

“If you have trouble paying, talk to 
your finance company immediately”
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Triumph Street Triple

PCP 

MFV £3721.00, A

 Euro 4 has a lot to a

demise of the Street T

A friendly, lightweight

105bhp delivered to a

wonderful package, a

fresh. Although close

sportsbike, the Stree

basic, the brakes are

engine is in a softer s

creates a road bike th

well on all but the fas

Friendly to new riders

challenging enough fo

the Street Triple will l

f d

tio

201

o k

for a pampered older

Suzuki SV650 

around since 1999.

ginal 69bhp V-twin, 

aplenty, with decent 

und £1400.

ctronic aids, ABS, 

y suspension. The 

t to a price, but they 

t of your time should 

st example you can. 

ge, do an HPI check 

tory, and if possible 

story – the engines

What’s wrong with  

a Euro 3 bike?

Price, weight and 
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ELECTRONICS

package than the 1200, with

non-lean-angle-based tractiong

control and ABS, no cruise 

control and no heated grips.

The Mi rada
‘Entry-level’ Multistrada

Price starts at £11,132

 Smaller engine, similar 
chassis, same concept

FIRST RIDE DUCATI MULTISTRADA 950 

RIDING POSITION

A halfway mix of Multistrada

Enduro and standard 1200, the

950 has virtually identicaly

ergonomics, tank and fairing to

the 1200, and the seat and tail

end of the Enduro.



D
UCATI’S MULTISTRADA 950 is on 

slightly dodgy ground. Literally: 

the tarmac is peppered with 

leftover .22-calibre chippings, or 

perhaps they’re shards of volcanic 

debris, scattered across the racing line by 

Fuerteventurian wind action. Either way, 

Ducati’s guide rider, silver-haired rally 

legend Beppe Gualini, drifts tidily across 

the road and traces the line of Armco; 

shimmering blue Atlantic a mere cliff-drop 

to the right, cut-throat serrated strata of 

Canary Island geology to the left. 

Earlier, Beppe warned against following 

him too closely. Sure enough, as he taps the 

power on his Multistrada 950, the next 

bike in line – mine – is machine-gunned 

by a spray of igneous ammunition issued 

from his rear Pirelli Scorpion Trail II. 

Gravel ricochets off the 950’s screen and 

beak, but thankfully no headlights are 

smashed in the making of this story, and 

the Multistrada’s aftermarket alloy radiator 

shroud, fitted as a sensible precaution, 

preserves the coolant’s dignity. The rider, 

however, is caught in the crossfire, taking 

one in the leg and another missile getting 

past the Multistrada’s handguard defences 

and ping-stinging off a finger. Ouch.

Ducati’s Multistrada 950 is on slightly 

dodgy ground metaphorically, too. It’s a 

mix of Multistrada Enduro and standard

Multistrada 1200 parts; the same frame

as both, but with the 1200’s ridi

position, bars, pegs, nose fairing

and tank, combined with 

the Enduro’s seat, brakes, 

twin-sided swingarm and 

tail section. With the 

accessory packs and 

optional wire wheels, your 

950 can, almost, become a 

mini version of either of its 

bigger brothers. 

However, you can’t have 

the 1200 S’s semi-active 

suspension on your 950, 

nor the Enduro’s 30-litre 

petrol tank. And that’s the 

slightly dodgy bit: the 950’s spec sheet

is in part an inevitable list of what it lacks

compared to the 1200s. It doesn’t have

top-flight IMU-based electronics, or a

quickshifter, or cruise control, or a colour

TFT screen. Even calling the 950 stripped-

back, simplified and budget-conscious

sails uncomfortably close to sounding

like a down-spec, inferior version of the

flagship. It’s why Ducati privately admit

the 950’s image was a concern, and one of

the reasons it’s taken this long to make it.

At least the 950’s 111bhp V-twin isn’t a

sleeved-down 1200, nor from the 959

Panigale. Instead it’s the 937cc motor also

used in the Hypermotard and forthcoming

SuperSport. So it’s 22 per cent smaller than

the 1200 S and 29 per cent less powerful,

but at £11,132 on the road it’s 33 per cent

eaper. So it’s all less – but at least

’s less in the right order.

Who’s the Multistrada
950 intended for?

 Ducati say the Multistrada 950 is aimed at the ‘entry level’

adventure rider, who doesn’t want the full-on riding experience

or performance of a 1200 Multistrada or BMW R1200GS, but a 

more manageable, less intimidating bike – yet still with a big-bike 

feel. They suggest the 950 could be considered alongside 

Honda’s Africa Twin, although in truth it’s closer in concept 

to Honda’s VFR800X Crossrunner or KTM’s 1050 Adventure. 

Head-on, the 950 looks like a 1200; from 

the rear like an Enduro. But the 950 does 

more than just look like a 1200; it feels like 

one to sit on – and this is a very good thing. 

Like the 1200s, the 950 is exceptionally 

comfortable, perfectly balancing a wide, 

open set of bars with low pegs, lots of 

legroom, and a slightly canted-forward 

torso offsetting wind resistance. The 

840mm seat height is unadjustable, but 

fitting a different seat can alter it across a 

range from 820mm to 860mm. The 950’s 

screen has the same, easy, one-handed 

adjustment as the bigger bikes, but it 

makes little difference whether it’s up or 

down – a Pikes Peak-style shorty screen 

is more comfortable because it reduces 

buffeting. But you can ride the 950 all day 

without so much as a twinge, anywhere.

The other 1200-sized bonus is the 950’s 

20-litre fuel tank. With an admirable 

SMALLER ENGINE

The Multistrada 950 has the same

111bhp, 937cc V-twin as the

Hypermotard and the forthcomingyp g

SuperSport – making it almost 50bhp

less potent than the Multistrada 1200.
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MIX ’N’ MATCH

The Multistrada 950 can

be configured as either

enduro style, withy

wire-spoked wheels, bash

plate and knobblies, or

road spec with cast front,

road tyres and panniers,y p

or any mix of either.



42.5mpg fuel consumption figure

measured while hammering the 950

relentlessly around Fuerteventura’s

nadgery roads, it gives a full-to-fumes 

range of around 180 miles.

The 950’s switchgear isn’t backlit as per

the 1200, but has the same clean layout as

the new Monster 1200’s switches. They’re

functionally basic, and feature a foglight

switch for when foglights are fitted, but

there’s no room for a heated grips switch

because there aren’t any listed in the 950’s

accessories catalogue. Not even as part of

the Touring Pack, which consists of simply

panniers and a centrestand – is that

technically a ‘pack’?

From a rider’s-eye view, the 950’s build

quality is good – tidy cable routing, bright

silver painted bars and riser clamps, beefy

mirror stems (with almost 180° rear view),

12-volt socket, and a budget LCD version

of the 1200’s clocks complete with a

Patrick Moore monocle for the gear

position indicator. Four rider modes –

Sport, Touring, Urban and Enduro –

offer various power

outputs, throttle

response, traction

control and ABS

settings. All are also

inter-customisable.

Selecting your setting,

popping the key in the

ignition (unlike the

keyless 1200s) and sliding down the starter

button finally breathes life into the 950 –

and, like all Ducatis of the last five or six

years, the Ministrada bustles into a smooth,

harmonious and untroubling tickover. Its

flattened exhaust is barely audible above

the sound of the rider gently weeping at

the sheer civility

of the Italian machine.

First gear engages with a buoyant click,

the clutch is as light as a whipped soufflé,

the ride-by-wire throttle is preternaturally

disposed to respond precisely without

snatch or glitch, drivetrain free of lash and

shudder at any revs or gear. This is Ducati

without the blood and thunder of old

– which may upset purists, but it’s also lost

that demanding, alienating elitism that put

many people off. The 950 is accessible,

unintimidating and rideable. It’s a perfect

My First Ducati Multistrada.

But while the 1200 isn’t exactly hard to

ride, it is bloody quick. The 950 is even

easier to ride, but it’s a lot less bloody

quick. Power is evenly spread across a

wide rev range despite the absence of

variable valve timing – Ducati are right

when they say the 950 doesn’t need it.

But the Ministrada has lost some dramatic

punch – on stop-start roads, I hoped the

950 would enthusiastically bob its front

wheel up in first gear. It doesn’t – it’s not

gutless, but it’s tamed and in stark contrast

with something like Yamaha’s MT-09; less 

appealing to look at but more funky to

ride. The 950 doesn’t have the grand opera 

of a 1200, but it’s open to anyone.

Another part of the 950’s all-rounder

appeal is its soft chassis set-up. Stroke the

powerful front Brembo brakes and the

forks nose-dive through their first inch of

travel before the damping kicks in. Adding

a few clicks of fork compression and half a 

turn of rear rebound (no need for a

screwdriver – the ignition key fits

perfectly) tightens the

plot up, but the overall

balance of the bike

remains pillowy – not 

uncontrolled, not

harsh, but it’s possible

for it to bottom out 

through

a dip in the road.

Low-speed control is blissful – plenty of

steering lock, lots of wide-bar control and,

using the rear brake trail bike-style, you 

can hold the 950 balanced almost at a

standstill for as long as traffic lights need

to change. At speed the 950 whisks along 

breezily, with more stability than the agile,

active 1200, but with lazier steeri

But ultimately I can’t help think

Ducati missed a trick with the Mu

950. It’s a lovely bike with no inh

faults and much to savour – but i

road trim, the 950 feels more a na

rival for Honda’s VFR800X Cross

Suzuki’s V-Strom 1000 or KTM’s

defunct 1050 Adventure – none o

which lit up the sales figure chart

Ducati wanted Honda Africa

Twin-sized sales, dressing the 95

up as a mini-1200 Enduro would

been better: lower gearing, crash

bars, wire wheels, bash plate,

foglights, fancy graphics and Pire

Scorpion Rally II tyres as standar

would’ve ramped up the interest

considerably. I know because Du

such a bike in the hotel foyer, and

much more fun than the stock bi

And, in that spec, the Multistrad

would handle any dodgy ground

impeccably. SIMON HARGREAVES

“Power is spread
evenly across a 
wide rev range”

Make it yours
The Multistrada 950 can be configured with four accessory packs, all of

which can be combined together in any combination. The Touring Pack gets

hard side cases and a centrestand. The Sport Pack includes a Termignoni

silencer, aluminium frame plugs (the rubber ones fall out) and a fancy brake

reservoir cap. The Urban Pack has a top box, tankbag and USB charger

(there’s one under the seat as standard), but the Enduro Pack is the most

interesting: alloy bash plate, steel pegs, rad cover, LED fogs and crash bars. 

There are lots of other Ducati extras, including wire wheels and Pirelli 

Scorpion Rally II tyres. But no heated grips are listed – yet. 
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SPEC DUCATI MULTISTRADA 950

Price £11,132 (red) Engine 937cc dohc 90° V-twin, 4v per cyl, l/c Power 111bhp @

9000rpm Torque 71lb.ft @ 7750rpm Transmission 6-speed, chain Chassis steel trellis

Front suspension 48mm forks, 170mm travel, adjustable preload, rebound and

compression Rear suspension monoshock, adjustable preload, rebound and compression

Front brakes 320mm discs, 4-piston calipers Rear brake 265mm disc, 2-piston caliper

Front tyre 120/70 ZR19 Rear tyre 170/60 ZR17 Wheelbase 1594mm Rake/trail

25.2°/105.7mm Seat height 840mm Kerb weight 227kg Fuel capacity 20 litres

The 937cc engine

from the Hypermotard

is smooth and helpful,

rather than dramatic

 Black-and-white 

LCD dash replaces  

the 1200’s fancy 

full-colour TFT unit
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SERVICE INTERVALS

Don’t fear racking up the miles.

The 950’s service schedule lets

you ride up to 9000 miles between

annual oil changes. Valve clearanceg

checks and new cambelts are

needed every 18,000 miles.



W

QUICKSHIFTER

quickshifter fitted as standard,q

letting riders change up through

the gearbox without having to

roll off or use the clutch.
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SUBTLE RESTYLE

Radiator is now sandwiched

between a pair of new shrouds,

helping disguising it. Air scoopsp g g g p

above it are now slightly largerg y

than on the previous bike.

MORE ADJUSTMENT

As before, the MT-09’s right forkg

leg has adjustable rebound

damping – but now it’s joined by

a new left leg with adjustable

compression damping.

“Plenty of notes have been 
taken from the MT-10”

SPEC YAMAHA MT-09

Price £7936 Engine 847cc dohc inline triple,  

4v per cyl, l/c Power 113bhp @ 10,000rpm 

Torque 65lb.ft @ 8500rpm Transmission 

6-speed, chain Chassis aluminium twin spar 

Front suspension 41mm forks, 137mm travel, 

adjustable preload, rebound and compression 

Rear suspension monoshock, adjustable 

preload and rebound Front brakes 298mm 

discs, 4-piston calipers Rear brake 245mm 

disc, single-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 

ZR17 Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17 Wheelbase 

1440mm Rake/trail 25°/103mm Seat  

height 820mm Kerb weight 193kg Fuel 

capacity 14 litres
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FIRST RIDES

firmly. There’s also a reasonable hint of

engine braking when it’s shut. Just the 

thing until the roads start to dry as we 

climb into the mountains.

You can switch engine modes on the 

move by pressing the button and shutting 

the throttle – though on my first go, I turn 

on the hazard lights by mistake. Switching 

to the middle STD setting, the bike feels 

even more urgent and involving, blasting 

out overtakes without effort.

More speed and drier roads highlight the

new, improved suspension. The geometry

of the bike is unchanged (bar the rider

sitting 5mm higher) but the upside-down

forks are new, gaining a compression

adjuster to go with the existing preload and

rebound adjusters. The rear shock has been

switched for the one from the XSR900,

which is noticeably firm    d

unit. The result is a more

still fast-turning and acc

likely to seesaw from bu

Number plate

hanger mounted

to swingarm is

Yamaha’s first

improved the

MT-09’s ride

and handling

 MT-10-style 

LED headlight 

replaces 

pant-shaped unit 

from old bike

It is a lot of fun to ride – howling towards

a dry corner, shedding a little speed with

the light-but-powerful brakes (the ABS 

never panics) and then going down two 

gears. The clutch has been updated with 

the slip-assist unit from the XSR, giving a 

lighter lever action and limiting the rear 

wheel’s ability to lock. Then on corner-

exit, it’s back on the gas and up through 

the gears – without even bothering that 

new clutch, as there’s a quickshifter fitted 

as standard. With a positive throttle and the 

digital tacho into its home straight, upshifts 

are effortless.

Conditions keep shifting from dry and 

fun to damp and nervy all the way to 

lunch. When the traction control does kick 

in on the slimy stuff – which isn’t often, 

even in the second, less interventionist 

setting – it does little more than blink a 

light on the dash. Well, clearly it’s adjusting 

the fuelling and ignition timing until grip is 

regained, but it does it so smoothly that all 

you notice is the orange light. One small 

but significant improvement over the old 

MT-09 is that the new bike now 

remembers the mode and traction settings 

when it’s turned off (unless the traction is 

turned off completely, as this rearms when

the key’s turned on again).

After lunch, and now facing properly dry

roads, I select A mode and really start to

enjoy myself. There’s a beautifully instant

enthusiasm to the power delivery – though

it needs a positive hand on the throttle to

keep it smooth, as hesitant use can make it

feel a bit snatchy. The exhaust – unchanged

behind a restyled cowl – provides a 

pleasant but not too loud soundtrack to a

spirited ride back to base. 

I get off the MT-09 having changed my

mind about it completely. Especially now

that it looks so similar to the MT-10 I had

wondered why Yamaha needed to have

both bikes in their range – but the two are

very different. Where the MT-10 is a 

snarling animal, the MT-09 is a much more

friendly kind of thing. Oh, it is aggressively 

styled and light and powerful – and it’s 

damn fast too. But it’s not an intimidating, 

mental-fast hooligan like its R1-powered 

sibling. The MT-09 is a more usable,

everyday kind of loveable rogue.

It’s also sensibly priced beside the MT-10. 

The restyled MT-09 with the quickshifter, 

slipper clutch and improved suspension is 

£7936 – that’s £2200 less than its four-

cylinder sibling. Compared with the old 

MT-09, that’s a £450 price increase for a 

bike that’s better looking, better handling 

and easier to live with than the old MT-09, 

but still just as much fun. SIMON WEIR
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Fastest Bikes
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WORLD S FASTEST BIKES / SUZUKI RGV500 v GSX R1000

SUZUKI GSX-R1000 V SUZUKI R 500

2014 SUZUKI GSX R1000
182 5bhp (c aimed) 203kg (wet) £10 999

The cu rent p nnacle of a long l ne of legenda y

blue and wh te i re sport bikes Su uki s

GSX-R1000 s one of he ast o ema n ree

rom e ect onic r der a ds

1999 SUZUKI XR89 RGV500
175bhp cla med) 150kg we ) £POA

A f l- at f ctory 500 from the golden age

of pre t act on con rol two-s roke GP b kes

T is is Kenny Robe ts Jr s 1999 RGV500 It

won four aces set five pole pos t ons

and five astest aps on ts way o

econd n he wor d champ onsh p

Words cAvoy / Photography Jason C i chell

WWW PERFORMANCEBIKES CO UK WWW PERFORMANCEB KES CO UK

MICHAEL RUTTER

PB TRACK TESTER
44 yea s 5ft 10 n fi st race 1989

28- ime BSB ace w nner 8 t me

Macau champ on 13- me NW200

winner and 4- ime TT winner raced

aga nst th s b ke in 500GPs n 1999

Can a modern sportsbike live with a full factory 500GP bike? Let’s find out

WORLD’S FASTEST BIKES / 2016 KAWASAKI ZX 10R

WWW PERFORMANCEBIKES CO UK WWW PERFORMANCEB KES CO UK 7574

We let Rutter loose on aki’s
long awaited 2 10R

Look out, Mal rk

Words Ch is Newb gging / Photo py Wood

KAWASAKI
ZX-10R

MICHAEL RUTTER

PB TESTER AND TT WINNER
44 yea s 5ft 10in tch ng o go

resh f om tes ing the ZX-10R in the sun

of outhern Spain Ru ter now contends

w th the beast at a w t

L ices ersh re ra etra k

KAWASAKI ZX 10R
193bhp 208kg £13 649

The much-an cipa ed upda e o

Kawasak s Wor d Superb ke

i e-winn ng up rbi e

WWW PERFORMANCEBIKES CO UK WWW PERFORMANCEB KES CO UK 76

WORLD S FASTEST BIKES / S1000RR v R1 v 1299 S

It’s the test we have all been waiting for, as Michael Rutter takes to Mallory Park on the latest breed of sportsbikes Hold on tight

S1000RR V R1 V PANIGALE S
Words John McAvoy / Pho ography Ja on Cr tche l

JOHN McAVOY

PB TESTER
Age 44 6ft 4 n

PB ester John ran a ong- erm ZX 10R

or two years A fast oad and t ack

ider he has hrashed all o the la est

portsb kes around Ma ory Pa k

He l kes tu ning up ea ly

BMW S1000RR
196bhp 203 5kg £15 200

Japan s n ghtmare arr ved in 2010 and

has led the i re pack e er since

Upda ed or 2015 w th tec nology f om

the HP4 as wel as a new chas is and

engine can t st l keep s nose ahead?

YAMAHA YZF R1

189bhp 198 5kg £14 999

The b ke most ike y to rec aim tre g ory

for apan s he ew R1 W th el ctron c

ass sts aken rom he M1 MotoGP b ke

and a new chassis and crossp ane

mo or t is a very ser ous contender

DUCATI 1299 PANIGALE S

96bhp 194kg £20 750

Th s year hanks to a capac ty ncrease

the Paniga e has become the wo ld s

f rst p oduct on b ke to record a

genu ne 1 1 power o we g t rat o W l it

be enough o beat he n ine fou s?

MICHAEL RUTTER

44 ears 5ft 10 n

Wi h hi teen NW200 w ns our TT

v c or es and 11 Macau GP wins

under h s b lt M chael s one of

the mo t exper enced acers n he UK

and a h gh y-rega ded est r der

He kes go ng home ear y

The world’s hottest bikes tested flat-out
by the UK’s fastest road tester

O
N
LY

£
4
.9

9

2016 KAWASAKI ZX-10R
We test the long-awaited, new Kawasaki 

superbike, and take the BMW S1000RR along 
as a benchmark

S1000RR V R1 V PANIGALE
Rutter thrashes the new breed of superbikes 

from BMW, Yamaha and Ducati. We’ll take the 
red one...

GSX-R1000 v RGV500
Can Suzuki’s litre bike be any match for Kenny 

Roberts Jr’s RGV500 GP weapon? You’d be 
surprised...

FIND US IN WHSMITH AND SELECTED NEWSAGENTS OR ORDER YOUR COPY ONLINE AT 

www.greatmagazines.co.uk/motorcycling

FEATURING:



I
’M CROUCHED OVER the Super Duke

R’s tank, at a standstill on the start-

finish straight at the Losail circuit in 

Qatar. Right wrist is wound back, left 

hand half-squeezing the clutch lever, 

V-twin thunder in my ears, and eyes fixed 

on a trio of red lights. Alongside me, South 

African journalist and former drag-racer 

Bill Hunter is poised for battle on an 

identical KTM.

FLICK: the lights go out and I dump the 

clutch. The Super Duke doesn’t so much 

leap forward as accelerate at what seems 

like an underwhelming rate, its front tyre 

barely leaving the track. But I must’ve got 

the jump on Bill, and there’s no repeat of 

my previous botched launch that saw him

vanish into the distance.

That’s because this

time we’re both trying

the Super Duke’s new

launch control. With the

KTM’s electronic brain

controlling revs and

keeping the front down,

all I need to do is hold

the throttle open and quickshift through

the box until, a few seconds later, I flash

over the line… still ahead. That win might

be down to science rather than skill, but 

against an ex-pro who’s complaining?

The drag racing was just a bit of fun to 

highlight KTM’s Ready to Race image and 

showcase the optional launch control 

(which, frankly, would only be worth using 

in an actual race). But there was a serious 

point behind the Austrian firm’s decision to 

launch this second-generation 1290 Super 

Duke R primarily on the track rather than 

the road. With the arrival of the Super 

Duke GT, the original 1290 Super Duke 

is being made to earn its R-for-Racer

designation by becoming more sporty.

It’s all pretty subtle, mind you. There’s

a hint of extra aggression in the sharper

styling, based around a new split-lens

headlight, whose aluminium central

structure holds various components 

and doubles as a heat sink for the LEDs. 

Other electrical updates include a new 

full-colour TFT instrument panel, keyless 

ignition, cruise control and tyre pressure 

warning as standard.

The 1301cc, 75° V-twin gets titanium 

inlet valves, higher compression ratio 

and shorter intake trumpets. This adds 

an extra 500rpm and 4bhp, bringing peak 

output to 174bhp. To get through Euro 4 

there’s also a new stainless-steel exhaust, 

plus resonator chambers mounted on the 

cylinder heads to cut CO
2
 emissions and 

improve low-rev response.

There’s no change to the tubular steel 

frame or chassis

geometry, but the

48mm WP forks get

stiffer springs while

the shock’s standard

settings are firmed

with more preload and

damping. As before the

brake system uses 

Brembo’s M50 front calipers, while safety 

is upgraded with cornering ABS thanks to 

Bosch’s latest IMU trickery.

For all the Super Duke’s extra R-factor 

it’s still a naked street bike, so I was glad to 

begin the launch with a short blast on the 

streets of Doha. The new bike felt familiar 

despite its more colourful screen, and its 

slightly sportier riding position from a 

20mm-wider handlebar that’s set 5mm 

lower and 18.5mm further forward.

Despite its Beast nickname, the previous 

1290 was as refined as it was powerful. 

That remains true of Beast 2.0, which in 

Street mode ripped round Doha, feeling 

effortlessly rapid yet very controllable 

thanks to its smooth, flexible low-rev

power delivery.

In the lower gears it pulls sweetly from

as low as 2000rpm, effortlessly storming

MEANER AND CLEANER

New stainless-steel exhaust

system, with an electronically

operated butterfly valve, plays

its part in reducing emissions

to Euro 4 standard.
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“Effortlessly 
storming through 

the midrange”

FIRST RIDE KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE R



EVEN MORE POWER

Engine tweaks – including a huge

13.6:1 compression ratio – result

in a claimed 174bhp. That makesp

it even more powerful than the

sports-touring Super Duke GT.

through the midrange and keeping its front

wheel down in improbably law-abiding

fashion, thanks to the built-in anti-wheelie

control. Given the Qatari police’s harsh

reputation that was probably just as well,

though the Track Pack-equipped launch

bikes (see panel) gave the option to disable

this while retaining the traction control.

The KTM’s chassis was excellent for

street use, its firmer but still fairly long-

travel suspension giving a respectably

supple ride, and the riding position still

being comfortably upright and roomy.

Although the 1290 has gained 6kg (blame

Euro 4 emissions regulations) it’s still fairly

light at a claimed 195kg dry (around 216kg

fully fuelled), and required only the lightest

of touches to get it flicking through Doha’s

numerous roundabouts.
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FIRST RIDES

Its agility was welcome when a fancy

limousine made a sudden right turn in

front of me, and the KTM slowed and

flicked past it with barely a twitch. I was

glad to have the cornering ABS in the

background, too, given the fierce power

of the Brembo brakes and the often dusty

road surface, thanks to Doha’s unofficial

status as the world’s biggest building site.

But it was the next day, with its throttle

wide open on the track, that the Super

Duke R got to stretch its legs properly. At

Losail that superbly torquey engine was

just as impressive as it had been on the

street, thundering out of the smooth turns

from as low as 5000rpm, and ripping up

the straights with reliable help from the

excellent, optional two-way quickshifter.

The KTM thundered down Losail’s

mile-long pit straight with such 

enthusiasm that it must have been close

to its 160mph-or-so stop speed. With my

head on the tank trying to escape the wind,

I couldn’t see the display and occasionally

tried to hook a non-existent seventh gear.

In the Qatari heat I was glad of the cooling

breeze, despite almost getting my head

ripped off my shoulders. The R-model’s

complete lack of wind protection might

not be so welcome back home; this bike

is naked even by supernaked standards.

It’s also pretty super, although the

chassis’ generous suspension travel caused

a few issues magnified by the grippy track

surface and sticky Metzeler Racetec K3

tyres. The front end felt fine, initially giving

a slightly vague feel but staying controlled

even under hard braking, and responding

well to being further firmed-up via the

easily accessed fork-top damping adjusters.

The WP shock also benefitted from some

additional preload and damping, which

almost cured the bike’s tendency to squat

under acceleration out of the third-gear

An even more Super Duke
Many of the launch bikes were fitted with KTM

PowerParts accessories, including a £1387.68

Race Package of Akrapovic slip-on silencer,

adjustable rearsets, pillion seat cover and

racing triple clamp. We also got some laps on a

race-kitted bike with wavy brake discs, carbon

mudguards and engine covers, Dunlop slicks,

the above-mentioned yokes and rearsets, plus

a £2028 titanium Akrapovic system.

The exhaust added a few horsepower

and saved some weight, but it was the near

three grand’s worth of WP racing fork internals

and rear shock that made most difference. The

bike felt notably stiffer and racier than the

standard Super Duke, and totally at home at

Losail. The total bill would come to over

£20,000, but for trackday use

it would make one hell of a bike.

SPEC KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE R

Price £13,999 Engine 1301cc dohc 75° V-twin,

4v per cyl, l/c Power 174bhp @ 9750rpm

Torque 104lb.ft @ 7000rpm Transmission

6-speed, chain Chassis steel trellis Front

suspension 48mm forks, 125mm travel,

adjustable preload, rebound and compression

Rear suspension monoshock, adjustable

preload, rebound and high- and low-speed

compression Front brakes 320mm discs,

4-piston calipers Rear brake 240mm disc,

2-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 ZR17 Rear

tyre 190/55 ZR17 Wheelbase 1482mm Rake/

trail 24.9°/107mm Seat height 835mm Kerb

weight 216kg (est) Fuel capacity 18 litres

final turn, then shake its head gently as it 

charged onto the straight. But for bigger or

heavier riders (I’m 6ft 4in and 85kg) the

long-travel rear end was still slightly soft. A

stiffer spring like that of the race-kitted

bike we also rode would help. Better still

would be a semi-active system like that of

the Super Duke GT.

Smaller or lighter riders probably won’t

have a problem, and to be fair the KTM’s

compliant chassis won’t detract from its

ability as a fearsomely fast and capable

street bike. Project leader Hermann Sporn

estimates that fewer than one in five of the

outgoing model’s owners ever venture on

track. Even they would possibly opt for

superior pothole-smoothing ability over

a firmer ride.

As it is, even this racier Super Duke R

should prove to be a respectably good

roadgoing all-rounder, in mild weather at

least, as well as an exhilarating occasional

track bike. It’s slightly more powerful

despite having to comply with Euro 4. It’s

firmer but not too firm; its electronics are

usefully upgraded; its styling is visually

functions are nal extras,  seems 

fair enough g hat the bas ice of

£13,999 hasn’t changed since the original

’s launc rs ago. Th ginal

st was thr ld yet im bly

sophisticated, and Beast 2.0 goes a step

further in both directions. If you liked the

original movie, you’ll love the sequel.

ROLAND BROWN

stunning, if no aid to 

practicality.

And if some potential 

owners will be 

unimpressed to find 

that many of the new 

 New TFT dashboard 

changes display as you 

switch mode and at night

 Split-lens headlight is a 

new look also coming to 

2017 Super Adventure R
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“Thrillingly wild 
yet improbably 
sophisticated”
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Li lower and  
a li lower

New replacement for ER-6n

19kg lighter thanks to new frame

 More midrange but less top end

FIRST RIDE KAWASAKI Z650

TORQUIER TWIN

Engine isn’t much changed from

the ER-6’s 649cc parallel twin.

Tweaks add midrange gruntg g

(torque is up from 47 to 48lb.ft)

but lose 4bhp at the top end.

LOWER SEAT

The ER-6n was already pretty

popular with shorter riders, but

the Z650’s seat sits 15mm lower,

with a height of just 790mm.



O
VER THE PAST decade, thousands

learned to ride and passed their

test on Kawasaki’s easygoing

ER-6n. Countless more commuted

on one, enjoying its frugality and

ouriered with one, or simply

no-frills, do-it-all nature. And

budding road racer you could

ut winning a Supertwins race

were on an ER-6. But, despite

n 2009 and 2012, the bike

d a redesign that met the latest

4 emissions standards. And so

farewell ER-6n, hello Z650.

he ER-6f is replaced by the

ew Ninja 650.)

Making the 649cc parallel twin

un cleaner and quieter has cost

ittle top-end power – last

r’s ER-6n made a claimed

p, the Z650 makes 67bhp. But

saki have countered this by

the power and torque lower

rev range.

lso made the Z650 a lot lighter.

weighed 206kg ready

the Z650 weighs just 187kg

nly to a pretty new tubular

ame and a new swingarm.

ghter wheels also make the Z

noticeably lighter to push

around. It’s also easier to get on,

with the seat 15mm lower than

e ER’s. It’s narrower at the front

eat too, which with the reduced

eat news for smaller riders.

e change is more than just a

trategy. The ER-6n was never

autiful of machines, so with a

as the Japanese designers have

r mantra of sugomi – “a

crouching posture just before jumping”,

they say. The ER’s slightly bulbous, some

might say dreary looks have gone, replaced

by a sharper, more aggressive appeal. A

low front cowl and sharper, higher rear

end give the Kawasaki a more modern

appearance, similar to the Z1000.

Pleasing details are everywhere, and the

finish is superb for a bike that costs just

£6236 on the road. From the riding seat,

everything has a quality feel and look,

with neat if not function-filled clocks.

Elsewhere there are wavy brake discs, and

the gull-arm swingarm’s neat pressings 

look great, leading your eye to the intricate

swingarm pivot covers, and even the frame

lugs have neat bungs in them. The exhaust,

tucked away under the engine, has had to

almost double in size, yet looks nicer than

the old one and still sounds good when the

bike is at full chat. And the rear light, its

LED arranged in the shape of a Z, is another

superb touch. All

in all, the Z650 is really neatly finished.

Getting on the Z650 is refreshingly

familiar. There are no modes or traction

control switches – just hit the starter

button, slot into first gear, pull gracefully

away with the light clutch (which is also a

slipper clutch), spin around easily thanks

to the excellent low-speed balance and

tight turning circle, and zoom off. Twin-

cylinder engines can suffer from vibes and 

iffy low-speed manners, and while the

Z650 isn’t perfect – it can be jerky at low

revs in first gear – once you’re into second

this never reappears. The weighted

footpegs and rubber-mounted bars isolate

you from vibration well.

Changing up or down, the gearbox is

typical Kawasaki: firm but slick. Coming

down the box rapidly you can feel the

slipper clutch helping to prevent the rear

tyre being shocked too much, giving a

smoother ride.

The motor’s increased midrange power

gives the flexibility to choose from several

gears, but I do miss a bit of top-end rush.

The changes may be good for the

environment, but the engine feels a little

breathless as you approach the redline.

Head to the hills and corners are attacked

with aplomb. Handling is unshakable, with

quick direction changes and stable

steering. The new rear suspension linkage

contributes a lot to confidence – previously

the ER-6’s direct frame-to-swingarm

shock had to work hard and needed a stiff

spring. The linkage means the new shock

only has to work half as hard, so damping

can be improved and the spring can be

lighter. When you’re pushing hard, a dip in 

 White-on-black 

LCD clocks now 

feature gear 

position indicator

 Sharper tail 

gives a sportier 

image, but pillion 

grab rails are gone

 New steel swingarm 

weighs less than 5kg

“The ER’s bulbous
looks have gone,
replaced by a more
aggressive appeal”



SPEC KAWASAKI Z650

LIGHTER FRAME

The Z650’s new tubular steel

trellis frame replaces the ER’s

perimeter frame. At just 15kg it

contributes heavily to the Z’sy

substantial weight saving.

NEW LINKAGE

The ER-6 had a direct-action

shock, but the Z650 uses a

linkage giving a more controlled

action and better ride quality.
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Altberg.

The Altberg factory stands just 100 yards

from where the old shoe factory once 

stood, most days I look across at where it 

used to be and have good memories.

I’ve always been a biker, I got my first bike

in 1961 - a 98cc Excelsior!! And the first

bike boots I made were for the police in

Cumbria.

I still work every day at my factory in

Richmond and one week each month at our factory in Italy

making classic leather boots which have brought comfort and 

protection to many bikers feet.

Altberg Senior Bootmaker
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Unit 2B Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, 
Richmond, North Yorkshire DL10 4TG
Tel: 01748 826922
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WEIRD WHEELS

The Bobber’s odd-size wire

wheels – 19in front, 16in rear –

contribute to its distinct look.

Looks great,
goes better

1200cc motor from the T120 Bonneville

New chassis, suspension and wheels

 Not exactly pillion friendly…

FIRST RIDE TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE BOBBER



BATTERY BOX

There’s storage space under

the seat so the battery lives in

this box, complete with nicelyp y

detailed stainless steel strap.

T



FIRST RIDES

lightened one. The frame is still made from

tubular steel but, instead of holding twin

shocks like the T120, has a near-horizontal

monoshock that is sufficiently well tucked

away below the single saddle to give that

hardtail image. At the other end, the wide,

near-flat handlebar sits above a pair of

gaitered, non-adjustable forks.

That aluminium single seat does the

most to give the Bobber its unique look,

backed up by some typically neat details.

The instrument panel is a large, round

analogue speedo with digital insert, and

can be pivoted to fine-tune the view. Below

the shapely fuel tank, which holds just 9.1

litres, is a battery box with a stainless steel

strap. The rear brake’s master cylinder sits

below a neat screw-in cap in the brushed

aluminium sprocket cover.

The Bobber certainly looked inviting as I

threw a leg over its low seat, flicked up the

slightly awkward sidestand, and turned on

the ignition with the key by my right knee.

The bike fired up with a pleasing thump

from its slash-cut silencers, and pulled

away effortlessly when I let out the

light-action clutch.

The motor is already pleasantly torquey

in T120 spec, and felt deliciously strong in

the Bobber, pulling from just 2000rpm in

lower gears. The bike rumbled forward

obediently whenever the throttle was

wound open, finding its sweet spot around

the 4000rpm zone where maximum

torque is delivered, and staying smooth

even towards its 7000rpm rev limiter.

There’s a softer Rain mode but throttle

response is so good that you’d rarely (if

ever) need it. With that gentle nature and

the upright riding position the bike is

pleasant to potter around on, but there’s

enough torque for some straight-line

entertainment. On a couple of short

Few Bobber buyers will escape by paying

£10,500 for a basic gloss-black Bobber; there

are too many tempting add-ons for that. Many

will start by upping the price to £10,650 for

deep red or matt grey paint, or £10,800 for

two-tone green and silver in classic ’70s style.

Optio s and accessories
straights the Triumph accelerated pretty

quickly to an indicated 110mph.

Making the Bobber handle was always

likely to be difficult, given it combines a

slim, 19in front tyre with a 150-section

16in rear. It’s not especially light at 228kg

dry (4kg heavier than the T120), and has a

long, 1510mm wheelbase (up by 65mm).

You’d assume comfort would be in short

supply too, given that the single saddle is as

thinly padded as it is low. The Bobber’s

suspension doesn’t have much travel

either: just 90mm front and 77mm rear. If

ever a modern Triumph looked designed

for short trips and straight lines, it’s this.

So it’s a pleasant surprise to discover the

Bobber handles remarkably well – its wide

bars, low centre of gravity and generous

steering lock help it cut through the traffic.

And it exceeds comfort expectations. The

KYB suspension is stiffer, but well-chosen

damping means it doesn’t feel harsh.

“It’s a surprise to
discover it handles
remarkably well”

Then there’s the catalogue of 150 options

and accessories, ranging from apehanger bars,

LED headlight and cruise control to a Fox rear

shock and Vance & Hines exhaust pipes.

There are also a couple of ‘inspiration’ kits.

The laid-back Old School Bobber incorporates

apehangers, ribbed badges, brown leather

seat and leather swingarm bag. The Quarter

Mile Bobber gets clip-on bars, short front

fender, black pipes and leather seat. Either

adds around £1500 plus fitting to the price.

Bobber has a well-hidden monoshock, rather

than the twin-shock set-up of other Bonnevilles

 Large speedo can 

be tilted to give you 

the best view. LCD 

panel can show revs

 LED indicators sit 

next to retro fork 

gaiters. Today’s tech, 

traditional touches

ADJUSTABLE SEAT

The Bobber’s floating solo seatg

can be adjusted between two

positions – one more forward

and slightly higher, the other

further back and lower.
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SPEC TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE BOBBER 

The only disappointment is the front 

brake, which relies on a single 310mm disc 

and twin-pot Nissin caliper – the T120 has 

two of them. Stopping power is acceptable, 

but more bite from the front would have 

been welcome. To get the Bobber to slow 

more effectively, I found myself using the 

rear brake more than normal.

On the fog-shrouded motorway the 

Triumph is stable, and as tolerably 

comfortable as any naked. The seat gives 

plenty of legroom, and 

in its furthest-forward 

position it distributes my 

body weight well; it can 

also be slid backwards 

(after loosening a few 

bolts) for a more 

laid-back look. Footrests are sufficiently

rear-set to take some weight off your bum.

Along a series of twisty, mostly well-

surfaced mountain roads, the Bobber feels 

far more at home than I had imagined. Its 

steering is as accurate as it had been in the 

city, the suspension retains its taut and 

well-controlled feel, and the Triumph is 

enjoyably easy to chuck around.

In grippier turns it’s important to take 

care with line and lean angle, because the 

footrests scrape before the 

Avon Cobra tyres get near 

their limits. But ground 

clearance is fine for a bike 

like this, and the Bobber’s 

agile handling helps make 

it into a very passable 

all-round roadster, at least

for those who don’t need

to carry a passenger or

much luggage.

Inevitably that shapely but tiny tank has 

its limitations, too. My average of 47mpg – 

displayed on the dash’s digital panel, which 

can also show revs and more by pressing 

the “i” button on the left bar – brought 

realistic range to well below 100 miles. 

More gentle riding would improve on that, 

but the T120’s 14.5-litre tank would allow 

half as much distance again.

At least the Bonneville Bobber doesn’t 

pretend to be especially practical. Instead it 

promises to be stylish and fun, and delivers 

in both respects, working far better than 

such a radical-looking machine has any 

right to.

At £10,500 (in basic black) the Bobber is 

£700 more expensive than the T120, and 

costs more than several rival firms’ 

bobbers. But those who’ve put down

deposits will not be disappointed. As good

as the Bonneville Bobber is to look at, it’s

even better to ride. ROLAND BROWN

 Single front brake and 

twin-piston caliper could 

benefit from being stronger
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ABOVE & BEYOND

“The family has 
been broadened, 

deepened and 
upgraded”

 



 

 

 R1200GS (R1200GS Adventure)

 



The Euro 4-compliant 700/800 line-up for 2017 actually

arrived in the summer. The big change for all versions is

that all bikes now have ride-by-wire throttle systems,

with Rain and Road modes. The 700 and 800 use the

same engine, but the 700 is in a lower state of tune. The

latest versions have a reshaped stainless steel tailpipe,

new instruments and new colour schemes.

F800GS versions include the GS Trophy (white paint,

red frame, red spring, grey and black seat, handguards, 

crash bars, aluminium bash plate), Exclusive (black

paint, grey frame, white spring, grey and black seat, 

handguards, tinted screen, LED indicators).

The F800GS Adventure has galvanised trim on the

radiator, which also sports a GS logo, as does the

screen. The Adventure Rallye has red matt paint, white 

frame, white spring, red and black seat.

The parallel twins: refined by wire

F700GS (F800GS, F800GS Adventure)

Price From £7920 (£9195, £10,000) Engine 798cc dohc parallel twin, 4v per

cyl, l/c Power 74bhp @ 7000rpm (85bhp @ 7500rpm) Torque 57lb.ft @

5500rpm (61lb.ft @ 5750rpm) Wheel diameter f/r 19/17in (21/17in) Standard

seat 820mm (880mm, 890mm) Kerb weight 212kg (217kg, 232kg)

Suspension travel f/r 170/170mm (230/215mm) Fuel capacity 16 litres (16

litres, 24 litres)

“The big  
change is all 

bikes now have 
ride-by-wire”

F700 and F800 GS models have been revised to meet Euro 4 standards

 

 



R nineT Urban G/S 
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USED BUYING GUIDE with Kev Raymond

Quick - and not so dirty - alternative to the Bavarian mainstrea

2013-2016

KTM 1190 ADVENTURE
I

T WAS NO surprise when KTM replaced their long-running  and

well-regarded 950/990 Adventure with a newer, faster version for

2013. The surprise was that they seemed to be moving away from

the clearly desert-racer-inspired looks and off-road ability of the

earlier bikes, towards a more road-biased style (those of a dirtier

persuasion would get new model to themselves - the Adventure R).

KTM called their new direction Travel Enduro – as distinct from their

Hard Enduro off-road range. Significantly, the new mainstream 1190

Adventure brought in full ride-by-wire engine management, switchable

riding modes, traction control, sophisticated ABS and an electronically

adjustable suspension option. So, a softer, more sensible ride, then? 

Well, yes, up to a point - the point at which you open the throttle. The

engine’s from the RC8R superbike, but though it had a bit lopped off the

searing top end, it gained a whole load of midrange traction - when you

wind it on, it just does what you tell it, instantly. There are few better

ways to slingshot between mountain hairpins or zip past traffic.

Niggles with the first batch were largely sorted early on and the

Adventure sold well. For 2017 it’s being dropped in favour of a variety of

1090s and 1290s, so now’s the time to start looking at trade-ins and

bargains. But first you need to know what you’re looking at...

The 1195 cc, 75° V-twin LC8 engine from the RC8R sportsbike,

re-tuned (from a claimed 175bhp down to a claimed 147bhp) an

in a tall but well-balanced adventure touring chassis, with ride

engine management and four switchable engine modes. ABS is

standard, as is traction control.

WHAT IS IT?

WHAT TO PAY

What’s it like
on the road?
Deceptively fast. That grunty but free-revving

V-twin builds speed quickly, but without it feeling

like you’re really riding hard. The suspension wafts

you over rough surfaces so smoothly it just doesn’t

feel like you’re going fast. Tell it to the judge... With

a claimed 147bhp equating to a genuine 130-ish at

the back wheel, this is no plodding dirt donkey and

it’s easy to find yourself at licence-losing speeds

before you can say, “You’re nicked sunshine”.

Crack open the throttle and it spins up like a

sportsbike, though maybe “spins up” is misleading:

that implies you’re breaking rear traction, but that’s

really not an issue thanks to the Adventure’s

traction control system. Owners say they simply

open the throttle and let the electronics sort it all

out while they concentrate on looking where they’re

going. Which could be pretty much anywhere you

£7500-£9000
Lots of choice of 2013-2014 bikes. For this kind of money there

trade-off between higher-mileage bikes with plenty of extras f

lower-mileage machines with no frills. 

£8500-£10,000
Still plenty of choice among later bikes, but don’t be tempted to

too much - with the new model coming soon, you can get a bra

pre-registered 1190 for less than some dealers want for used b

like, though the standard model is really all

about the tarmac. Very few owners take the

standard Adventure off-road, though most say

it’s nice to have the option. Dirty-minded riders

buy the slightly gnarlier R version.

Long days in the saddle are no problem, with

the Adventure’s roomy riding position offering

“Open the throttle,
let the electronics
sort it all out”

 Deceptively fast on 

tarmac, which is where

most owners keep it

plenty of scope for shuffling about on the split-level

seat. The screen and top fairing keep a surprising

amount of the weather off (though, as always, it

depends on your exact height and body shape).

Thanks to the 23-litre fuel tank it’s easy to squeeze

250 miles or more from one fill-up. A worthy rival 

to the ubiquitous BMW GS? Oh yeah.
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Quite a lot. There’s high-quality suspension and

brakes for a start, with switchable, linked

cornering ABS (off-road mode allows a bit of

rear lock-up, or you can turn it off altogether). If

the previous owner’s gone for the Electronics

Package (a £500+ option at launch) then you get

pushbutton adjustment of rear preload and front

and rear damping, as well as tyre pressure

monitors and a centrestand (no, we don’t know

why a centrestand comes under ‘electronics’

y y

swap preload from solo to two-up

or damping from A-road smooth

to B-road bumps. It’s integrated

into the ride-by-wire riding modes, choosing

damping settings to suit the power delivery

options you select - from Sport, Street, Rain and

Off-Road – but can be adjusted independently.

Of the four modes, only Rain actually cuts the

peak power (down to 100bhp) - the rest is just a

matter of throttle response and delivery. You can

also mix and match power and suspension

What do you 

get for your 

money?

settings using the comprehensive LCD

dash display. Elsewhere you get a very nicely

set-up slipper clutch, LED running lights and a

walloping 23-litre fuel tank. You don’t get shaft 

drive, cruise control or the huge raft of

accessories and options that you’d get with a

BMW, but for most owners only one of those 

- the lack of cruise control - is an issue.  

THE NEW NORMAL

The 990 Adventure had a

bench seat and 21in front wheel.

The 1190 is more road-focused,

separate rider and pillion seats.

STILL GOT IT

Despite its greater focus on

road riding, the Adventure

still comes with spoked wheels

 and a bash plate for when youp y

do want to get muddy.

 ABS system 

is sensitive to  

lean angle
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What owners say…
MOST OWNERS IN our sample are

experienced riders in their 40s and 50s,

but there’s a real mix of backgrounds.

Some come from sportbikes, others

from tourers, and some had owned

other adventure bikes.

George Mullins runs his 2015 KTM

alongside a Honda Crosstourer, which

does two-up duties (his wife finds the

Adventure a bit cramped). “This was

the first twin I had owned and it seemed

harsh compared with the silky four-pot

Versys I’d traded in for it and the Blade

I also had at that time. After a while I

started to enjoy the different experience

and, for me, that was one reason for

changing bikes. 

“The performance is stunning and it

is easy to ride once you get used to its

characteristics - I keep having to reel

myself in as it just begs you to ride it

harder and faster. The build quality is

good, the brakes are good and the 

suspension is perfect for me. It feels like 

it is robust enough to cope with off-road 

situations, but it’s something that I won’t 

be exploring: it cost far too much to put 

at risk down some rough trail.”

Wayne Morris has put 13,000 miles on

his 2015 model, with some big trips at

the heart of those miles. “We’ve done

Spain, Portugal and France. Just got

back from a 10-day tour with my new

(to me) club, the PEMC. We did the Pots,

Pans and Portugal tour and racked up

2800 miles door-to-door. The bike

behaved impeccably and was so good

on those wonderful Spanish routes, with

great combinations of hairpins, flick-

flacks, sweepers, constant radius,

decreasing radius…. Stats for the trip:

55mph average speed, 44mpg average

and nearly 52 hours in the saddle!

“The bike’s never let me down. It’s so

competent and never fails to put a smile

on my face. You can go bonkers using

the full engine rev range or charge along

at a good old clip with change-ups at

6500rpm. The electronics give me peace

 Wayne Morris uses his 1190 Adventure 

for touring in Spain, Portugal and France

 Liz Mullins (r) found husband George’s 1190

Adventure a bit cramped for two-up trips

“If you enjoyed LCs
when you were

y j y

young, it’s for you”
y

Steve Hammond 2015 1190 Adventure

What will
it cost me?
Insurance

An experienced 45-year-old with a good

record and living out in the sticks could get

cover on a 2013 Adventure worth eight grand

for just £114 for TPFT, rising to a heady £142

for fully comp. In the city you’d be lucky to

get fully comp cover for anything under

£300, though TPFT would be a reasonable

£160 or so. That’s really not bad for such a 

powerful bike. 

SPEED MPG RANGE

Slow 50 275 miles

Average 45 245 miles

Fast 40 220 miles

FUEL ECONOMY

Next £208 a pair

Plenty of dry grip,

reasonable feel in the wet

and very hard wearing - you

should easily get 8000 miles

from a rear. The rear does

tend to square off towards the

end of its life, though.

RoadSmart III

£225 a pair

Pure road tyres. Smooth

steering, quiet running and

very good in poor conditions.

Good ride quality too. Perhaps

not as hard wearing as some

of the dual sport tyres.

Continental 

Trail Attack 2 

£234 a pair

 Standard fitment, developed 

for the bike – and owners tend 

to love them. Good grip, great 

feel and good mileage too - up 

to 8000 miles from a rear and 

double that for a front.

Owners’ t  ti

Prices are mail order. Add £6 per pair for P&P. Source SMD Tyres: 01942 604511

of mind and I like the way, for example,  

the traction control works with no 

evidence it is intervening apart from the 

warning light winking at you.”

Steve Hammond has put 10,000 miles 

on his 2015 Adventure in the past year, 

despite only buying it by accident: “A 

friend went to test ride a 1290, so I tried 

the 1190 Adventure - and ended up 

part-exchanging my Caponord for the 

demo bike. It’s the only bike I’ve ridden 

with stock suspension that feels almost

as good as my Maxton-equipped VFR. It

even wheelies off the throttle in third in 

Sport! It’s just great fun - if you enjoyed 

250 and 350 LCs when you were young 

then it’s the adventure bike for you. 

“It’s very different from my BMW GS-A, 

which is better two-up - sensible, but 

not quite as exciting or edgy as the KTM. 

There are no real bad points, it’s just 

overpriced and needs a bit more 

development - no cruise control, even as

an option? Sorry, that is a pain on a £14k

bike with a 260-mile tank range. Shame 

- it is so nearly perfect for those of us 

that find sportsbikes too single-minded.”



 

t: 01787 372901 e: info@adventurebikeshop.co.uk

Unit 19, Inca Business Park, Acton, Suffolk CO10 0BB

6 Brands

of Hard

Luggage

5 Brands

of Soft

Luggage

Seats

Sump G

Screens

Horns

Crash Bars

Specialised Protection

Handguards

Exhausts Suspensio

GPS

Adventure.Bike.Shop @Adventure_Bikes

ba lands st a

nothing but black

only 75 avai

in europe

in store now

NEW for 2017

KODIAK

Based on the Badlands

A Road-Touring Suit

3-layer Pro Shell

D30 armour

Chest

defender

Kidney

belt

12 vents

Adjustable

sleeves

Leather

shoulder,

elbow/

underarm and knees Available

January 2017

see us at the scottish motorcycle

show edinburgh 11 to 12 march 2017
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ENJOY MAGNIFICENT ROADS, STUNNING SCENERY AND PEACE OF

MIND, WITH THE NUMBER ONE MOTORCYCLE

TOURING COMPANY IN THAILAND.

TOURS, ACCOMMODATION,
MEALS AND MUCH MORE

ARE ALL INCLUDED,
NO HIDDEN EXTRAS!

For more

information

visit us at

www.thai-mc-tours.com UP TO 25%
OFF!

ONE
BUILDING
ENDLESS 
POSSIBILITIES
Whatever your work or 

hobby, ProWorkshop 

can provide you with an 

ideal workspace!

Key Benefits:
-  Free Delivery & Installation   

 (within 100 miles of our factory)

-  Built in Under 2 days

-  10 Year Fully Inclusive Guarantee

-  Designed for a Minimum 30 

 Year Life

-  Planning Permission not Usually  

 Required

-  Designed and manufactured in   

 our UK factory

- Heavy duty steel sub frame

01296 821321
www.proworkshop.co.uk/ride

Free upgade to hardened floor 
worth up  to £432! Please quote 

‘Ride’ when you contact us
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Owners and mechanics highlight the weak spots

1
STARTER MOTOR

Lots of complaints about this. Even when it’s

working perfectly, the starter on 2103-2014

bikes struggled. Force it too much and it would

either flatten the battery or keel over and die. Or

both. The solution is the uprated starter from 1290

models (as fitted to 2015-2016 bikes) and KTM

have generally been good about sorting it under

warranty. Some owners did report being fobbed

off by dealers - it’s fair to point out that owners’

experience of KTM dealers varied wildly, with the

worst being described in very grim terms.

2
ENGINE

Basically pretty tough, but there were

reports of niggly oil (from cam covers in

particular) and water leaks, which can be hard to

sort out. More worryingly, there’s also a

well-documented problem with the airbox, which

is easy dislodged, allowing unfiltered air into the

engine. Not a big problem for general road riding,

but in dusty conditions it can cause accelerated

wear of the top end, with expensive results. The

recommendation is a UniFilter foam filter kit,

available from Touratech for around £70. Pricey,

but washable so it works out cheaper than

standard filters in the end.

Know your...
KTM 1190 Adventures

2013-’16 1190 Adventure
Adventure bike based on re-tuned RC8R engine

Large 23-litre fuel tank, adjustable riding position

switchable riding modes, slipper clutch, radial 

brakes, switchable ABS (with off-road mode) and 

fully adjustable suspension. Electronic suspension

adjustment as an option £7500-£10,000

2013-’16 1190 Adventure R
The same basic mechanical package, but with

taller seat, longer-travel suspension, slightly longe

wheelbase and more ground clearance. There’s also

a shorter screen, a one-piece seat and a set of

bolt-on crash bars to protect the engine, plus more

dirt-orientated 21in front and 18in rear wheels to

allow extra knobbly tyre options. £7500-£10,000

3
FUEL GAUGE/ELECTRICS

Several owners complained of fuel gauges

behaving strangely at higher mileages. This

may be down to ethanol attacking the sender and

causing it to stick. The first symptom is the gauge

taking several minutes to show full after a fill-up. It

may also make the gauge read high at the other end

of the sc g the risk of running out of

fuel unex er electrical niggles were

reported: brake light flashing under acceleration,

unrelated bulbs lighting up when the indicators

were on (probably bad earths, but the 1190 has

a CAN bus electrical system that doesn’t play by

usual rules) and several switchgear failures.

4
CLUNKS AND WEAVES

Quite a few reports of annoying clunks

from the front end. Some traced to loose

and/or under-greased head bearings and easily

sorted. On some bikes there’s a lot of play in the

floating front discs as well – it’s not dangerous, but

is noisy. Just something to live with, it seems.

Like a lot of tall bikes, the Adventure has a bit

of a problem with high-speed stability, especially

when loaded and/or two-up. The wind gets under

the headlight area and takes a lot of weight off the

front end, which starts to wander – and it’s worse

W t l o f ...
bars. Some owners recommend fitting a

heavy-duty aftermarket steering damper; others

have had no problem with this at all, so riding style

and rider weight must also play a part. This may be

why there aren’t many recommended tyre fitments

- Michelin’s Pilot Road 4 Trail isn’t recommended,

for example, though many owners rate it highly.

5
RECALLS

The Adventure and Adventure R (as well

as the 1290 Super Adventure) have

recently been recalled to check for fraying of the

wiring loom near the ABS unit, which could cause a

short circuit. There have been other minor updates

and problems including airbox issues and radiator

hoses, an ECU update, sidestand springs,

centrestand mountings. To check if a bike is up to

date with recall work go to www.ktm.com/gb/

service/safety-check and enter the VIN number.

6
EXCESS HEAT

The rear header pipe comes out beside

your left thigh and it punts out enough heat

to damage textile trousers in traffic if there’ s no

heat shield, as on early models. You can wrap the

pipe in heat-wrap or fit the insulated protector

from a 1290 Super Adventure (some dealers have

done this as a goodwill gesture). There are also

aftermarket heat deflector kits available from

www.blackdogcw.com among others.
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Service schedule

The 1190 had an extended service schedule

compared with some earlier KTMs. Basic

intervals are 9300 miles, with main services at

18,600 miles - and there’s a service indicator on

the dash to remind you when a service is due. In

practice the only real difference between an

interim and main service is that the main one

includes a spark plug change and valve

clearance check. Worth noting that as well as

the oil filter (a cartridge rather than a spin-on

filter) there are two oil screens on the ends of

the two drain plugs (yes, two drain plugs - one

on the engine, one on the oil header tank).

These need to be scrupulously cleaned as well.

Another thing that’s often overlooked (it’s a KTM

recommendation rather than mandatory) is

checking the clutch oil spray nozzle is clear - if

it’s blocked the clutch will run hot and can warp,

judder and drag.

New and used parts prices

Looking for used parts? Good luck with that...

the 1190 is too recent and too pricey for many

to have made their way into breakers. We did

see a reg/rec for £110, a starter motor for £130,

a set of coils for £125, a gear lever for £65, an

ignition cover for £110 and a standard silencer

for £110, all including postage from a breakers…

in Lithuania! New genuine parts are fairly pricey,

as you might expect - brake pads at around £60

a pair, air filter at £30, and a front brake lever at

nearly 80 quid. Aftermarket bits from www.

wemoto.com are more affordable: HH-rated

brake pads at £21.19 a pair, air and oil filters £18

and £5.48 respectively, chain and sprocket kits

from £97.86 and front wheel bearings from

£9.49 a pair.

4

51

3

6

10

9
COMFORT

s

- though it’s definitely plusher than earlier

KTM Adventures. There’s a comfort-seat option but

many owners opt for gel inserts in the original seat,

along with reshaped padding. The handlebars are

adjustable fore and aft by turning the risers

through 180° - there’s less than 10mm change in

position but it makes a surprising difference. The

seat is two-position adjustable and even if you

have short legs you might find the taller option

gives a better angle for your knees. Footpegs too

are adjustable in two positions.

10
ACCESSORIES

Most owners fit a sat-nav mount -

KTM’s own accessory is the most

popular. Lots experiment with different screens,

but there’s no agreement on which is best. Crash

protection is popular. Any crash on the left risks

bending the sidestand bracket, which could in turn

crack the crankcases. It’s perhaps

more of a danger for off-roaders,

but can be avoided with a relocation

bracket. There’s also a complete

lower bashplate and crankcase

protector by AltRider that protects

the original sidestand mount (see

www.adventurebikeshop.co.uk).

A bigger sidestand foot is a great

idea - the original is hopeless on

anything but concrete or tarmac.

 It really does 

work off-road  

with a set of 

knobblies fitted

Parts and 
servicing

7
CRUISE CONTROL

aftermarket options popular in the States

and Australia, but there may be some issues with

the KTM’s CAN bus wiring. We’re intrigued by the 

possibilities of the AP900 unit from www.

bridgwater-electronics.co.uk at £205 but it has no 

switches (you’ll need to rig some yourself). If you 

want a complete plug-and-play option, there’s a 

£675 system from www.motorcyclecruise.co.uk.  

Alternatively, you can have a system for free! The 

catch is you’ll need to be properly handy with a 

soldering iron and multimeter and prepared to 

help with the development of a plug and play 1190 

Adventure loom for a VeeFour ECC system. If 

you’re interested, email ridemagazine@orange.fr

and I’ll pass on your details.

8
WHEELS

You need to keep an eye on the spoke 

tension, as the wheels have a habit of 

going badly out of true if neglected.

Spin the wheel and knock a pencil

against the spokes as it turns - they

should all make roughly the same 

sound. A dull ‘thunk’ instead of a 

bright ‘chink’ may mean a lack of 

tension. It’s also not uncommon for 

the rim sealing band (which covers 

the exposed spoke heads inside the 

rim) to be damaged during tyre 

changes, resulting in deflation.
 Looking for adventure… 

if it’s planned on a sat nav
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“It’s on the tarmac  
that it really shines” 

THE VERDICT

SPEC 2013 KTM 1190 ADVENTURE

Engine 1195cc dohc 75° V-twin, 4v per cyl, l/c

Power 147bhp @ 9500rpm

Torque 92lb.ft @ 7500rpm

Transmission 6-speed, chain

Chassis steel tube cradle

Front suspension 48mm upside down forks, 

fully adjustable, electronic adjustment option

Rear suspension monoshock, fully adjustable, 

electronic adjustment option

Front brake 320mm discs, 4-piston 

radial calipers

Rear brake 267mm disc, 2-piston caliper

Front tyre 120/70 ZR19

Rear tyre 170/60 ZR17

Wheelbase 1560mm

Rake/trail 26°/120mm

Seat height 860/875mm

Fuel tank 23 litres

Kerb weight 229kg

Coming soon...
In future issues we’ll be running used buying guides on the 2010-on Triumph Tiger 800, the
2011-on Honda Crossrunner and the 2004-on Triumph 1050 Speed Triple. If you own 
(or owned) one of these, we want to hear from you. Email Kev at ridemagazine@orange.fr

SOME HARDCORE KTM fans will tell you

the base Adventure 1190 is some kind of

betrayal of what KTM stands for - too

comfortable, too many toys, too 

compromised by being focused on the

tarmac not the dirt. Listen politely for a

few minutes, then shuffle away as soon

as you can, because the 1190 is only

compromised if you refuse to accept

that most owners don’t actually need

- or really want - serious off-road ability.

So long as it doesn’t spontaneously fall

over or break if it has to tackle the odd

bit of gravel track or splash through a

ford then that’s fine with them. 

The 1190 can certainly do that - better

than many other adventure bikes in fact,

with its switchable ABS and off-road-

friendly modes. But it’s on the tarmac

that it really shines. It may not be quite

as comfy two-up as a GS, but it has the

edge when it comes to solo thrills on a

twisty road. And while there are enough 

on the road to give a decent choice of 

used bikes and good spares back-up, 

there aren’t so many that you’ll see one 

round every corner of every road you 

take. For a lot of owners, that’s an 

important factor.

USEFUL CONTACTS

www.fowlersparts.co.uk

www.windingroads.co.ukwww.windingroads.co.uk

www.ktmforum.co.uk

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

www.www.adventureparts.co.uk

 It’s fast, it’s fun, it’s 

not another GS… and  

for some owners, that’s 

all that matters



WWW.KILLERBRANDS.CO.UK

DRY - PROTECT- SHINE
THIS WINTER

TEL: 020 8445 6811

ONLY
£119.99

incl delivery*

SAVE
£15

WINTER SPECIAL COMBO

The perfect bundle for the serious Biker.
Fight rust with Metro’s famous 1.3hp Sidekick

Bike Dryer, then protect against corrosion with

ACF-5O anti-corrosion spray and finish off with

Winners Wax Liquid and Premium Micro Fibre

cloth for that winning finish! You know your bike

deserves this.

For great service at web prices ring:
*To UK mainland only. Highlands & Islands add £6. Ends 31/01/17.

Lifetime warranty to original purchaser. Calls may be recorded for training/security purposes. Prices correct at time of press and exclude delivery. E&OE

Distributed in the UK by HPS
Quantity dealer pricing availableHPS • Derwent House • Alfreton • Derbyshire • DE55 7BP • UK

www.BikeHPS.com
SEE THE SCREENS FOR YOUR BIKE OR BUY NOW AT...

Double-Bubble/Racing Screens Screens for Naked Bikes

OR CALL TO DISCUSS THE BEST SCREEN FOR YOU 01773 831122

Touring Screens

“...it’s like riding a different bike,

the buffeting and noise is great-

ly reduced, what a difference."
MK, Hertfordshire, BMW R1150GS

Read much more feedback at..

www.bikehps.com/mra

See a photo of your

bike’s screen now at...

www.bikehps.com/mra

LATEST MODELS
AVAILABLE... 

CRF1000L
AFRICA TWIN
SHOWN HERE

Kickstart your riding 
season with an 
MRA screen...

Reserve your place now 

www.gibraltarrace.com
or contact mark@adventuretrailriding.co.uk  07720 886 066

Adventure Trail Riding is offering motorcycle shipping/

transportation to and from the Gibraltar Race &

mechanical/personal assistance throughout the event.
If you ride a Trail, Enduro or Adventure Bike this is for you.

The event is not designed to ruin you or your bike, 

it’s an awesome 14 day adventure.
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What’s the big idea?

Who made it?

What’s the hardware?
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What’s the trickest detail?

Is there a production bike?

Project Scout UK

RUNNER-UP 

THIRD PLACE ach Tracker from

M S d R i f P l

Green Manalishi from Krazy Horse

 Otekah, Motorcycle Centre, Orrell

Brian from Blade Motorcycles of Swindon

Wild Horse from HBC Motorcycles

KH163 from Krazy Horse London

 Tribute, Alba Customs, Edinburgh

WINNER!



Tomorrow 
people

HI-TECH HELP

Outriggers let Bosch’s test

riders check that their safety y

systems perform in extreme

situations – like ensuring ABS

works on sopping wet cobbles.

“We want to still 
let you ride your  
bike like an idiot”

|  MARCH 201782



 Cornering ABS reads the bike’s lean 

angle from an IMU, the small black box

“They’re set to 
change motorcycling 
for years to come”

CHARTING THE FUTURE

Bosch’s brains spend their daysp y

interpreting this multi-coloured

mess so we can enjoy safer,

more sophisticated machines.
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BIKES

LIVING LEGENDS OF MOTORCYCLING

Where did it come from? Building on

the success of their 750 twins, Laverda

cobbled together some three-cylinder

prototypes. The first version with the

Jota look was the 3C, launched in 1973.

British importers Slater Brothers

created the sportier 3CE, and in turn the

factory made 1976’s 3CL, complete with

cast wheels, triple disc brakes and tail

fairing. The Slaters then upped the ante

with the Jota – the name was theirs, not

the factory’s – which had a different cam

profile, pistons and exhaust.

What changed? There was a rolling

programme of upgrades, including a

silver frame and orange tank, new forks,

a different seat, a half fairing and more.

By the early ’80s, the Jota was no longer

part of the line-up.

Why do people like it? Road testers

reckoned it was the fastest production

bike (it topped 140mph), and noted that

it required a real man to ride it: it was tall

and heavy, and the clutch was literally a

handful. But its big break came in the

Avon-backed British production race

#19 Laverda Jota9

Q I recently wasted a lot of

time looking for a cheap

bike to use through winter.

There wasn’t anything I liked

the look of – everything was

either too expensive, too

scruffy or too big. What’s

happened to all the

500/600/650s that used

to be everywhere?

A We know what you mean. If

you’re looking for £500 cars,

there’s a huge choice of scruffy

but functional options, complete

with MOT. The same isn’t true of

bikes. Look at the online

classifieds and you see lots of

perfectly ordinary bikes being

offered at more than we’d want to

pay – like a 56,000-mile Kawasaki

GPZ500S for £899, or a 27,000-mile

Suzuki Bandit 600 for £1495.

The problem is twofold: a lot of

people have figured that there’s more

money to be made from old bikes by

pulling them apart and selling them

piece by piece on eBay; and a lot of

bikes from the last century have

series, ridden by Pete Davies. The sight

and sound of the Jota being wrestled to

victory ahead of the likes of the Ducati

900SS and Moto Guzzi Le Mans remains

a vivid memory for those of us lucky

enough to witness it.

Cult rating 4/5 Rare and short-lived,  

the Jota’s high standing in motorcycling 

legend is helped no end by the fact that 

it was a great-looking bike, and boosted 

further by its role as part of the holy 

trinity of Jota, 900SS and Le Mans.

The problem is… It’s long, tall, heavy, 

loud and expensive. But it was more 

reliable than most high-performance 

Italian bikes of the ’70s, helped by the 

use of Japanese clocks and switchgear.

Without the Jota… Laverda evolved  

their big triple into a 1200 that gradually 

became more sport-touring than 

sporting, but they eventually ground to a 

halt, probably forever (though Piaggio 

own the name).

Big, high-performance brutes started 

to look like a blind alley during the Jota’s 

brief life; everything else was getting 

smaller, lighter, liquid-cooled and fully 

faired. Some of the early Hinckley 

Triumphs had a hint of big brute about 

them, as did Japanese fours like the 

Kawasaki ZRX1200 and Honda CB1300. 

But there’s fresh hope with the KTM 

1290 Super Duke R, and talk of the World 

Supersport series being replaced by a 

acquired a sometimes

questionable ‘modern cla

tag that tends to come w

a higher price.

But don’t give up. There

bargains out there – in cla

ads, in dealers’ yards, in

sheds. Ask around, keep

open, and don’t wait until

try to buy a winter bike.

Q Honda CBF1000 or

VFR800? I’ve been looking

at used examples of both,

usually with panniers and top

box. I started off wanting a

VFR, but the more I’ve looked

around the more I’ve noticed

that you seem to get more bike

for your money with the CBF.

A You’re on to something there.

The CBF1000 enjoyed many

years of popularity, while never

CBF is smooth, comfortable and has

a Fireblade engine detuned to just

under 100bhp. The VFRs you’re

looking at are VTEC-engined, making 

a little more power than the CBF.

The VFR is a more engaging bike

to ride, but the CBF is perfectly good

and very versatile. You can get a

10-year-old example with around

20,000 miles on the clock for about

£3000 with full Honda luggage,

whereas VFRs of similar vintage will

be £500 more, and rarely with the 

luggage you’re after.
Cheap-as-chips used 600s just don’t 

seem to exist in the way they used to
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 PRODUCT TEST £600 TEXTILE SUITS

Our tests
All suits were road tested, in all

weathers, using a range of different

styles of bike. We rated jackets and

trousers separately, adding the

scores to get an overall score for

the suits. They were all marked on

the following criteria:

CONSTRUCTION

An assessment of the materials and finish of  

the suits. Jackets without back protectors and 

trousers without hip armour lost valuable marks. 

Poor zips, a lack of vents or adjustment also cost 

marks – as did anything that broke or simply didn’t 

work properly. Marked out of 10.

COMFORT

A measure of how the suit was to wear on and off 

the bike, with and without any liners fitted. Tight 

or baggy suits and ones where armour was 

uncomfortable or moved about dropped marks, 

while suits with adjusters that gave a good fit 

scored well. Marked out of five.

COLD WEATHER

Does the thermal lining keep you warm? Without 

getting sweaty or limiting movement? Does the 

suit do up snugly enough to keep draughts out? 

Marked out of five.

HOT WEATHER

Are there effective vents, a lightweight material 

and a pleasant, breathable lining for hot days? Or 

does the suit become a heavy, wearable sauna 

when the mercury rises? Marked out of five.

WATERPROOFING

All these suits claim to be waterproof – but are 

they? Or will water get into pockets, up sleeves  

or down necks? Or worse… Marked out of five.

£600
TEXTILE
SUITS

THE  PRODUCT TEST

How to get most of the 
features of the best textile 
suits, but at half the price
By Simon Weir  

Photographs  on Critchell and Jacques Portal

A
NEW TEXTILE SUIT can set you 

back a lot of money, especially 

when you’re after something 

that will serve you all year 

round, in all weathers. This 

makes it crucial to find a suit that’s 

comfortable, practical and well 

specified. There’s more stratospherically 

expensive kit around than ever – it’s 

never been easier to spend £1000 on a 

jacket, never mind a full suit. But what 

are the options when you want to invest 

in a quality suit without breaking the 

bank? We gathered 14 textile suits priced 

around the £600 mark to find out.
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Buzzword bingo

1 
ABRASION MATERIAL

Patches of a tough material – either synthetic, 

leather or suede – on key areas of the suit, 

such as knees and elbows, for extra protection. 

2
ARMOUR

Every suit has shoulder, elbow and knee

armour, but few have a back protector in

the jacket or hip armour in the trousers.

3 
CE MARKING

Armour must CE-approved. There are two 

levels: Level 1 is good, while Level 2 offers 

more protection. 

4 
CONNECTING ZIP

Keep draughts out by zipping trousers to the 

jacket. A full-length zip should make a better 

seal, but a short zip may be more comfortable. 

5 
D3O

A CE-approved armour material that stays 

soft and flexible for comfort, but hardens 

under impact for protection.

6 
DROP LINER

Any layer in the jacket that can be removed 

– eg a waterproof or thermal liner. Some 

jackets have one drop liner, others will have two. 

7 
GORE-TEX 

The big name in waterproofing with 

breathability. The weapons-grade stuff is 

ProShell, but more affordable suits use a Gore-Tex 

membrane, often in a separate waterproof liner. 

8 
HI-VIS

A fluorescent or hi-vis material may be used 

in a suit to make a rider easier to see. 

9 
OUTLAST

A hi-tech thermal material that reacts to 

temperature, insulating against cold without 

getting as hot as other materials when it’s warm. 

10 
MEMBRANE

There are plenty of non-Gore-Tex 

waterproof/breathable membranes. If it 

keeps you dry, does the membrane’s name matter?

11 
STRETCH PANEL

A stitched-and-elasticated section of the 

outer, or an inset section of an elasticated 

material, in the arms or legs of a suit. Allows a 

tighter fit without restricting movement. 

12 
REFLECTIVE MATERIAL

Trim that reflects headlights, to keep the 

rider more visible at night. Some suits 

use material that looks black until hit with a light.

13 
SUPERFABRIC

A man-made abrasion material, with a 

ceramic coating bonded to material to 

increase its strength.

BUYING CHECKLIST



Triumph Exploration £605
Jacket £365
Trousers £240

www.triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

Back protector Y Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour Y Knee armour Y

Drop liners 2 Jacket pockets 10

Trouser pockets 4

The experience of building adventure bikes has

clearly taught Triumph plenty about what riders

need from their gear, shaping the highly specified,

well-finished Exploration suit. It was faultlessly

waterproof at all times on our test. The thermal

liner is warm, but take it out and open the large

vents and the suit is set for summer in a hot

climate. There are lots of adjusters to tailor the

fit and more pockets than you can shake a stick

at – six on the outside of the jacket, four inside it,

with another four on the trousers. 

It’s not quite perfect, as our road tester noted

that the Exploration suit does become quite bulky

when all the layers are fitted. More irritatingly, the

cuffs of the jacket and trousers don’t open quite

wide enough, making them hard to get on over big

winter gloves and larger motocross-style boots.

“But it feels exceptional for the price,” he noted.

“I like the looks, the function and the quality of it.”

It’s that high standard of finish and performance

for the money that makes it our Best Buy suit.

SCORES Jacket Trousers

Construction 9 9

Comfort 3 3

Cold weather 4 4

Hot weather 4 4

Waterproofing 5 5

www.wolf-moto.com

Y Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour Y Knee armour Y

Drop liners 2 Jacket pockets 5

Trouser pockets 4

A high-spec suit, with CE Level 2 armour

throughout, plenty of vents for hot days and

adjusters, a storm collar for wet ones and a qu

Outlast liner for cold ones. It has a pouch for a

hydropack, plus plenty of pockets. The tester

praised the way it managed to be light and

comfortable while feeling tough, with plenty of

adjusters to get a good fit. However, he didn’t r

the cuffs as they didn’t open quite wide enough

winter gloves. “And the zips are terrible,” he ad

It remained dry, even in the pockets, over more

than 2000 miles on test.

SCORES Jacket Trouser

Construction 8 8

Comfort 4 4

Cold weather 4 3

Hot weather 4 4

Waterproofing 5 5

Total 25 24

 SUIT TOTAL  49/60

Dainese Carvemaster £640
Carvemaster jacket £440
Galvestone trousers £200

www.dainese.com

Back protector N Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour N Knee armour Y

Drop liners 1 Jacket pockets 5

Trouser pockets 2

Think you can’t get a Gore-Tex Dainese suit for 

£600? You can. While the Carvemaster is by far 

the most expensive jacket here, the matching 

Galveston trousers are £200, so the suit just about 

comes in on budget – though you’d have to add 

your own back protector and hip armour. 

Otherwise, it’s a suit with very few negative points 

– venting could be better in hot days and there’s no 

internal pocket in the jacket once the thermal 

liner’s removed. However, it was flawlessly dry

and so comfortable the road tester found it hard

to fault, beyond the lack of a back protector.  

SCORES Jacket Trousers

Construction 7 7

Comfort 5 5

Cold weather 4 4

Hot weather 3 3

Waterproofing 5 5

Total 24 24

 SUIT TOTAL  48/60

PRODUCT TEST £600 TEXTILE SUITS



Jacket £300
Trousers £220

www.revit.eu

Back protector N Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour N Knee armour

Drop liners 2 Jacket pockets 4

Trouser pockets 4

A long-running suit but a good one – our tester

has done more than 10,000 miles in his Sand 2

had eventually let a little water in at the crotch

once. The jacket had never let itself down, tho

it does take a long time to dry after a soaking.

and comfort are excellent in all weathers, thou

you’d have to add your own back protector and

armour. However, as this is one of the most

affordable suits here, it should be possible to

do that without breaking the bank. 

SCORES Jacket Trouse

Construction 7 7

Comfort 5 4

Cold weather 4 4

Hot weather 4 4

Waterproofing 5 3

Total 25 22

 SUIT TOTAL  47/60

Alpinestars Ares £620
Ares jacket £400
Patron trousers £220

www.alpinestars.com

Back protector N Shoulder and elb

armour Y Hip armour N Knee armo

Drop liners 1 Jacket pockets 9

Trouser pockets 1

A faultlessly dry suit – as you’d expect whe

the premium to get a Gore-Tex membrane. I

it’s hard to fault as long as you accept that

have to fit (or buy) your own back protecto

hip armour. The thermal lining keeps it

commendably warm but it also has a decen

vents. There are limited adjusters but the s

comfortable. It’s well finished, with nice de

(including loads of pockets in the jacket – th

only one in the trousers) and feels like a tho

high-quality suit.

SCORES Jacket Trou

Construction 7 7

Comfort 4 4

Cold weather 4 4

Hot weather 4 3

Waterproofing 5

Total 24 2

 SUIT TOTAL  47/

Reusch TX4 Hightec £573
Jacket £319
Trousers £254

www.sportsbikeshop.co.uk

Back protector Y Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour Y Knee armour Y

Drop liners 1 Jacket pockets 6

Trouser pockets 2

A well specified suit with a full set of CE Level 1

armour, including hip and back protectors. There

are lots of neat details, from a rain hood designed

to go under the helmet to suede patches on elbows 

and knees. Well placed adjusters give a

comfortable fit. This German-made suit feels 

substantial, with a warm thermal liner, which is 

great in winter but the weight and limited venting 

count against it for hot conditions. The tester was 

unnerved to find pockets had “protect electrical 

devices from water” labels stitched into them, but 

not even the external pockets leaked on our test. 

SCORES Jacket Trousers

Construction 8 8

Comfort 4 4

Cold weather 4 4

Hot weather 2 2

Waterproofing 5 5

Total 23 23

 SUIT TOTAL  46/60
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Weise Outlast Baltimore £590
Jacket £320
Trousers £270

www.thekeycollection.co.uk

Back protector Y Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour Y Knee armou

Drop liners 2 Jacket pockets 9

Trouser pockets 2

A plush, well-specified suit with plenty of adju

to tailor the fit. “The arms and thighs are tight

the Outlast thermal liner fitted,” noted our

muscular tester. That liner is nice and warm,

though one of the poppers that hold it in place

break. Otherwise, the finish is good and the s

high, with reasonable vents for warm days, p

back protector and hip armour as well as the

shoulder, elbow and knee protectors. “It’s a q

suit,” concluded the tester. “It feels indestruc

SCORES Jacket Trouse

Construction 8 7

Comfort 3 4

Cold weather 4 4

Hot weather 3 3

Waterproofing 5 5

Total 23 23

 SUIT TOTAL  46/6

ousers £248
w.sportsbikeshop.co.uk

ack protector N Shoulder and elbo

mour Y Hip armour N Knee armou

rop liners 1 Jacket pockets 9

rouser pockets 5

e is a German brand just starting to appe

UK. This is a high-quality suit with a jack

’s a softshell jacket. It has no back prote

armour, so you’d have to use ones you a

e or buy some. Our tester faced some dis

and wet weather in the final 1200 miles

testing deadline, but was warm and dry

es. His only micro-niggle was the fiddly V

ster on the cuff. “Otherwise, the adjusta

mises warmth and comfort,” he conclud

CORES Jacket Trous

nstruction 7 6

mfort 4 4

d weather 4 4

 weather 3 3

terproofing 5 5

tal 23 22

 UIT TOTAL  45/6

Held Centuri £572
Centuri jacket £325
Acona trousers £247

www.held-uk.co.uk

Back protector N Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour N Knee armour Y

Drop liners 2 Jacket pockets 3

Trouser pockets 2

A smart, well-cut suit with enough adjusters to get

a really comfortable fit. “The white bits really show

the dirt,” noted our tester. His one other gripe was 

the low collar (or was it his long neck?) exposing 

him to chilly air. The thermal liner is body-only and 

the vents could do a bit more, but you’ll only notice

at the extremes of temperatures. Waterproofing

was faultless on test, with even the pockets 

remaining dry. There’s no back protector in the

jacket or hip armour in the trousers, so you’ll need 

to add your own.

SCORES Jacket Trousers

Construction 6 7

Comfort 4 4

Cold weather 3 4

Hot weather 3 3
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Furygan Cold Master £590
Jacket £360
Trousers £230

www.nevis.uk.com

Back protector N Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour Y Knee armour Y

Drop liners 1 Jacket pockets 8

Trouser pockets 1

It certainly lives up to the Cold Master name, with

a very warm lining, though it’s not so well adapted

to hotter conditions. It also lacks a back protector

and hip armour, though you can add your own (or

buy them). It was perfectly dry even in appalling

weather so could be ideal if you want a winter suit

– so long as you’re the right shape for it. There are

adjusters, but our tester found they didn’t do

enough to make the suit a comfortable fit.

SCORES Jacket Trousers

Construction 7 7

Comfort 3 3

Cold weather 5 5

Hot weather 2 2

Waterproofing 5 5

Total 22 22

 SUIT TOTAL  44/60

ds Qurizo £628
ket £339

 rousers £289

ctor N Shoulder and elbo

p armour Y Knee armou

2 Jacket pockets 5

kets 3

halves for this Swedish suit. T

dry, comfortable, well-spec

have hip armour, a nicely wa

, wader-style waterproof wa

he didn’t get on with the jacke

his arms got wet whenever

he lack of a back protector a

t it. “The jacket is comfortab

ster noted, then added that i

less sweaty. 

Jacket Trous

6 8

4 5

3 4

3 3

2 5

18 25

   43/

Antaris jacket £295
Dover trousers £247

www.held-uk.co.uk

Back protector N Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour N Knee armour Y

Drop liners 1 Jacket pockets 7

Trouser pockets 2

A very sporty, short-cut jacket with a low collar

and a body-only thermal liner, which limits its

warmth on the colder days. The trade-off is that 

it’s good on warmer days, though it can get a little 

sweaty as the waterproof membrane doesn’t come 

out. It’s a good membrane, though one of the 

outside pockets did let a little water in on our test. 

There’s no back protector and the comfortable 

trousers don’t have hip armour. “It’s a great suit for 

three seasons,” concluded the tester, “but in the 

depths of winter, you’d want something warmer.”

SCORES Jacket Trousers

Construction 6 6

Comfort 4 5

Cold weather 3 3

Hot weather 4 4

Waterproofing 4 4

Total 21 22

 SUIT TOTAL  43/60
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BMW NeonShell £590
NeonShell jacket £360
Rider trousers £230

www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk

Back protector Y Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour Y Knee armour Y

Drop liners 1 Jacket pockets 7

Trouser pockets 4

A high-quality, comfortable combo let down

by a few details. The spec is impressive, with

a complete set of armour and an excellent

waterproof liner (though some of the external

pockets did let water in on test). There are no

vents, but the material is light and cool… great

for hot weather, but there’s no thermal liner in

the jacket and the trouser one is pretty thin, so

really it’s a spring-to-autumn suit. There’s no

adjustment at the neck (which feels tight) while

the ankles are so narrow it’s really hard to get

the trousers over bike boots. 

SCORES Jacket Trouser

Construction 8 8

Comfort 4 3

Cold weather 2 3

Hot weather 3 3

Waterproofing 4 4

    

Trousers £230
www.alpinestars.com

Back protector N Shoulder and elbow

armour Y Hip armour N Knee armour Y

Drop liners 2 Jacket pockets 7

Trouser pockets 2

We’ve had two testers riding in Valparaisos and

hese are the scores for the guy who’d done the

most miles (the other tester scored it closer to

he Alpinestars Ares/Patron). This result is lower

because in hard weather this tester got water

down his neck, up his sleeves and through the

crotch of this suit, which is Alpinestars’ Drystar

waterproof membrane. Otherwise, it’s a decent

suit – neither too cold nor too sweaty, pretty

comfortable and stylish, though there’s no back

protector or hip armour.

SCORES Jacket Trousers

Construction 7 7

Comfort 4 4

Cold weather 3 4

Hot weather 3 3

Waterproofing 3 3

Total 20 21

  SUIT TOTAL  41/60

OVERALL, THE STANDARD of suits in 

this test was extremely high – as it’s 

fair to expect for £600. The best of 

the bunch is the Triumph Exploration 

suit, which is well specified, well 

thought-out and really well finished.

If you don’t want a Triumph-

branded suit, the alternatives are 

well worth considering. The Wolf 

Tec-Tour is ideal for adventure-bike 

riders, while Dainese’s Carvemaster 

jacket and Galvestone trousers 

deliver great performance with more 

traditional road-bike styling. They 

earn our Recommended triangles. 

What came up time and again is 

that fit is important, so it pays to visit 

a shop. Check the cut suits you, that 

the adjusters work for you, that your 

glove and boots work well with it. 

Consider your riding too: if you’re not 

riding in the depths of winter, maybe 

one of the lighter or sportier suits 

could be best. All these suits are high 

quality – and one of them could be 

the best £600 you’ll spend this year.

THE VERDICT

these suits
compare to a 
top-end one?
Since the winter of 2011, my main textile suit

has been a Rukka Arma S. At almost £1800 it’s

three times the price of these suits. It’s done

about 70,000 miles, usually in rough weather,

and in that time it’s let water in just once. I’ve

scored it on the same criteria as these suits,

and it does come out a little ahead of the best

here. But is it worth so much more? Perhaps

the question is, would these £600 suits score

so well after five winters and 70,000 miles? 

In both cases, it’s hard to say… SIMON WEIR

Rukka Arma S £1790
Jacket £1100
Trousers £690
Back protector Y Shoulder and

elbow armour Y Hip armour Y

Knee armour Y Drop liners 1

Jacket pockets 4 Trouser pockets 1

SCORES Jacket Trousers

Construction 10 9

Comfort 5 5

Cold weather 5 5

Hot weather 2 2

Waterproofing 5 5

Total 27 26

 SUIT TOTAL  53/60
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BRING YOUR EARPLUGS

See and hear motorcycling’s
iconic machines as they fire up.

BAG A BARGAIN

With a massive retail zone you’ll
be able to finish that project

and get a deal on new riding kit.

AUTO JUMBLE

Loads of great motorcycling
finds and bargains on offer.

HIT THE OPEN ROAD

Take test rides on

spanking new 2017 bikes.

Massive test fleets

available from major

manufacturers.

STUNT ACTION

Watch jaw dropping, gravity

defying tricks and stunts!

HUNDREDS OF TRADE STANDS

GREAT GEAR
AT LOW PRICES

CAMPING AVAILABLE

Only £35 per person

www.mcnfestival.com

PETERBOROUGH ARENA

May 13-14 2017

DROOL AT THE METAL The world’s most important and influential
motorcycles will be displayed throughout the Festival.

SAVE £££s

ONLY £15
IN ADVANCE

ALL THIS FOR 

ONLY £15

Standard adult day ticket
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PRODUCTS QUICK TES S

FIRST IMPRESSIONS O

THESE HAVE a lot to live up

we last wrote about the first-

Sidi Adventure Gore boots, w

were almost the default choic

experienced adventure rider

quality is excellent, with supe

fasteners, 100 per cent water

and a perfect blend of off-ro

on-road suitability.” And we s

a Recommended triangle on t

The original Adventures are

(www.sportsbikeshop.co.uk

for £299.99 at the time of wri

the new ones need to be good

And they are. I’ve only been

them for a few days, so I can’

any judgement on their durab

they’re very similar to the old

except where they’re better.

As before, they are tall leat

with a grippy treaded sole. T

heel and ankles are armoure

toe is reinforced for gearcha

There are two adjustable buc

a Velcro flap.

There are three main chang

biggest is at the back of the b

the pivoting plastic support ha

completely redesigned. It’s n

inclined to snag your trouser

doesn’t squeak so much.

Also at the back, the hoop th

to pull the boot up with has be

bigger and easier to use. And

gusset behind the Velcro open

up higher and is thinner, makin

boots slightly cosier and easie

They’re comfortable from t

warm without being bulky. I’ve not fallen

off in the new ones, but the old ones did

a good job of protecting me from

bushes, rocks and my own clumsiness.

Whether or not you ever ride off road,

these are among the best boots in the

world for riders of upright bikes of any

style. COLIN OVERLAND

REDESIGNED REAR

Back of the new Adventure 2 (right) has 

been redesigned from the original (left), 

giving more comfort and fewer squeaks.

in the world for
of any upright b

Sidi Adventure 2 Gore £314.99
www.sidiselect.co.uk

Hevik HAC218 neck tube £8.60

www.hevik.co.uk

warm fleecy lining that’s ideal for win

It’s quite long, which I like, but this do

it needs to be carefully settled in plac

going to bulk the neck out enough to m

doing the jacket up tricky. That’s no h

it’s just getting dressed properly for a

draught-free seal at the neck. Great.



AmmoPro Aeroglide Super Polishg

£9.95 for 550ml

www.ammopro.co.uk

 I’M USED to polish being a thick liquid, applied with

one cloth and buffed off with another, so I was 

sceptical about this thin spray-on polish. But I was

also sceptical about AmmoPro’s cleaners and they

turned out to be great. The Super Polish mists on

easily and produces an impressive shine with minimal

buffing. It claims to be long lasting, but as I wash and

polish with obsessive regularity I haven’t tested that

yet. So far it’s good stuff and very keenly priced. SW

Rukka Suki Ladies Suit

Jacket £799.99, trousers £649.99
www.tranam.co.uk

 YOU MAY wince at the price, but this

is undeniably a top-end suit. Put it into

perspective and you really are getting

value for money.

The Suki is the latest in Rukka’s range

designed especially for ladies. It’s cut for

the female figure, which is important not

only for style but more importantly

safety – no matter how many safety

features are put in a suit, if it doesn’t fit

correctly then the armour will be in the

wrong place.

The suit is made from a combination

of Kevlar and Cordura, waterproofing

comes from a three-layer Gore-Tex Pro

laminate, and armour is D3O which

means it’s soft and flexible enough to be

comfortable.

There are so many great features to

this suit, but among my favourites are

the double-layer cuffs. Some suits can

be a real pain trying to get the cuffs over

or under gloves, but this solves the

whole problem. Slide the inner layer

inside the glove, then fasten the outer

over the top with the help of the long zip.

The suit should also take me through

all seasons. Its thermal lining, which

uses temperature-regulating Outlast,

can be removed for warmer months.

The sides of the jacket have full-length

 Double-layer cuffs solve the old ‘under or

over’ glove conundrum – just do both at once

 Full-length 

zipped vents 

should keep the 

suit cool when 

summer arrives
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 PROJECT BOBBER

A better Bobber
Have our carefully selected bolt-ons improved Moto Guzzi’s V9?
By Colin Overland Photographs by Jason Critchell

A
FTER LAST MONTH’S frenzy of

spanner twirling and wrench

whirling, time to put a few miles

on the Moto Guzzi V9 Bobber to

see if it’s all been worth it.

The point all along was to make the

Bobber just that little bit more rideable,

rather than adding or changing parts for

purely cosmetic reasons. The footrests, in

truth, don’t make a blind bit of difference

to the bike’s functional abilities, and I’m

not entirely sure they look any better. But

everything else should make a distinct

difference. 

The seat should be more comfortable.

The screen should remove some of the

wind pressure from my upper body. The

rack and bag should make luggage 

carrying easier.

Nothing too ambitious for the 

shakedown ride on the completed Project

Bobber: Northampton to Bath and back,

making minimal use of motorways, which

turns a 250-mile round trip into 

something closer to 300. Across to 

Warwick, down the A429 to Cirencester,

then the A433 and A46 to Bath, then up to

Chippenham on the A4 and over to

Marlborough and across the North Downs

to Newbury, then a pretty much straight

line up the A34 to home. 

Aside from the final slog, it’s a route

that’s much more interesting in practice

than on paper. Although it’s all A-roads,

they vary from twisty country lane to

OUR MOTO GUZZI V9 BOBBER

Spec 853cc 90° V-twin, 54bhp, 199kg

Price new in this spec £8699

Current mileage 1688 Average mpg 56

The little 
black box
When the Moto Guzzi Multimedia Platform

arrived for me to attach to the Bobber, I was

delighted to find that it really is a little black

box. It’s simple enough to fit behind a side

panel and wire to the battery. The idea is that

your smartphone connects to it by Bluetooth,

and your phone – which you mount to the bars

– can then act as a supplementary instrument,

letting you see a combination of revs, power,

torque, acceleration and trip info.

Assuming your phone has enough

memory and processing power to keep

up, and assuming you can find a suitable

way of attaching the phone to the bars,

it all works well on the V9, much as it

does on the various other Moto Guzzi

and Aprilia products with which similar

products are compatible.

But I soon found myself not bothering to

look at it. None of the information is terribly

useful while you’re actually riding – not useful

like a sat nav – and this wealth of instant data

seems out of keeping with the simple looks

and feel of the Bobber. The Multimedia

Platform costs £124, plus £70 for the fitting kit.

multi-lane dual carriageway; from 

anonymous bypass to quaint market  

town square. 

And it turns out to be a route that’s well 

suited to the Bobber. It’s a bike that can 

cruise at three-figure speeds, but would 

really rather not – it’s all starting to feel  

a bit strained and bothered, and so is the 

rider. It’s much happier around the 

national speed limit. 

The real difference that the screen has 

brought is in enabling me to keep trucking 

along at 60-80mph all day, without my 

arms, shoulders and back taking it in 

turns to protest, which was the case 

pre-screen.

I did this trip using the replacement 

Comfort seat, and wasn’t entirely sure that 

it made any difference. Having fitted the 

seat and screen at the same time, I 

couldn’t tell which component was 

making the difference. I subsequently did 

a couple of decent-length rides with the 

screen in place but the original seat 

refitted, and it turns out that the seat, 

although it feels slightly different, is no 

more or less comfortable.

The rack remained rock-solid 

throughout, with no effect on ride or 

handling. And the bag, although very 

small, enabled me to use a much smaller 

shoulder bag for my bits and pieces than  

I would otherwise have been able to get 

away with.

Worth it? Yes, definitely in the case

of the screen and rack, less so for the other 

components. I like the look of the screen, 

too, although it brings out the Bobber’s 

frumpy dumpiness in a way that some 

won’t like.

And aside from the modifications, I 

found that the more I rode the Bobber  

the more I liked it. It’s a limited bike – 

performance, tank range, practicality – 

but doesn’t pretend to be anything else. 

Keep the engine in its powerband and it’s 

friendly and responsive. The chassis and 

brakes are well matched to its modest 

output. It’s all nicely made and easy to live 

with – in fact, I’d go so far as to say that it’s 

a pleasure to clean, as that gives you a 

reason to fondle its elegant and nicely 

detailed components, from the sturdy top 

yoke to the handsomely crafted rear light.
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“The point was to 
make the Bobber that 

little bit more rideable”

The one that got away
The final bolt-on was going to

be this pair of sli

Fini h



Clean
like a pro
Think your bike is clean? 
Think again. Auto Curators 
show us how to achieve a 
professional-grade shine
By Simon Weir  Photographs by Mark Manning

B
IKES HAVE A tough life and, let’s 

face it, it’s our fault. We fire them 

through the atmosphere at speed, 

exposed to all manner of airborne 

dust and dirt. We rub our riding 

gear against the tank and bodywork, while 

wheels and engine cases are blasted by 

bits thrown up from the road. No wonder 

keeping motorcycles looking pristine is 

hard work.

We’re in Hampshire, where Paul 

Townsend of professional detailers Auto

Curators is going to show us how to really

clean a bike – and how to keep it clean.

Though much of his work is cleaning

expensive cars, he works on all kinds of

vehicles including some serious bikes. 

Today, our test subject is a 500-mile-old 

BMW R1200RT Iconic, featuring lovely 

air-brushed custom panels. It looks 

immaculate to me, until Paul shines  

his inspection light on the tank.

“See all the small hairline scratches in 

the reflection? The ripples? This is normal. 

Most paint isn’t actually this good,” he 

says. Naturally, he’s going to improve it. 

What’s the process? “There are three steps 

to fixing paint like this: first we clean, then

we improve, then we protect.” Can anyone

get the same results at home? Paul smiles,

“You can get similar results. If you have

the right products, very similar results.”

 Paul Townsend of  

Auto Curators shows the 

difference between good 

paint and great paint

98 |  MARCH 2017
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Clean

Improve

PAUL STARTS BY washing the wheels 

before the rest of the bike. “Partly, this  

is so I’m not being dripped on while I’m 

down there,” he admits. Also, if you 

wash the bike from the top, any 

dislodged filth is washed down and 

builds up on the dirty surfaces lower 

down. When you work your way up, 

muck should flow down over clean 

surfaces without sticking. The best 

sequence is to clean from the bottom to 

the top, then back down again to make 

sure everything’s gone.

After the wheels are done, Paul gives 

the bodywork a prewash, using a dilute 

solution of an all-purpose cleaner. This 

bike doesn’t have lots of dried-on bugs 

or built-up dirt. “If it did, I’d work those

areas bit by bit,” Paul explains. Then he

hand-washes the bodywork with a 

shampoo, working systematically from 

front to back. Then the bike is rinsed

and dried, to stop watermarks forming.

Panniers are washed separately, but in 

the same way.

PAINT IS IMPROVED with polish,  

and even new bikes might have tiny 

imperfections that can be polished  

out. “Polish works because it’s 

abrasive, so it breaks the surface 

down and smooths these out,” Paul 

explains. He doesn’t rate all-in-one 

polishes: as a professional, he uses a 

polish that polishes, then a sealant to 

seal the finish (see Step Three). 

“This stage is all about taking your 

time and good preparation,” he says. 

He uses masking tape to keep the 

polish on the bodywork and off the  

rest of the bike. He demonstrates the 

technique on a small area of the tank, 

masked off so we can see how much 

difference it makes. Then he sets about 

methodically polishing every inch of the 

bike, checking progress with an 

inspection torch. This is a time-

consuming process.

Spray wheels with a ferrous

remover and leave it a few

minutes. This will start to lift

brake dust and other dirt – but

it must not be allowed to dry,

especially on painted wheels.

Apply the pre-wash. Paul uses

a 10:1 dilute solution of his

all-purpose cleaner. It must

be applied to cool surfaces –

ideally out of direct sun – and

should not be left to dry.

Mask off areas you don’t want 

to polish (seats, pillion pads, 

filler caps or black plastic). 

Pull tape taut and slide it into 

place before pressing it down.

Wash the bike with shampoo.

Paul uses a Merino wool

washing mitt, working fast

so the bike can’t begin to dry.

Rinse it off with a hose, not a

pressure washer.

Apply the polish to small areas 

at a time and be careful not to 

use too much. Work 

systematically to cover  

the entire bike.

Get the hose on the wheels,

washing the ferrous remover

and all the dirt off the metal

and off the tyre. When it’s a

dark red, you can see that it’s

shifted all the dirt.

Dry the bike to prevent

watermarks – Paul uses an

air line, but you could use a

leaf-blower or a pet dryer. 

He uses clean towels in areas 

where water could be trapped.

Wheels

Bodywork

The whole bike

STEP ONE

Agitate the ferrrous remover.

Paul spreads itt around with

a cleaning brussh, then uses

a bug sponge. “They’re great

on wheels and metal, but don’t

use them on paaint,” he says.

This is a new motorcycle with 

high-quality custom paint – but 

Paul’s inspection torch reveals 

micro-scratches.

Paul uses a rotary orbital 

polisher that works faster and 

gives better results than hand 

polishing can deliver.

The demonstration

BEFORE AND AFTER

On the right, factory-freshg y

paint; on the left, the Auto

Curator’s polished finish

STEP TWO



Protect

Keeping
it looking
good
THE TRICK TO keeping the bike in tip-top

condition is simple: don’t let it get dirty.

Not by not using it, but simply by keeping

on top of its condition. “Just rinse stuff

off after a ride,” advises Paul. “If you 

have a good coating on the bike, light

stuff should come off quite easily.” 

The problems come when layers of

dead flies and filth are allowed to build

up on the bike. “Dead bugs can stain 

some finishes,” Paul warns, “as can bird

crap – you really want to get that off the

bike as soon as possible.”

Regular washing is still important, but

once the bike has a good finish it should

be much simpler. “Even if dirt is on the

surface, an all-purpose cleaner should

be all you need to shift it,” Paul advises.

How often is an in-depth clean, polish

and seal required? “A conventional wax

will last from a few weeks up to at most

six months,” says Paul, “but our ceramic

seal lasts for around three years.” 

STEP THREE

STEP FOUR

The demonstration

What to use
The quality of the products you use can make

a big difference to the end results. “All-in-one

products will never give you the best finish,”

Paul says. “The important thing is to use the

right product for each job.” The Auto Curators

range of products will be available in the spring.

Cleaning products

Ferrous remover: for removing brake dust

(Auto Curators FR or Britemax Iron Max)

Tar remover: For shifting tar from exhausts

and wheels (Auto Curators Tar Remover)

All-purpose cleaner: For pre-washing

(Auto Curators APC, Britemax Clean Max)

Shampoo: For the all-over deep clean

(Auto Curators Shampoo, Rupes M101)

Improving products

Quick detailer: For returning shine to sealed 

surfaces (Auto Curators QD, Rupes M606)

Polishes: To improve finishes (Rupes M202, 

Britemax Perfect Prep, Britemax Pro Max)

Black plastic and vinyl: Turns greying 

plastic black (Auto Curators Trim Dressing)

Metal polishes: For restoring and shining

metal (Britemax First Cut, Britemax High Shine)

Protecting products

Spray-on/buff-off: For a quick finish (Auto 

Curators Spray Seal, Rupes P808)

Waxes: For a longer-lasting finish (Britemax 

Vantage, Swiss Wax Onyx, Swiss Wax Shield)

Websites: autocurators.com; swissvax.co.uk, 

britemaxdirect.co.uk, rupes.it 

Who’s the man behind Auto Curators?

Auto Curators was set up to deliver top-notch vehicle care, going far beyond just

detailing. Most of Paul Townsend’s work is with high-end and classic cars, but he

works with boats, bikes and aeroplanes and is launching his own range of cleaning

products. See www.autocurators.com for more info or to book your bike in.
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 LONG-TERM TEST

Belie
HONDA CRF1000L AFRICA TWIN

B
EING THE CUSTODIAN of a bik

that’s so keenly anticipated is

very interesting. The Africa Twi

is, on paper, an average bike.

Average power, average weight,

average gadget-count. So why have I ha

more interaction with perfect strangers

petrol stations and bike parks than any

bike I’ve ever ridden?

The Honda looks bob-on. Purposeful

not gargantuan, pretty in the HRC colou

and bearing a name with pedigree, it sti

the emotions of a lot of people. And unl

the two-wheeled Range Rovers made b

BMW or KTM it costs ‘only’ £10,849,

weighs a lot less than them and should

hold its value, thanks in part to product

being hit by the earthquakes in Japan.

I’m yet to find a pursuit that the Afric

Twin can’t do admirably. It’s good two-u

very happy to eat up miles, and with

knobblies fitted it embraces green lanes.

Although the engine’s 94bhp output is

more in the ballpark of 800cc bikes, if you

need more power on the road you’re taking 

risky overtakes – there’s easily enough.

In summary, if you’re thinking about 

buying an Africa Twin, do it. End of.

OUR HONDA AFRICA TWIN

Spec 998cc parallel twin, 94bhp, 232kg

Price in this spec £10,849

Current mileage 20,784

Average mpg 45

Best moment

Every time I swing my leg over the Africa

Twin’s saddle, I know that I’m getting on the 

right bike for the job. Every job.

“I’m yet to find a
pursuit that the
Africa Twin can’t do”

COMFORT

Seat offers two heights:

850mm or 870mm. Comfort

is never thought about – I’veg

ridden 600-mile days without

a single bum-wobbler.

CARRYING CAPACITY

Rear luggage rack sits in line withgg g

pillion seat, giving massive area

for multiple bags, with numerous

places to attach straps. 

After 20,000 miles, Honda’s Africa Twin remains 
as comprehensively impressive as ever
By Matt Hull

Bike portraits by Jason Critchell
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HEADLIGHTS

The best lights of any bike I’ve ridden –

apart from my original Honda Panp y g

European. I started fitting auxiliary lights

but never finished – it doesn’t need them.

Keeping the headlight clean makes a huge

difference, more than on other bikes.

SLIPPER CLUTCH

Comes as standard and helps top

minimise jerky downchanges. But

on slimy, cold, wet roads you can

feel the clutch catch up with itself

as you slow for roundabouts ory

junctions. It gives a slight pulse

from the rear – you get used to it.

CENTRESTAND

If you’re not going to spend your lifey g g p y

off-road then begrudgingly pay £195g g g y p y

for a centrestand, or fit a chain oiler.

Using a paddock stand to lube the chain

is a pain. I use a brilliant inventionp

called the SnapJack bike stand.

TYRES

Original Dunlops: crap.

Continental TKC80: good for green lanes.

Metzeler Karoo 3: better in the mud but

torque spins them up on wet roads.q p p

Continental ContiTrailAttack 2:

brilliant on road.

THE STORY SO FAR

Honda’s anticipated 

adventurer has lived up 

to expectations: 

capable on and off road 

and a lot of fun. It’s 

stood up well to hard 

use in all weathers.

 A great riding 

position, plenty of 

ground clearance 

and a 21-inch front 

wheel make it feel 

at home off-road



LONG-TERM TEST

Simple sttyle,y
huge s ile

SUZUKI SV650

W
HEN I HAD a set of SV650 keys

waved at me earlier this year, I

wasn’t exactly overcome with

enthusiasm at the prospect of

running one for 2016. Having

only just recently ridden an SFV650 (a

Gladius), I set my expectations for the new

SV at a very low level. 

Matters weren’t helped by the rev 

restriction that running it in requires, and

at times I was having to force myself to use

it in order to rack the miles up. Commuting

during that period was OK – 4000 revs in

sixth gear is a convenient 70mph, and

riding through town was equally not bad.

Slowly I got used to it. There’s a decent

amount of grunt at the bottom of the rev

The reborn SV650 is far more funf f
than appearances may suggest
By Lee Skelletty

THE STORY SO FAR

Suzuki’s middleweight

V-twin went on a diet

for 2016, dropping 

several kilos of weight,

shedding lots of bulbous

plastic, and losing the

Gladius name for good.

But would the improved

SV650 impress 

sportsbike fan Lee?

EXHAUST

y

better. A noise tester at Cadwell Park

laughed out loud at the reading on his

decibel meter. Its ground clearance

leaves much to be desired too – the

heat shield scrapes with a good inch

of unused rubber left on the rear

tyre. Fitting a Yoshimura slip-on

silencer improved matters infinitely.

ENGINE

Normally 75bhp wouldn’t get me excited, buty p g

the SV’s V-twin powerplant is what makes

this bike as much fun as it is. I’m sure no

good would have come from having more

power – and besides, serious power belongsp g

on a serious bike. The SV doesn’t need it.
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OUR SUZUKI SV650

Spec 645cc 90° V-twin, 75bhp, 197kg

Price in this spec £5836

Current mileage 2112

Average mpg 43

Best moment

Out-braking race bikes at Rockingham.

range, so the practical stuff of filtering and

pulling into traffic is easy.

By the time I’d completed the running-in

process, I had come to accept the lacklustre

affair that my riding had become.

But then I treated myself to the whole rev

range, and suddenly all hell broke loose.

The SV650 felt hyper-responsive, and the

torque delivered by the previously

mild-mannered V-twin was intoxicating.

Especially when I allowed myself to keep

piling the revs on, instead of having to

practise the power-withdrawal method

of the previous weeks.

The SV is genuinely fun, overtaking is

easy, it wheelies on command, and it finds

every gap in traffic with ease. Taking it

through some twisty country lanes showed

that it was even more fun when it was

dragging its footpegs through corners. That

was it – we’ve been best mates ever since.

Styling isn’t the SV’s strong point, though. 

I don’t really mind the traditional round 

headlamp, the trellis frame or even the 

fake carbonfibre pattern on some plastic 

bits. There are a few exposed wires and 

ugly bits when you look closely, but it’s 

certainly not a deal-breaker for me. 

Overall, it’s just about OK. It certainly 

doesn’t turn any heads, and the few 

decibels that dribble out of the standard 

exhaust do nothing to change that. After a 

visit to www.performanceparts-ltd.com I 

took delivery of a beautiful carbon 

Yoshimura silencer and a set of Gilles Sport 

Handlebars. Both simple bolt-on mods 

vastly improved the look of the SV, making 

it look much more sporty. 

Then it all went wrong. I highsided it at a 

Rockingham trackday, resulting in the bike 

suffering a considerable amount of damage 

and me breaking my wrist.

Prior to the crash I was having the time of 

my life riding the SV as hard as I could and

embarrassing slick-shod BMW S1000RRs. 

In the paddock it has the opposite effect of 

what it does in real life. Take the SV out if

its natural environment and everybody

loves it. Everybody wants to talk to you

about it. Nobody cares about the ex-BSB

bike in the next garage, but the SV always

has somebody admiring it.

That’s the charm of the SV. It does

everything you could ask of it, and at times

I’ve asked a lot. It’s never faltered, never

even hinted at letting me down, just taken

everything in stride. And when pushed, it

surprised everybody with its capability.

“The torque
delivered by

the V-twin was
intoxicating”
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FUEL RANGE

Ridden conservatively the SV returns

great fuel economy, but ridden in myg y

default style it’s considerably less

impressive. Economy aside, life would

be much sweeter if the tank held a

few more litres. Filling the tank forg

around £10 sounds great, but the

resulting frequency of petrol station

visits grows irksome before long. 
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LONG-TERM TEST

Anonymous
adventurer

BMW F800GS

If the GS range was a boy band, the 
F800 would be the quiet one at the back
By Colin Overlandy

I
F YOU’RE NOT interested in causing

a stir, you may be pleased to hear that

the F800GS will guarantee you 

minimal unwanted interaction with 

strangers. The F800GS is a real 

conversation-stopper, a blank, a neutral 

zone. Nobody comes over at the petrol 

pumps to ask what it’s like or what it’ll do.

Nobody gives you the thumbs-up as you 

overtake their van. Not that there’s any 

apparent hostility or failure to nod – it’s 

just that it somehow fails to spark any 

curiosity or strong opinions. 

At the BMW GS Challenge in Wales, 

where the 800 was in a tiny minority, 

nobody came over to question me about 

the bike. If they had, they’d have been on 

the receiving end of a big fat serving of 

smugness, because in that environment 

the 800 struck me as infinitely preferable 

SCRUBS UP NICELY

Cleaning bikes is one of my least favourite occupations,g y p

but the F800 is easy to keep clean. It’s all about simpley p

lines, flat surfaces and an absence of nooks and

crannies. You can get to everything easily with your

preferred combination of sponge, hose, brush and cloth.p p g

There’s very little that’s meant to be shiny, buty y

everything seems to be made from good-quality

materials that haven’t shown any inclination to discolour

or corrode, aside from the exhaust downpipes. 
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My 6800 miles on the GS were made up

of a mix of work and pleasure. I rode to

work and back dozens of times. To Wales

and back three times. To the Suffolk coast.

To the Essex coast. To Norwich a couple of

times. Birmingham. Leicester. To Bristol,

usually two-up. The fuel consumption

varied from 50mpg to 60mpg. The type

of road and journey didn’t make much

difference to the fuel consumption. The big

factor was how hard I was pushing it – true

of many bikes, especially sub-1000cc 

engines that have to work hard when 

you’re in a hurry. 

Aside from a service and a couple of sets 

of tyres, there were no other running costs. 

They seem to hold their value well, too:

even five-year-old examples with 20,000 

miles on the clock are being advertised at 

more than £5000. Which suggests that 

although the bunting stays in its box and 

the balloons in their net when an F800GS 

rolls into town, there are enough of us who 

appreciate its quiet, low-key excellence.

to the ubiquitous R1200GS. The 800’s 

lighter, narrower, cheaper to buy, more 

economical and often just as much fun. 

Our one came with the Comfort and 

Dynamic packages, which include heated 

grips, a centrestand and electronic

adjustment of the shock preload. Those

packages add more than £1200 to the price.

See page 68 for our preview of BMW’s 2017

line-up, which includes different standard

spec for the 800.

“It somehow 
fails to spark 
any curiosity”

THE STORY SO FAR

It may lack the glamour 

of the R1200GS, but the 

F800GS is much more 

manageable. Ours has 

the Comfort and 

Dynamic packages, 

adding a centrestand, 

heated grips and 

electronic shock 

damping adjustment.

Luggage

The GS world is heavily 

populated with metal boxes. 

F800 owners are just as likely 

to attach panniers and top 

boxes to their bikes as R1200 

owners. The advantages are

many: they’re relatively secure

and dry compared to soft

luggage, and there’s a lot to be

said for the convenience of

being able to leave some of

your gear in a pannier rather

than having to unstrap everything and

take it with you. And as the choice of hard

luggage for adventure bikes broadens, thegg g

value for money seems to be improving.

But despite these practical advantages,

I find I’m increasingly disinclined to attach

hard luggage to bikes; indeed, I’m often the

one taking it off and leaving it indoors,

preferring instead to use whichever

combination of tankbag, tail pack,

Seat

There’s a choice of seats and heights. 

As it comes it’s higher than the R1200GS, 

the Triumph TIger 800 XC, and the Honda 

Africa Twin’s standard setting. This

gives you a good view over traffic, but

makes it difficult to get your feet down

if you’re stuck in a rut off road.

But the big thing about the F800GS’s 

seat is that it’s firm. It’s not comfortable 

– not like an armchair is comfortable – 

but it doesn’t get worse as the day goes 

on. And it’s in keeping with the bike’s 

straightforward, flab-free nature.

OUR BMW F800GS

Spec 798cc parallel twin, 84bhp, 214kg

Price in this spec £10,055

(basic F800GS costs from £8850)

Current mileage 6800 Average mpg 53

Best moment

Trying to keep up with a faster rider and

finding how much fun the GS is when pushed.

rucksack, rolltop drybag etc seems right 

for the occasion. I hate lugging around 

part-empty boxes, and don’t like the way 

they can compromise filtering and make 

parking unnecessarily tricky.

After some fiddling around with

alternatives, I settled on my trusty old

Wunderlich Elephant tankbag and BMW tail 

pack, which are big enough to be useful but 

compact enough to be unobtrusive.

Screen

The standard screen is OK, but it’s very

short. Powerbronze do a lot of screens for

a lot of bikes – different heights, different

tints – and this taller alternative for the GS 

proves the quality of their design and 

manufacturing skills. Simple to bolt on and 

highly effective in use, it’s just under £100 

well spent. It takes a bit of wind pressure 

off your chest, meaning that on longer, 

faster rides you don’t need to use so much 

strength just to stay put.
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Custom commuter
INDIAN SCOUT SIXTY

The radical-looking Scout Sixty has proved to  
be a perfectly practical partner even in daily use
By Caroline Barrett

A
FTER SITTING ON a plethora of

shiny new bikes at Motorcycle

Live back in 2015, it was the Scout

Sixty that stood out for me. Funny

really, seeing how I’ve grown up

with so many other biking influences.

Sportsbikes have formed the backbone

of my riding career, but I’ve always had a

secret soft spot for cruiser-style bikes as I

just think they’re a bit more interesting to

look at. A weekend at the Bulldog Bash

many years ago showed me that I just 

wasn’t extrovert enough to go ‘full hog’

at the time, but I’ve always admired the 

work, engineering and love that goes into 

some of the bikes.

Sitting on the Scout Sixty at the NEC, it 

felt like something I should try given the 

opportunity. You can’t tell what a bike is 

really going to be like day to day from just 

a few seconds sitting on it, but it does give 

an idea of whether all the controls can be 

reached comfortably, and in practice I can. 

THE STORY SO FAR

First-time cruiser rider 

Caroline has swapped 

her regular sporty 

tastes for Indian’s 

entry-level custom, 

which has a smaller 

engine and price tag 

than the regular Scout.

BRAKES

The Scout’s front brake is not

to be relied on solely. On bikesy

like this, which carry theiry

weight long and low, you need

to use the rear brake a lot more

– no problem as it’s veryp y

effective and easy to control.
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to scrub the wheels – this 

stuff just makes the dirt 

disappear. It also leaves a 

protective layer over the 

bike which helps fend off 

the salt, and has a UV filter 

that stops the bike’s paint 

fading in the sun too.

The Scout Sixty comes

with very few bells and whistles, and that

suits me fine. There’s not too much

technology to confuse me, but just enough

for me to know what’s going on. There’s an

LCD screen on the clocks, and you can

toggle through the information easily using

a dedicated button on the left-hand

switchgear. It’ll show you info like revs,

engine temperature, a trip meter and a

low-fuel light. I think a fuel gauge would

be a useful addition though, as I have been

caught out…

The speedo is easy to read and turns

a nice shade of red when it’s dark. The 

clocks can easily be changed from mph

to km/h when you switch the bike on,

which is handy for riding overseas. There’s 

no gear position indicator, but I haven’t 

missed having one as the flexible engine 

pulls so easily in every gear. I can always 

tell when I’m cruising in top gear, as the 

engine feels smooth with no vibration.

Gear-changing is pretty smooth, but a 

bit clunky from first to second as it passes 

through neutral. I haven’t felt short 

changed by the absence of a sixth gear. I’ve 

found myself really enjoying the laid-back 

attitude of a cruiser, but when I need to get 

a wriggle on there’s still loads of power.

I’m going to carry on running the bike for 

a few more months. One of my plans for it

is a ‘stage one’ tune – a more free-flowing 

exhaust and changes to the fuelling. I hope 

it’ll give a tad more power, but also a much 

more deserving exhaust note.

I also have a couple of genuine 

accessories to fit to the bike: a low screen 

and a set of saddlebags. And, crucially for 

the winter commute, some heated grips 

from R&G. I’ve had a glorious few months, 

but a cruiser isn’t just for summer, or at 

least this one isn’t. Whatever the weather, 

I’m looking forward to spending a lot more 

miles on this lovely bike.

The riding position is perfect for me,

with enough room to let me shuffle

forwards and backwards in the seat.

I’ve found it very comfortable too, with 

plenty of padding in the seat, and no 

problems even on a long journey to 

Germany and back.

I’ve not had to do any maintenance on 

the Sixty yet, other than take it for its 

first service at 500 miles. Custom bikes 

are mostly built with traditional 

technology, but one benefit of the Scout 

engine’s modern design is the minimal 

servicing it requires. Its 10,000-mile 

schedule allows for plenty of riding in

between trips to the dealer, and even

though I’ve been trying hard I’ve still not

reached that mark. What a luxury that is 

compared with most air/oil-cooled 

V-twins.

Thanks to the fuss-free belt drive 

there’s no chain to lube, and nothing  

that flings sticky mess all over 

inaccessible places. That means it’s a joy 

to clean the Scout and it comes up a treat 

every time. I’ve been using some of 

SDoc100’s wide range of cleaning 

products, which mean I don’t even have 

OUR INDIAN SCOUT SIXTY

Spec 999cc V-twin, 78bhp, 256kg

Price in this spec £8999

Current mileage 3953

Average mpg 52mpg

Best moment

The first ride home. I was nervous because

it was so alien to me, but it was a revelation.

 Low seat gives 

huge confidence, 

and riding 

position feels 

nicely balanced 

A trip to the

Nürburgring

proved that the

Scout can handle

decent distance

 A summer ride to a meeting of 

Indians and Victorys at the Ace Café

TYRES

The Avon Cobras I have fitted

have been excellent. I’ve had no

issues with grip, they’re lasting

very well and the white sidewalls

set the bike off perfectly. They

are a chore to keep clean, butp

worth the effort.
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THE STORY SO FAR

Our KTM adventure

tourer has piled on the

miles round Scotland’s

North Coast 500 and

gone camping in Wales.

It’s also explored some

of the unpaved roads

and trails in the Alps.

And in daily use it’s

been a good commuter.

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE

Big power, big tank, big miles,
big comfort – and big money…
By Simon Weiry

T
HE 1290 SUPER Adventure has

been a fantastic partner in crime.

It’s done the basics of getting me to

work without complaint or effort,

making dull journeys fun. On top

of which it’s taken me to Wales, round the

North Coast 500 in Scotland, all over the

north and east of England, as well as

through France, Italy and Switzerland.

That’s just on the tarmac. The big KTM

even persuaded me to take it off-road. First

on a few tame local green lanes, then in

proper rugged off-road conditions when

being coached by Ross Noble. It was clear

that the bike was more at home on the dirt

than I was, but it gave me enough

confidence to tackle some unpaved passes

in the Alps – something I’d never even

contemplated before.

I made very few changes to the bike,

largely because it worked so well as

standard. When it went in for its 600-mile

running-in service, I added the KTM

Touring panniers (£800 a set). I also had

a Garmin Zumo 590 cradle wired into the

bike’s loom, so it turned off with the key.

I quickly decided it needed a larger

sidestand footprint, so added the easily

fitted and high quality AltRider option

(£35, www.adventurebikeshop.co.uk). I

also added the KTM rack (£80) to make it

easy to carry camping kit and larger bags.

Generally the KTM was superbly reliable,

starting first press, every time – but I did

have two issues. First, the shock’s

electronic preload adjuster

stopped working before I

could get the bike into a

dealer for an update. When

the workshop plugged it into

a computer, it was cured.

More annoying was the

sidestand cut-out switch

playing up. It bit me on my

European trip, killing the

engine when I went to pull

away. Working the stand up

and down a few times got it

going again, but for the next

two days I heaved the heavy

bike onto its centrestand each

 On Colle Basset in 

Italy. Is that a map or the 

instruction manual for 

the KTM’s electronics?

Enormous ability
COMFORT

y

this is the perfect size of bike, and itsp

weight isn’t a problem. The screen,

handguards and wide body deflect a lot

of wind. There’s ample leg room and ap g

relaxed reach to the bars. The heated

grips are superbly warm, as is the

heated seat – but that is fairly firm. 

CARE AND CLEANING

Spoked wheels are a pain: they’ve added half an

hour to how long I spend cleaning the bike each

week. I’ve had to get a camping stool to sit on. Theg p g

open swingarm holds the dirt, too. I didn’t fit a chain

oiler, but lubed it religiously each week. Even so,

I’ve now used nearly all the chain adjustment. 
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topped. When I had a chance to

he stand with WD-40, it seemed to

ut the next morning, at the start of

back to the UK, the cut-out killed

e in a petrol station. Again, working

nd a few times cleared the fault, but

use it again. It later went in for a

and has been faultless since.

uper Adventure has been a good

ker. People seem more curious

than any other bike I’ve ridden

ryone seems to like it. Well, apart

S owners, who always say the same

ouldn’t go back to a chain drive.

e seems to put some riders off, but

ge plus for bigger blokes. The other

ders can’t get past is the price: it

matter if I insist it’s a lot of bike for

oney, it’s still a lot of money.

the winter bit I appreciated the

ated grips and seat, but added to

em with my Warm n Safe heated

acket (£193, www.riderz.co.uk). I’d

rrive more comfortable and

warmer than if I’d travelled by car.

Costs
I used only two sets of tyres on the bike.

The original Continental ContiTrailAttack 2s

lasted and performed well. Then I fitted the

Avon TrailRiders, which RiDE readers helped

design. I found them slightly better on green

lanes and dry roads, though lost out a little

in wet grip to the Contis. Tyre life, though,

was exceptional, with the rear lasting more

than 8000 miles.

I found that I got consistently better fuel

economy from super unleaded: 46-47mpg

from 98RON compared with 41-43mpg from

N, which translates to around 40 miles

between fills. Engine mode choice

seem to affect its thirst. The biggest

nce on fuel economy was the

siasm with which I twisted the

tle. Ridden steadily, it returned over

pg. Ridden like a fool, it dropped into

0s, even running on super unleaded.

t economy 52mpg

st economy 38mpg

gest between fills 296 miles

Luggage and touring
I was dismayed by the price of accessories

for the Super Adventure. Take the two

tankbags I tried. The AltRider Hemisphere

(www.adventurebikeshop.co.uk) is rugged

and waterproof but limited by its meagre

11-litre capacity – not much for £150. The

Enduristan Sandstorm 4A (www.twistmoto.

co.uk) is equally tough and waterproof,

expanding steplessly from 13 to 20 litres. It’s

bulkier but far more practical, with lots of

well thought-out details. It’s a very good

tankbag – as it should be for £200.

I fitted the £80 official KTM accessory

rack, rather than a top box, as it made it f

easier to strap a large rollbag to the back –

essential for lugging my camping gear. The

KTM Touring panniers (£800 a set) didn’t

leak and were easy to fit and remove, but

did take a damn good slam to shut after

12,000 miles. I used the KTM inner bags

(£44.70 each) when touring: slightly bulky

and lacking shoulder straps that would have

made them easier to carry. They don’t quite

fill the panniers – which I thought was a flaw

until actually using them. In fact I filled them

with clothes but still had space to fit a tool 

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE

c 1301cc 75° V-twin, 158bhp, 249kg

e in this spec £16,940

ent mileage 14,132 miles

Average mpg 44

Best moment

My entire European trip: fabulous passes

– some smooth, one cobbled, two unpaved.

Perhaps the perfect touring experience.

LONG-RANGE OPTION

The 30-litre tank transformed my

commute, as I was filling up once ratherg p

than three times a week. On trips, I’d fill

up after 270-280 miles. If I’d been riding

fast, the indicated remaining range might

be down to 10 miles; if I’d been ridingg

steadily – especially using a lot of cruise

control on motorways – that would be

nearer 50 miles. 

RAW POWER

The heart of the beast is the 158bhp

engine. There are four modes, but

I’ve never felt the need for the

100bhp Rain mode, and only ever used

Street when it was pouring or I had a

passenger. The rest of the time I left it

in Sport, because it’s brilliant. I did usep

Off-Road when riding off-road, though. 
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HANDS ON

#8 Watch your weight

ESSENTIAL SKILLS FOR ALL RIDERS

WHENEVER AN INTERESTING bike pops 

on my radar, I check out its weight. 

Whether you’re crossing Africa or 

weaving through a tailback, weight 

matters to all but the skilled few who

can motocross a BMW K1600 with one

hand on their hip. A motorcycle is a 

dynamic device and weight (and its 

distribution) directly affects response,

especially at the extremes of speed or

when surfaces become irregular. Less

mass improves response and control.

Most riders appreciate this because,

for us gravity-oppressed humans,

excess weight is the enemy. Battling

it consumes energy and stresses

components, be they your joints and

organs, or brakes and transmission.

Hop on a light bike – one that really

is light, not just one that feels light for

what it is – and the sense of agility is

truly liberating because you’ve

effectively reduced the irreducible

effects of gravity. Along with reliability

and economy (again, less mass needed

on the road), for me weight trounces top

speeds or acceleration times.

Usually what you lose with the pounds

is comfort, but it’s a motorbike, not a

Bentley. It staggers me that some

quarter-ton adventure bikes are pitched

and perceived as anything other than

cushy tourers. I once crossed the

Sahara with a guy on a BMW R80 loaded

with junk (much like my first trip, then).

Its charred remains are still there, at the

point where he became too exhausted

to ride. The same fear of lethal 

consequences led to Dakar bikes being

limited to 450cc. These days, even laden

with 34 litres of fuel a KTM Rally racer

weighs less than a Yamaha MT-07 (er,

though it does cost another £30k).

I’ve never been into big bikes, but I

find myself ever more attracted to light

machines. A long-range desert bike

ready to roll under 200kg is an

achievable goal and the 250cc CRFs,

KLXs and WRs I’ve been riding lately 

come in well under that. Yes, they lose 

out on crowded European roads, but 

when you’re away from the crowds  

you find that speed doesn’t matter. 

Performance improves year on year, 

but only occasionally do we see a chink 

of lightness at the end of the tunnel.

NEXT MONTH: Clive Rumbold from 

MotoScotland (www.motoscotland.com)

GE
AR

Q I noticed in the December

issue’s boot test that the

Infinity Evo boots from TCX were

not among the triangle winners.

Aren’t they as good as the boots

they replaced?

A They’re very good boots, and

very similar to the old Infinity, a

long-time RiDE favourite. They were

from www.sportsbikeshop.co.uk at

just £170. 

Q Overboots haven’t featured

very prominently in RiDE’s kit

coverage in all the years I’ve been

a reader. Are there any that you

recommend? Or is it perhaps

time that you did a proper 

t?

we’ve

. We

hing

ots or

overgloves, but we’re generally fully

occupied with road testing boots and

gloves; you can’t properly test their

weatherproofing if you don’t take

every opportunity to ride in the rain 

while wearing them.

That said, if there was a huge

public demand, we could fit an 

overboot test into our schedule.

Meanwhile, Buffalo, Held and

Oxford are among those making

perfectly decent overboots for £20

or less a pair. Tip: don’t buy before

trying them on over your regular

riding boots – if you can’t get them

on quickly and easily at the roadside, 

they’re useless.

only just off the podium – beaten by

a handful of alternatives that our

testers scored slightly higher,

reflecting the fact that boots are

generally getting better and more

versatile, usually at good prices too.

It’s a trend prompted in part, we

believe, by RiDE’s praise over the

years for the Infinity. By the way, 

some pre-

boots are

of writing

Former dispatch rider Chris Scott 

is an expert on desert riding, and 

author of RiDE’s Book of the Year 

2014, The Street Riding Years.

Buffalo

Nucleus –

RiDE test

overboot

overdue?

 Honda’s Africa Twin is a 

superb road bike, but at 

232kg it’s far more physical 

than the 144kg CRF250L 
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SPECIALIST DIRECTORY

Get a quote at

0844 
409 7587

CALLS TO 0844 NUMBERS ON THIS PAGE COST 5P PER MINUTE
PLUS YOUR PHONE COMPANY’S ACCESS CHARGE

Llanerchindda Farm
Trail Riding & Touring Holidays

in Mid & South Wales

www.cambrianway.com
Tel: 01550 750274 e-mail: info@cambrianway.com

Cynghordy, Llandovery, Carmarthenshire, SA20 0NB

Family run Guest House & Self
Catering Cottages, Ideal Base for
exploring this beautiful area with:
- Secure lock-up - Drying room -

- Experienced trail guides -
- Off Road & Road Routes Available -
A very popular base for Adventure,

Big Trail & Enduro Bike riders.

CLOTHING RANGE

BATTERIES

ACCOMMODATION

ACCESSORIES

10 FlyRide™

tUSA tCanada 

tNew Zealand

tSouth Africa

tNorway

15 Escorted™

European Tours

25SelfGuided™

Preplanned Bike holidays

5 RaceMee
MotoGP 2017

2017 
Tours

mcitours.com
Tel: 0800 774 7149

NORMANDY
LA MOTTE

BIKE FRIENDLY B&B
Secure covered parking

PHONE BILL OR CAROL
0033-233-510084

www.lamottebandb.fr

ENDURO 
EXPERIENCE DAYS

www.adysmith.co.uk
Contact Ady 0777 941 8336

Come 
ride 
with

SOUTHBOUND

B AND B

FRANCE

CORREZE

5mins off  the A20 jn 44 

Biker friendly bed and breakfast 

Enjoy the beautiful contryside and great
roads of  the correze region of  France 

33 (0) 555 98 92 97   Enquiries: southboundbandb@gmail.com 

www.southboundbandb.co.uk

VULKAN EIFEL, GERMANY 
Pension Haus Schwaben

English run Biker Friendly B&B. 
Secure Parking 

WiFi.

Close to Nurburgring, 
Mosel Valley & Ardennes.

Contact Debbie or Andy

www.hotel schwaben.co.uk 
info@hotel schwaben.com 

Tel. 0049 6572 4743 
Facebook.com/hotelhausschwaben

HELMET &  

BOOT CLEANER

CLOTHING & 

ACCESSORIES

ACCOMMODATION 

IN FRANCE

UK TOURS

OVERSEAS TOURS
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INSURANCE BROKERS

John McGuinness

Proudly backing 
the best of British

“

Motorcycle insurance specialist

Excellent customer service

Outstanding value

Tailor-made insurance packages

Common modifications as standard

Expert 24-hour claims helpline

Up to 90 days EU cover

Trusted by riders for over 85 years

Bennetts

We were there too

Bennetts.co.uk 0330 018 5943
Get a new quote at

www.ride.co.uk
UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm.

Carole Nash Motorcycle Insurance: Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading

style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

Images supplied by Mortons Archive.

0800 083 5566

We share your biking passion,
call now for our best cover

carolenash.com

“WHAT OTHERS
CALL‘EXTRAS’  
WE CALL
A GIVEN”

Chloe Insurance Specialist

Based on reviews from July 2015  December 2015

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash96

Freephone:

0800 954 9843
Online quotes at: www.bwhh.co.uk

For all your insurance needs - bike, car, van, 
multi-vehicle, home & travel

Proud sponsors
of the new 2016

Be Wiser
Ducati

British Superbike
Team

O� �The best policy at the best  

price, buy and save

O� �We search over 30  

insurance companies

O� FREE Breakdown Cover

O� FREE Legal Assistance

O� Instant cover and instalments

O� �FREE Helmet & Leathers Cover 

including Personal Accident Cover
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SOUTH AFRICA

blazingtrailstours.com
The Planet's Tastiest Motorcycle Adventures

�� ���� �	
 ��	 £1795!

Call: 05603 666788

Included: Bikes | Accommodation | Mountain Passes | Support Vehicle

Rivers | Amazing Scenery | Baboons | Transfers | Experienced Guides

Beaches | BBQs | Dirt/Tarmac/Both | Sunsets | Knobblies | Weather

Breakfasts. Optional: Flights | Wine | Elephants | Beer | Safaris | Biltong

Shark-Diving | Extra Days | Lion-Walking | Riding Instruction | Giraffes

VFR-NEWZEALAND
Honda Pan Europeans,
VFR800s and VTECs

www.vfrnewzealand.com
Call 07779 656 253

Fly drive holidays now booking up to April 2017

Recommended by

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

OVERSEAS TOURS

SHOCK ABSORBERS

INSURANCE

Over 30,000 
customers 
now trust us to
insure their story.
What’s yours?

Call us on: 0330 024 1621
www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Calls may be 

recorded for training and monitoring purposes.

*Calls to this number cost no more than a national rate call to an 01 or 02 number and must count 

towards any inclusive minutes in the same way as 01 and 02 calls.

*

At Principal Insurance, we take the time 
to understand your individual biking story. 
Call our specialist team now to find out 
how we can help you hit the road.

MULTI BIKE      MODIFIED      SPORTS

CUSTOM      CLASSIC      SCOOTER
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YOUR SAY

LETTERS Email ride@ride.co.uk, 
Write to us RiDE, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA

Use your head, BMW

I realise BMW are being deliberately

outrageous with their Vision Next 100

(Insider, RiDE, February 2017 issue),

but their notion that you won’t need a

crash helmet even if they can build

an uncrashable bike shows a poor

grasp of reality. We’ve all been hit by

confused birds or debris flung up 

from the road, and we’ve all been 

protected from wind and rain by 

helmets. Helmets aren’t mostly about

crashing, they’re mostly about riding.

Sorry for being pedantic.

Martin West

Advanced costs

That series of stories about readers

getting guidance from RoSPA made

it look a lot more interesting than I’d

previously thought. But advanced 

riding tuition can be really expensive,

which you didn’t really mention. I’m

sure it’s worth it, but it’s another one

of those hidden costs – like the price

I’ve been moved to write to you by

the Q&A item in January’s RiDE

concerning Yamaha XJ6s at low

prices. To me, the post-2010 XJ6/

Diversion looks ideal for your 

reader’s needs as it was for mine.

Some of us have to make choices

dictated by mundane reasons 

involving family and economics.

There is no doubt that PCP is 

changing bike buying habits, just as it 

has with cars. I can assure you, 

however, that as a 76-year-old it is 

not always as simple as just signing 

up for that bike you fancy. It seems 

that the PCP-plan computers don’t 

regard me as a good risk for the term 

of their agreement. So low initial cost 

does come into play, as well as the 

bike’s low weight in my case.

The XJ6S that I have now is the 

smallest-capacity bike I have owned 

since 1965, but it has genuinely 

surprised and pleased me. It

accelerates very well, brakes and

handles well enough, is capable of 

motorway cruising speeds with

ample reserve for overtakes

whenever needed, and gets into

three figures surprisingly quickly.

Fuel consumption is mid-50s ridden

briskly and much more if ridden

gently. I do have to change gear more

 There’s masses of 

choice when it comes to 

debt-free motorcycling

Leather isn’t cruel

I feel compelled to reply to an

article in RiDE’s January issue

called To Hell with Leather. I’ve

been a keen motorcyclist since my

teens and a livestock farmer by

profession. In addressing the

subject of vegan-friendly

protective clothing, the article

implies that the leather industry

causes cruelty to animals.

I can only put forward my case

for leather products from cattle (I

do not farm kangaroo or stingray).

We rear cattle for the UK food

market first and foremost. The

hides from these cattle are an

important and valuable by-

product. We and our fellow UK

farmers produce this food to a

high standard which is identified

as Farm Assured, meaning we

keep records of the animal feeds

and suppliers, medicines used etc,

and ensure the welfare and care of

the animals is catered for. To

maintain these standards our

premises, animals and record

keeping are inspected regularly.

This standard can be easily

recognised by the consumer when

shopping at the supermarket by

looking for products carrying the

Red Tractor logo on the packaging.

So if like me you prefer a diet

that contains meat, whether it’s

from four-legged animals or

poultry, but are concerned about

how it is produced, I urge fellow

readers of your excellent magazine

to buy great British food bearing

the Red Tractor logo. It might not

always be the cheapest available,

but you can be assured of the

quality. Animals that have been

cared for sympathetically produce 

meat with the best flavour.

Martyn Dunkerton

often than on a less powerful bike,

but that’s no hardship.

My only complaint was that the

seat is hard. I resolved this with

a DebbonAir seat pad from

DanMedicaSouth (similar to the 

Airhawk but cheaper). 

My main point, though, is that 

spending just over £3000 got me an 

immaculate example with only 4681 

miles on the clock. 

Ken Wells

Get a greeat bike

without ffinance



of petrol, tyres, insurance, tax etc – 

that rarely gets mentioned in RiDE. 

Paul Williams 

Gig on the go

I’ve just had my Hiscox guitar hard 

case fitted to my Kawasaki Versys 

650 Grand Tourer. I missed my guitar 

when I went on a four-week trip 

through 10 countries last summer. 

Next time I won’t have any excuses 

for not practising or even doing the 

occasional gig.

Damien O’Connor

The forgotten 1050

As the proud owner of a KTM 1050

Adventure, I think that it is a fantastic

and underrated bike. For the now

discounted price of around £9000

it’s good value for money.

When you do road tests it would

be good to see it included instead

of the same BMW and Triumph up

against the Honda Africa Twin. The 

Honda may be the best of these 

bikes off-road but 90 per cent of 

bikes will be used on twisty back 

roads rather than muddy fields.

The 1050 has more torque than the 

Honda and a larger 23-litre petrol 

tank. Plus the Honda weighs 4kg 

more; every time you drop it and pick

it up you will notice the difference.

Garry Wilson

How much?

I worry that my days as a 

motorcyclist are numbered. With 

even a simple bike like the new 

Ducati Monster 797 costing more 

than £8000, and the prospect of 

price rises all round once the effects 

of Brexit are felt, everything is 

looking a bit pricey.

Paul Scott

Flush with ideas

The article you did on flushing your 

brakes in the January issue brought 

to mind something I read several

years ago. The principle for flushing

brake fluid was as follows:

Drain brake system.

Obtain a clean oil can (I do mean 

clean) and fill it with brake fluid.

Attach oil can to brake nipple with 

flexible hose.

Open brake nipple and pump the 

brake fluid from the can up until it

appears in the reservoir.

Close nipple and repeat on other 

side.

The pumping action forces the air 

out at the reservoir: job done.

I find it a lot easier this way.

Brian Ellis

Honda have it right

With reference to John Holmes’ letter

in the January issue concerning the

Honda horn/indicator switch

arrangement, I have done more than

40,000 miles on my 2012 VFR1200

and not had any problems – although

it did take a couple of days to get 

used to the idea.

I have only had to use the horn on

a dozen occasions, whereas I must

have used the indicators thousands 

of times. So to me it makes sense to 

have the indicator switch sitting 

more easily to hand.

On bikes with the conventional 

layout I have, on a few occasions, 

inadvertently caught the horn when 

locating the indicator switch. That

has never happened on my VFR.

Surely if you have to use the horn

during hard braking it is too late to be

effective.

George Harrison

Lovely bubbly
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 “When I said 

I wanted you to 

fit a new fender 

to my Versys, I 

actually meant…”
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Email ride@ride.co.uk, Write to us RiDE, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA

Top-value Tracer 

A breath of fresh air

It’s a smart move getting Steph

Jeavons to write a monthly column

for your magazine. She has a unique

voice, and an incredible bunch of

achievements under her belt, and I

find her writing very believable and

inspiring.

Compared with the routine of

international press launches etc that

dominate so many other magazine

pages, her tales of wild camping and

trying street food seem much more

appealing and achievable.

Lee Rogers

Just looking, thanks

Regarding Chris Swales’ letter in the

February issue, I couldn’t agree

more. There must be millions like me

(and Chris) who just cannot afford

today’s new-bike prices and who

have to rely on a good used model

and budget-priced clothing.

But it’s still nice to wander into

your local dealership and, like a kid in

a sweet shop, drool over the nice

glossy machinery and get the reports 

in RiDE. Keep up the good work in a 

brilliant magazine.

Terry Beales

More than salesmen

Hats off to RiDE for taking the trouble 

to talk to dealers (Feb issue). I don’t 

know whether this was your 

intention, but for me it offered a 

refreshingly different perspective on

biking. They all came across as

genuine enthusiasts – obviously keen

to make a few quid, but not in an

exploitative way. When the weather

picks up I think I’ll head up Bingley

way and pay them a visit.

Roger Wright

Not a fan, then?

Please stop telling us about how

good the Isle of Man TT is (Events

of the Year, RiDE, February 2017

issue). People die there every year.

It’s crazy that such an event 

continues in the 21st century.

There are plenty more worthwhile

events that you should be 

recommending, without that 

disturbing hint of blood lust.

Les Mitchell

More affordable kit

I couldn’t agree more with recent 

correspondence pointing out the 

outrageously high prices of so much 

of the gear you test. Compared to 

the stuff you can pick up in the sales

at camping shops, cycle shops etc,

the hundreds (sometimes thousands) 

of pounds that you seem to accept 

without question looks outrageous.

I resent having to pay hundreds 

for a decent crash helmet, but that’s 

unavoidable. But £400, £600, £800 

or more for a textile jacket? Or £300 

for a pair of boots? No chance.

Ian Welch

Husqvar-no

Thanks for all the pages in the last 

three issues highlighting 2017’s new 

bikes, but you’re wasting your breath 

going on about the Husqvarna 401 

café racer thing (RiDE’s Month in 

Bikes, February). They’ve been 

dangling this for years. It looks neat, 

but will inevitably feel slow and small

on the road. Before long Husqvarna

will be back to being off-road only.

 

 Steph’s authentic 

adventures strike a 

chord with reader Lee



NEXT MONTH IN

All this and more in the April 2017 issue of In the shops or on your tablet on 
February 15 – or get your copy early by subscribing at www.greatmagazines.co.uk/ride

NEW 
BIKES 

TESTED
We ride the Suzuki GSX-S750, Honda Fireblade, Triumph Street 

Scrambler and Street Cup, Ducati Desert Sled… and more

ST
How

use
r

Every version of the most important British bike of the last 20 
years, with buying and owning advice from owners and dealers

Ultimate Triumph Tiger buying guide
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WORLD OF BIKES

Motorcycles that maade us smile on our
travels. This month, Motorcycle Live
Photographs by Mark Manning

BIKES WWE LIKE
Harley-Davidson 

Street Scrambler
 The work of Shaw Speed & Custom  

in Sussex, this Harley-Davidson 1200 

Sportster special draws its inspiration 

from two Steve McQueen race bikes:  

his 1964 Triumph TR6 and his 1971 

Husqvarna 400.

The main Husky element is the paint/

chrome combination on the fuel tank, 

while the chief Triumph contribution is 

the race number, given to McQueen at 

the International Six Days Trial. There

are other influences too, including

Honda-replica drum brakes.

The donor bike is a 2010 Sportster 

with fuel injection. It’s legal for daytime 

on-road use, having a stoplight and 

number plate but no indicators. The bars 

are vintage motocross with Magura

levers. The exhaust is stainless steel, 

and the shocks are from Öhlins.

NEC SHOW SPECIAL

Tron Lightcycle
One of the stars of the Principal

Insurance stand at Motorcycle Live was

this replica of the Lightcycle ridden by

Jeff Bridges’ character in the 1982 sci-fi

thriller Tron and 2010 sequel, making its

first appearance at a UK show.

Built by US customisers Parker

Brothers, it’s all-electric and uses

lithium-ion batteries. We’re assured it

does actually work, although it only goes

around corners with some reluctance,

it’s painfully uncomfortable and it would 

run out of juice after 30 miles.

There are proper brakes, but no rear 

suspension. It was repainted in the UK, 

the pearlescent black contrasting with 

the LED strips in the 32-inch wheels.

Yamaha 950s
Just two of the many modified Yamaha

950 V-twins to be seen at Motorcycle

Live. The one with the chequered flags

on the tank (right) is called the 

Chequered Scrambler and is the work

of Go Takamine, who works under the

name Brat Style.

Starting with the new SCR950, he’s

fitted wider handlebars, a smaller

headlight unit and an engraved  

custom air filter cover. The  

rear suspension, by Works 

Performance, gives longer travel 

and more ground clearance, the

exhaust system is a one-off, and 

the seat was made by Mauricio 

Aguilar. The chequered-flag tank 

design that gives the bike its name 

was the work of Denis Babin.

The other Yamaha (below) is from 

Trowbridge dealership Phoenix 

Motorcycles. They’ve started with

an XV950 and ditched pretty much

everything bar the engine and frame 

downtubes, ending up with a custom 

that evokes Second World War  

dispatch-rider Harleys. 
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MotoGP Season Review 2016

By Julian Ryder Published by Evro

Price £35

 It’s the same format as in

previous years but this late

edition of the Ryder-helmed

racing yearbook works

particularly well, probably

because it’s been such an

unpredictable, eventful sea

Mat Oxley contributes a v

sharp season overview, focu

on how the new Michelin tyr

and control electronics

influenced the season in a w

that rendered most predictio

very wide of the mark. Neil

Spalding offers a technical

breakdown that’s as invalua

as ever. Andrew Northcott’s photos are well chosen.

The statistics are easy to refer to.

But for once it’s Ryder who really excels. He’s

particularly good at reflecting

the turbulence and

excitement of a season that

had nine different race

winners, one of them on a

Suzuki, with Cal Crutchlow

adding extra British interest,

and KTM’s arrival bringing

some spice to the end of

the season.

As ever, it feels like Moto2

and 3 are given rather short

shrift, but that aside this is a

cracking good book to read

and refer to.

Bill Noyce 

GSX-R Bobber
A late-’80s Suzuki GSX-R750 

Slingshot forms the basis of this 

head-turning bobber, owned by 

Kev Johnson.

It has 12-inch apehangers,

a rigid rear end with a TL1000

wheel, raked-out front, and a 

quite magnificent four-into-two 

stainless steel exhaust.

Hutchy – Mir

By Ian Hutchinson w

Published by John

Price £18.99

 Tricky subject. Ian

Hutchinson is clearly

a superb racer, and

incredible recovery s

extreme determinati

But there’s somethi

distant and reserved

about him, leaving gh

writer Ted Macauley

without much to wor

his CV: mechanic turned racer, won five TTs in 2010,

suffered terrible injuries but fought back to win again.

It should be much more interesting than it is. One

chapter is called ‘2014: A Season to Forget’ – having

read it, I can assure you that it’s a chapter to forget.

Colin Overland 

Sketches of Spain

Duncan Gough

Published by Matador

Price £14.99

 This is a warm and useful

home-brewed guide to

making the most of a

two-wheeled trip to Spain.

Author Duncan Gough shares

his vast local knowledge, w j

of winter escapism or use as source material as you

plan your next big trip.

He’s had a rich and varied life, and is a very handy,

self-reliant bloke, but crucially he doesn’t assume

others are as confident or capable. This easy-to-use

book will help us all become a bit more like him.

Bob Farren 

hort History of the Motorcycle

chard Hammond

ished by Weidenfeld and Nicolson

£16.99

is very poor. Why’s h

this? It’s not like Rich

ond needs the money

xposure; the former To

ost has been ubiquito

promotion of Amazon

rand Tour.

a mix of iconic bikes,

ame riders and a bit o p rson l r coll ction,

some largely familiar photos. There are no actual

jokes, just a tiringly relentless light-heartedness.

The frustration is that he’s capable of much better.

His earlier book On the Road was a good read,d

summing up his car and bike enthusiasms by looking

back at eight journeys from his youth.

lin Overland 

e BMW Centur

 Tony Lewin

blished by Motorbook

ce £35

his is a very nicely

ned-out history of BMW

y celebrate their first 10

ars. The focus is very m

cars, with the bikes mo

ncentrated in two bursts

1930s and the reinvention that has transformed the

company since the 1980s, with some large blanks.

It’s well illustrated, and like the car content the bike

bits are done with enthusiasm and wisdom, but

there’s an awful lot of material to pack into 240

pages, so it tends towards superficiality.

Bill Noyce 
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 BACK IN THE DAY

Cruiser vs 
sportsbike

 tells it like it was...

2006

IN AN ISSUE themed around the subject

of speed, one of the standout stories

was an unlikely comparison: the

Kawasaki ZX-10R and the Harley-

Davidson 1200 Sportster Low.

One’s a red-blooded road-legal race

bike. The other is built for chugging

around and soaking up the vibes.

Steve Rose and Ben Wilkins rode from

Peterborough to Scarborough and back,

154 miles each way, aiming to see what

sort of fun the bikes could offer.

Rose noted that it took a few miles

to get used to the extremely rapid

Kawasaki, but it all started to fall in place

on the B-roads between Boston and

Brigg. “It lets me concentrate on getting

it right. Fully focused on the lines, the

traffic and the side roads. Riding a

ZX-10R fast is a challenge. It’s fun in a

blokey, ‘I’m better than the rest’ way, but

there aren’t many laughs or (positive)

memorable moments. I feel like a 

passenger. I feed it fuel and its tech

keeps me wobbly side up. Deal.”

Its overtaking ability was astonishing.

“The power and poise lets you find gaps

in time that don’t exist on other bikes.”

Meanwhile, Wilkins was discovering

the pleasures of the low-tech Harley.

“Towns and villages are an opportunity

to see and be seen rather than a 

hindrance to fast riding. Ride a Harley

and it seems like everybody who doesn’t

ride a bike wants to be your friend.”

They swapped over for the return 

journey. It took Rose a while to readjust,

and to start sticking to his self-imposed

rule that you mustn’t race against the

clock on a Harley.

“Ten miles in and I’m already racing –

frustrated because I can’t find those

gaps that the ZX-10R made so easy. The

Sportster will cruise at 90mph all day if

you’ve got the neck for it, but it struggles

to accelerate between 55mph (where

the cars dawdle) and 65mph, where I

want to be.”

But he soon adapted, and was 

surprised at how quickly the Harley-

Davidson could take all but the tightest

turns. “It’s a different technique to the

ZX-10R. Big, sweeping, wide lines, using

all the road lets me take corners at

80mph, similar speeds to the

Kawasaki… it’s more relaxing (and

rewarding); less frightening too.”

Wilkins, meanwhile, was having a

love/hate ride on the ZX-10R. “The bike

is so rapid it makes me dizzy. It’s such

a rush dipping into the post-8000rpm

power, I can’t help myself and end up

One word: XDiavel. Alright, one word with

a letter strapped to the front. And you’d

probably want the XDiavel S, with its

superior brakes and sibilant suffix. But

anyway: Ducati’s power cruiser symbolises

the breakdown in the old categories that’s

changed the way a lot of people think over

the last 10 years. You don’t need something

that looks like it’s come off the racetrack to

go fast on the road. Upright – whether it’s a

naked cruiser or a faired adventure bike –

can be more or less as fast when there’s

traffic to contend with, as well as more 

comfortable.

Today’s version

accelerating manically to feed my

adrenaline addiction… I can’t remember

anything about the ride back apart from

the fact it was too fast. In the end I don’t 

want to give it back. The power is 

beguiling and I’m not sure I can live 

without it.”

It wasn’t a race, but the journey to 

Scarborough took Rose two hours and 

25 minutes on the Kawasaki. Coming 

back on the Harley took two hours and 

32 minutes, at an average speed of 

61mph versus the Kawasaki’s 63mph.
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TOUR 2017 

Welcome
Welcome to Tour 2017 – the magazine 

dedicated to helping you plan the best 

possible biking break for the coming 

summer. Never mind Brexit, British bikers 

will always be welcome in Europe – though 

if anyone’s wondering whether we’re about 

to encounter a siege mentality, this issue’s 

theme is discovering brilliant castles.

We start in the French Pyrenees, 

exploring the Cathar castles around 

Carcassonne – though visiting the 

monuments may be a secondary attraction 

compared with the majestic mountain 

roads. We also have a pillion-friendly tour 

taking in the chateaux of the Loire and the 

epic roads of the Limousin. Plus our pick of 

the rest of Europe’s most impressive 

fortresses – our good schloss guide. 

Of course, you don’t need to visit Europe 

for fantastic fortifications. Wales has the 

highest concentration of castles in the 

world and we have a two-day tour visiting 

Edward I’s Ring of Iron, plus rides around our 

favourite castles in the rest of the UK.

Away from the castles, we’ve ridden 

KTM’s Super Duke GT from Austria to the 

UK, and discovered amazing roads in the 

out-of-the-way Spanish province of 

Extremadura. We’ve also spent the past 

year testing routes using both Garmin and 

TomTom sat navs, and share our findings 

here. But however you plan your trips, I 

hope something in Tour 2017 will inspire you 

to have a great summer on two wheels.

SIMON WEIR

Tour 2017 editor

CONTENTS
4 Castles of the Pyrenees

10 Castles of the Loire

14 Europe’s top 20 castles 

16 Welsh castles

18 The UK’s best castles

21 Garmin vs TomTom

24 KTM 1290 Super Duke GT

28 Extremadura’s mountains

Written by Simon Weir

Photographed by Mark Manning  

and Heiko Mandel

Designed by Dave Clow

© Bauer 2017

Free with the March 2017 issue of RiDE
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Great travel ideas every month
This magazine has been brought to you by RiDE, which

has inspirational travel stories, detailed routes and

practical touring advice every month. Each issue also

contains used bike buying guides, tough kit tests,

workshop wisdom and detailed road tests. Buy RiDE in

the shops or visit www.greatmagazines.co.uk/RiDE

to get RiDE sent to your home, tablet or smartphone.
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CASTLES
IN THE SKY

The ruins of Chateau  

de Peyrepertuse: one  

of eight castles we visit 

on our Pyrenean tour

The French Pyrenees are packed with amazing roads, beautiful villages 

and staggering views, including these incredible reminders of past glories
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I 
DIDN’T BELIEVE anything could make the 

Pyrenees look more dramatic. What could be 

better than a towering grey mountain framed 

by a cloudless blue sky and a curl of inviting 

tarmac? Then I rounded a corner to see the 

castle, perched atop a peak, seemingly 

growing out of the living rock like something from a 

particularly dark fantasy tale. Amazing…

I had to find out more. I turned off the route I was 

following, glancing up and over my shoulder, turning 

this way and that as I tried to get to the castle. I had  

no idea how anyone had managed to build it up there, 

when every angle I could see from the road had it 

erupting from a sheer cliff face. 

Finally, I saw a sign bearing the word “Chateau” and 

followed it on a narrow road that went round and up, 

and up, and up, until I reached a gravel car park beneath 

towering stone walls. I got off the bike, removed my 

helmet… and spotted another castle, frowning at me 

from a peak on the other side of the valley. 
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MOUNTAIN ROADS

I’m not much of a history buff – nostalgia’s so last year, 

after all – but something about these Pyrenean castles 

captured my imagination. When I got home from that 

trip, I began reading up on them and discovered the 

whole region was peppered with fortresses. I’d found 

myself in front of the Chateau de Peyrepertuse, looking 

across to the Chateau de Quéribus, but there were 

dozens more to discover. 

Except, it took several years to organise a return trip 

to visit the castles properly. I always seemed to be 

rushing through the Pyrenees, without the time to  

turn off whatever route I was following to explore the 

narrow tracks leading up to the lofty citadels. As for 

actually having an hour to spare for getting off the bike 

to explore the castles… forget it. 

Now I’m back specifically to visit the castles. I’m 

starting in Foix, which is dominated by a massive 

three-towered chateau that rises on a hill in the centre 

of the town. Finding the way in is a challenge, threading 

through the narrow streets of the town centre looking 

for tiny signs. I realise I probably should have parked 

and walked from further away, but I sneak the Triumph 

Explorer in beside some residents’ cars and start the 

climb. It’s not too steep and the castle itself is well 

preserved, with amazing views out over the town.

But I’m not just here to look at castles. I am also here 

to ride some of Europe’s most beautiful mountain 

roads. From Foix I take one of the smoothest and most 

relaxed, the D117 which winds out towards Lavelanet. 

Before reaching the town, though, I jink away into the 

hills on the D9, headed for Montségur.

This is one of the most important of the historic sites 

in the region – and the one with the most mystical 

reputation. It was the final stronghold of the Cathar 

sect, rumoured to house their great treasure (possibly 

even the Holy Grail). Montségur 

was taken by siege at the climax 

of the crusade against the 

Cathars, their castle ripped

apart stone by stone, but the

ruins of a later fortification still

attract pilgrims – including me.

I’ve never been here before so

don’t quite know what to expect

and my first sight of the castle

almost ends in disaster. I’m 

coming round a relatively gentle

right-hander when I spot it,

balanced atop a huge isolated

outcrop of grey rock. I stare at

it for a second too long, until the

blaring horn of an oncoming

Dutch camper van (why are

they always Dutch?) warns

me that I’ve strayed across the

white line into his lane. I swerve

back to safety then, shaken,

continue to the castle.

To say it’s a hike from the car park at the foot of the

hill to the citadel is selling it short. I’m not a hillwalker, so

I’m sticking with my bike boots but frankly this is a

mistake. They’re good for walking in, as bike boots go…

but I should have packed some better boots to change

into for this long, hot, steep climb. 

The castle itself is impressive in a sparse-ruins kind

of way, but what makes it worth the effort of getting

up there are the views of the valley and the mountains.

They’re simply breathtaking – or would be if I wasn’t

still panting after the climb. I’ve brought my own lunch

with me from Foix, so I find a shady corner of the ruined

courtyard where I can sit to eat it. 

Chateau d’Usson 

looms above the 

hairpins of the D16 

outside Rouze

The spectacular D25 

over Col de Pailhères,  

the best reason ever 

to visit a castle
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REAL RIDING

The real riding begins when I catch my breath and get 

back on the bike below the chateau. The road drops in  

a series of hairpins, passing the village of Montségur. 

Before the D9 can rejoin the D117 I’m turning off, into 

the woods, heading south-east into the high hills again. 

Fragrant pines press close until the road descends to 

more manicured farmland. The D613 offers everything 

from long straights to flowing fourth-gear corners to 

stacks of broad switchbacks as it heads to Ax-les-

Thermes. I don’t go into the town, though. Instead I turn 

onto one of the best roads I’ve ridden in ages – and all 

the better for being unexpected. 

Somehow I’ve never ridden the Col de Pailhères 

before. I must have been mad to pass it by. It’s quiet, 

scenic, has a decent surface – and it has corners. Boy 

does it have corners! There’s an initial steep run of 

hairpins, like a mini Stelvio Pass. Then, after a short 

section of straights and sweepers, there’s the most 

glorious riot of tangled tarmac as the road drops from 

the 2001m pass. It’s a truly fantastic ride.

Through the village of Rouze, another castle rears 

above the road. I start more or less at eye level with it, 

but six hairpins later I’m craning my neck to look up to it 

above the trees. I park beside a burbling river and set 

off to investigate Chateau d’Usson. My timing’s good, 

as it’s only just opening after lunch (at 3pm – this is 

France.) It’s a smaller castle, with some building work 

going on when I’m there, so it’s quite a quick visit.

After Chateau d’Usson the great riding continues. 

Not over a pass, but through a long gorge beside the 

River Aude. It’s tight, twisty, challenging – at one point  

I get stuck behind another Dutch camper (see, they’re 

always Dutch) and it takes a couple of miles before I find 

a safe overtake. Then I’m back on the D117, heading to 

Lavagnac and one more castle.

Chateau Puilaurens is perched on a cliff high above 

the village, appearing and disappearing behind the 

trees like the interesting bits in a fan dance as I ride 

along the bumpy, narrow road to reach it. The walk from 

the ticket office is easily managed and then I’m into one 

of the greatest castles of the region. It’s spectacular 

and even though the views can’t top the ones from

Montségur, Puilaurens is my highlight of the day.

THE SONS OF CARCASSONNE

My second day in Cathar country begins not with a

castle but with another gorge – one recommended by

a RiDE reader. The Gorges de Galamus are spectacularly

narrow, the road carved into the rock high above a river

(actually, the Aude again). It’s not a road to ride fast,

especially as there are plenty of sightseers walking

along it, but it is an amazing way to start the day.

It’s also a good preparation for the way the roads are

changing as I head further east. There are some broad,

smooth roads here – but increasingly I find my route

demands stretches on narrower, slightly bumpier back

lanes as I wind through the hills to Carcassonne.

But first, there are castles to visit. Next on my list is

a return to Peyrepertuse, followed by a detour to

THE CATHARS AND THE CASTLES 

Back in the Middle Ages, this 

Languedoc corner of France was 

home to a Christian sect called the 

Cathars. When it fell out of favour 

with Pope Innocent III, he launched 

a crusade against them. 

Between 1209 and 1229, the 

Cathars were besieged and their 

lands taken by the conquering 

French nobles.

Many of the Cathar strongholds 

were destroyed and replaced, or 

incorporated into larger fortresses 

built by the conquerors. The 

strategically important Sons of 

Carcassonne – the castles at 

Puilaurens, Peyrepertuse, 

Quéribus, Aguilar and Termes – 

were strengthened to secure the 

border with Aragon (now in Spain).  

It was only after the border was 

moved south in the 17th century 

that they fell into disuse. 

There are many more castles 

here than we visited, but our trip 

goes to all the must-see ones. 
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finally explore Chateau de Quéribus. These two, along 

with Puilaurens, Chateau d’Aguilar and Chateau de 

Termes are known as the Sons of Carcassonne. My  

aim is to get round them all today. 

Which should be easy, if I could only find Chateau 

d’Aguilar. Foolishly, I hadn’t set my sat nav route to go 

right there – I knew it was a detour outside the village 

of Tuchan, so I’d assumed it would be easy to follow 

signs from there to find it. Not so. I waste the best part 

of 40 minutes blundering through the Corbières 

countryside, riding past the turning and the one small 

sign that could have led me straight there.

After that I have to pick up the pace, but this is good 

riding – more foothill than mountain, with roads 

writhing around the contours and keeping a big grin  

on my face. Every now and then the scrubby trees that 

crowd the verges part to give longer views out across

rumpled countryside – and that’s when I get my first

glimpse of Termes, the next chateau, crowning a 

distant hill. Knowing I’m getting close makes the 

serpentine descent to the village even more satisfying.

It’s another reasonable walk from the parking area in

Termes to the chateau, but at least it’s not too steep.

The drops from the top as I explore the castle all seem

pretty dramatic, though. I might be getting castled-out

by this time, as I’m uncomfortably aware of time ticking

on. I don’t linger too long in the chateau before heading

back to the bike as there’s still a fair way to go before I

get to Carcasonne.

Luckily, as if to help me complete my ride in a sensible

timeframe, the roads begin to broaden. Some are still

bumpy but, passing the pocket-sized Chateau de

Durfort, I finally see the sat nav’s arrival-time estimate

begin to fall. Turning onto the D3 is like having all my

Christmas presents at once: immaculate surface,

sweeping turns and increasingly long straights that

help me make up time all the way to my hotel.

Even after two days visiting castles, the medieval

citadel of Carcassonne is mind-blowing. It’s huge, it’s

vibrant, it’s well preserved and it’s bustling with life. The

hotels inside the walls are outside my budget, but I walk

up and spend the evening there – grabbing a meal and

exploring the cobbled streets. It’s the crowning 

moment of an incredible trip.  

Never mind medieval 

castles: Carcassonne 

has an entire historic 

city to explore

Chateau de Durfort  

is small, not famous 

and wildly scenic
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Take the 

Cathar tour
A week of awesome riding – with all the amazing castles

SANTANDER TO FOIX

Day one Santander to Zarautz

Distance 150 miles Riding time 4.5 hours

Day two Zarautz to Argeles-Gazost

Distance 190 miles Riding time 6 hours

Day three Argeles-Gazost to Foix

Distance 180 miles Riding time 5 hours

FOIX TO CARCASSONNE

One-day route Foix to Carcassonne

Distance 180 miles Riding time 5 hours

Two-day route, Day one

Foix to St Paul de Fenouillet

Distance 100 miles Riding time 3 hours

 Two-day route, Day two  

St Paul de Fenouillet to Carcasonne

Distance 90 miles   Riding time 3 hours

WE’VE PLANNED A pillion-friendly tour of 

the Pyrenees taking in the Cathar castles. 

It uses the Sunday ferry to Santander, to 

start the trip with an amazing ride through 

the mountains to reach Foix. 

That’s where a choice has to be made. 

The first option is to take two days to get  

to Carcassonne, visiting all the castles as 

described in the story. The alternative is to 

do a one-day version of the route, missing

out Chateau d’Aguilar and taking time to go

into only one castle – we’d suggest

Puilaurens, Peyrepertuse or Quéribus.

There’s a choice to be made from 

Carcassonne as well. You could ride back 

through the Spanish Pyrenees to take the 

ferry back from Santander (in which case, 

the one-day castle ride from Foix is the 

best option). Alternatively, we have a great 

three-day route through France for a Calais 

crossing to return to the UK.

 Ferry info: www.brittany-ferries.co.uk

RETURN VIA SANTANDER

 Day one Carcasonne to Berga

Distance 175 miles Riding time 5 hours

 Day two Berga to El Pont de Suerte

Distance 180 miles Riding time 5 hours

 Day three El Pont de Suerte to Estella

Distance 200 miles Riding time 5.5 hours

 Day four Estella to Santander

Distance 145 miles   Riding time 4.5 hours

RETURN VIA CALAIS

 Day one Carcassonne to Ussel

Distance 260 miles Riding time 7.5 hours

 Day two Ussel to Mesnil St Pere

Distance 285 miles Riding time 7.5 hours

 Day three Mesnil St Pere to Calais

Distance 285 miles   Riding time 6 hours Explore the medieval citadel of Carcassonne
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Chateau de Foix
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DOWNLOAD   
THE 

ROUTE 

Calais

Mesnil St Pierre

PARIS

TWO-DAY CASTLE ROUTE
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River of dreams
The chateaux  

of the Loire are 

great for two-up 

trips. Just don’t 

forget the pillionI
T’S EASY TO imagine d’Artagnan and the other

Musketeers swashbuckling their way though

the Loire Valley in a flurry of flashing swords,

clattering hooves and swooning maidens. My

first visit was less auspicious, wheezing into

the castle car park at Sully-sur-Loire on an

ailing two-stroke, swathed in smoke that prompted

protests from pensioners getting off a nearby tour bus.

As the blue haze cleared and I stared slack-jawed at the

monumental chateau, I knew I’d found a special place.

I just wasn’t sure then what to do with it.

I’m ashamed to confess it took me years to work out

that a perfect pillion tour needs more than just miles of

great roads (usually it’s too many miles that cause any

problems). Eventually I realised that a good two-up trip

needs a bit of romance – and what’s more romantic than

a French chateau? I remembered my visit to Sully…

I was full of good intentions when we rolled off the

ferry at Ouistreham. I’d planned sensible routes sticking

to smooth, flowing roads rather than dull motorways or

bumpy back lanes – with a couple of hours off the bike

guaranteed by visiting a chateau a day to keep the

boredom away. We made it as far as Caen before the bike

broke. Recovered to the port, we got an early ferry and

another flatbed home without even unpacking the tent…

Now I’m back again, armed with a reliable new Yamaha

FJR1300, to try visiting the castles. The catch is that I’m

We go in search of France’s most romantic castles – along the banks of the Loire 

flying solo while my wife’s at home with the kids, but I’m 

sticking to the original plan – though the routes have 

been refined (and I’ve ditched the tent in favour of hotels). 

There are no false starts this time, as I roll smoothly out 

of the port, down the dual carriageway to Caen and then 

head out across the Normandy countryside. 

It’s a fair way from the Channel to the Loire – though 

the overnight Portsmouth-Caen crossing starts you a  

lot closer than a Dover-Calais service. The ferry also 

ensures an early start so I can avoid the autoroute and 

enjoy the quieter roads. This is lovely, relaxed riding – the 

kind of flowing roads my wife would love. I make good 

time and shortly after 2pm I’m crossing the Loire at Blois 

– in the shadow of one palatial chateau – and heading 

down to Chaumont-sur-Loire to visit the castle there. 

My overnight stop is a few miles further on in Amboise, 

a small town with a huge chateau. The concentration of 

castles along the length of the River Loire is simply 

staggering: there are 20 just on the stretch between 

Nantes and Sully-sur-Loire. Amboise actually has two 

– the main Chateau d’Amboise and the smaller Chateau 

de Clos Lucé, which is more of a small stately home that 

was once home to Leonardo da Vinci. I arrive there about 

an hour before it shuts – enough time to get the flavour 

of it, but not quite long enough to do it justice.

Next morning I head to one of the most mind-boggling 

buildings I’ve ever seen: Chateau de Chenonceau. Forget 

TOUR 2017 Chateaux of the Loire
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The Chateau de

Pompadour in

the Limousin:

fantastically

romantic

The tower of

Chateau de la

Roche-Guyon

rises above

the Seine

Disney, this is a proper fairytale castle. It’s built out 

across the River Cher, a few miles before it flows into  

the Loire. It’s only a few miles from Amboise, so I’m there 

early and have the place more or less to myself, though 

it’s getting busier as I leave – I definitely visited at the 

right time of day.

My route loops south through Loches, though I don’t 

stop at the chateau that dominates the town. This one’s 

at the other end of the scale to Chenonceau: it isn’t about 

elegantly expressing the wealth of its builder; it’s a huge, 

hard-faced fortress, with sections dating back to the 

ninth century. It’s of a similar vintage to my next 

destination, the sprawling Chateau de Chinon. This has a 

great visitors’ centre and after a short visit I grab lunch, 

then get my head down for a solid afternoon’s riding. The 

roads are lovely – broad and smooth and empty. I make 

good time, getting to my hotel in Mansle at about 5pm, 

so perhaps I could have stopped in Loches?

Next morning I head into one of my favourite riding 

areas, the Limousin. It’s the least populated part of 

mainland France, full of quiet forests and rolling hills 

crisscrossed by empty roads. It has castles, too – there’s 

a whole trail of ones that, like Loches and Chinon, were 

once owned by Richard the Lionheart. I’m starting with a 

visit to a later one: the 13th-century Chateau de 

Rochechouart, which now houses a modern-art gallery. 

From there I head off on the best roads of the trip so 

far, to the huge Chateau de Pompadour (once home to 

one of Louis XV’s mistresses). It’s very grand but the 

exhibits inside are geared more to the horses that are 

raised, trained and raced here than the history of the 

castle or its former inhabitants, which is a bit of a shame. 

Getting back on the bike feels like a treat and the ride 

through the Corrèze region to my overnight stop is 

sublime – even better than the morning’s ride. The roads 

are stunningly serpentine but almost deserted. If I had 

the time I’d spend an extra day here to ride a bit more,  

but I’ve booked my return ferry for Friday night so next 

morning I’m heading north towards the Loire again. 

This is a relaxing ride as the roads are so quiet, with 

longer straights as the day wears on. I reach the Loire at 

Gien, where the chateau houses another museum. From 

there I follow the river to Sully-sur-Loire and the castle 

that inspired me. It still impresses – a round-towered, 

moated slice of history that welcomes visitors. I have a 

pang of regret that I’m not actually touring with my wife: 

exploring places like this is an experience best shared, 

after all. I’m in a reflective mood as I take the short ride 

from Sully to my overnight stop just outside Orléans. 

My final day’s route is longer than the others have 

been, as the overnight ferry from Ouistreham is a late 

sailing so there’s no point getting there early. I pick my 

way round the outskirts of Orléans and then head past 

Chartres to another palatial chateau in the nearby village 

of Maintenon. I admire Chateau d’Anet from the outside 

– but I’ve seen enough castles that I don’t feel the need 

to join the French-language-only tour to appreciate its 

interior. Instead I head further north, to La Roche-Guyon.

This quiet village on the banks of the Seine is a popular 

meeting point for bikers escaping Paris at the weekend. 

While I’ve been here a couple of times before, I’ve never 

actually visited the chateau that looms above the chalk 

cliffs that rise beside the river. It’s a pleasant place to 

while away an hour or two. From there it’s a short ride to 

the ruins to Chateau Gaillard – another of Richard the 

Lionheart’s strongholds – which is my final French 

fortress before heading back to Normandy and the ferry. 

I stay off the motorways, stopping for an early evening 

meal in Caen before checking in at the port. 

It’s been a great trip and, now I’ve tested the route, I’ll 

have to do it again with my wife back on the bike. It’s the 

kind of trip she’d enjoy – with maybe just a hint of 

romance from visiting all those chateaux.

Q Turn over to take our Loire and Limousin tour 
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Take our... 

Loire and Limousin tour
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DAY ONE

From Ouistreham

To Amboise

Distance 195 miles

Riding time 6 hours

Recommended castles

Chateau de Chaumont-

sur-Loire(www.domaine-

chaumont.fr)

Chateau du Clos Lucé

(www.vinci-closluce.com)

DAY TWO

From Amboise

To Mansle

Distance 195 miles

Riding time 6 hours

Recommended castles

Chateau de Chenonceau

(www.chenonceau.com)

Chateau de Chinon

(www.forteressechinon.fr)

DAY THREE

From Mansle

To St-Étienne-de-Fursac

Distance 185 miles

Riding time 5 hours

Recommended castles

Chateau de Rochechouart

(www.musee-

rochechouart.com)

Chateau Pompadour

(www.pompadour-

tourisme.fr)

DAY FOUR

From Saint-Étienne-

de-Fursac

To Sandillon

Distance 175 miles

Riding time 5 hours

Recommended castles

Chateau de Gien

(www.loiret.fr)

ChateaudeSully-sur-Loire

(www.chateausully.fr)

DAY FIVE

From Sandillon

To Ouistreham

Distance 260 miles

Riding time 7.5 hours

 Recommended castles

Chateau de Maintenon 

(www.chateaude 

maintenon.fr)

Chateau de la Roche-

Guyon (www.chateaude 

larocheguyon.fr)

Higher mileage to meet 

the late-night sailing.

Though planned as a two-up trip, this tour works well for 

solo riders and groups. The plan includes stops at castles,  

but if you’re not too bothered about them and keep riding, 

the mileages are relaxed enough for late starts and long 

lunches – though seeing the sights really makes the tour. 

Our five-day trip is built around taking the overnight

Portsmouth-Caen service (departing on a Sunday

night, returning on a Saturday morning). If you want to

extend it, sailing out and back on the Saturday-night

services, we have two optional extra days ready for

you. The first requires a two-night stay in Amboise,

allowing a full day to visit Chateau Chambord, Chateau

de Chenonceau and Chateau d’Amboise. The second

requires a two-night stay in Saint-Étienne-de-Fursac,

to ride the amazing roads of the Limousin (don’t worry,

there is still a castle: the lakeside Chateau de Val).

Extend the trip OPTIONAL DAY A 
LOIRE CASTLE SIGHTSEEING

From Amboise

To Amboise

Distance 75 miles

 Recommended castles

Chateau Chambord  

(www.chambord.org)

Chateau de Cheverny  

(www.chateau-cheverny.fr)

Chateau de Chenonceau  

(www.chenonceau.com)

Chateau d’Amboise  

(www.chateau-amboise.com)

OPTIONAL DAY B 
LIMOUSIN RIDING DAY

From Saint-Étienne-de-Fursac

To Saint-Étienne-de-Fursac

Distance 235 miles

Riding time 6.5 hours

 Recommended castle

Chateau de Val  

(www.chateau-de-val.com)

For ferry information, see  

www.brittany-ferries.co.uk
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Europe’s finest
fortresses
Looking for other castles worth visiting? 

Here’s our pick of Europe’s top 20 castles

I
F THE FRENCH chateaux in the Loire and the 

Pyrenees don’t fit with your touring plans, don’t 

worry – Europe’s crammed full of amazing 

castles that make great stops on any trip. Some 

can be appreciated in an hour or two, but most 

of the major ones can keep you entertained for 

an afternoon or even a whole day. Which ones are worth 

working into your next tour? We’d start with these ones 

– which we’ve ranked in order of the quality of the riding 

surrounding them, with a rid   

planned around each of them

19
Pena Palace, Sintra

Portugal
Spectacular palace 
just outside Lisbon. 
Be sure to visit the 
nearby Castelo dos 

Mouros as well.

18
Chateau de Chillon,

Montreux

Switzerland
A romantic castle that
seems to float on the

waters of Lake
Geneva.

6
Vianden Castle, 

Vianden

Luxembourg
It boasts of being the 
biggest castle west  

of the Rhine.

14
Castillo de Coca,

Castille

Spain
From Segovia, with its
amazing Alcazar, it’s a
short trip across the
plains to the town of

Coca and this
magnificent castle.

2
Chateau Queyras, 

Savoy

France
Briançon is France’s 

highest city, with 
dozens of castles 

defending it. Nestled 
in the high mountains 

nearby is stunning 
Chateau Queyras.

4
Chateau  

du Haut-

Kœnigsbourg,  

the Vosges

France
A fairytale castle 

hewn from red rocks, 
rising high above 
thickly forested  

hills – pure magic.

20
Mont Saint-Michel, 

Brittany

France
A fortified citadel built 
on an island, crowned 

by a cathedral and 
defended by the tides. 

3
Castillo de 

Ponferrada,  

Picos de Europa

Spain
The Knights Templar 
built this huge castle 

to protect pilgrims 
heading to Santiago 

de Compostela. 

15
Rocamadour, 

Occitan

France
A fortified town 

carved into the cliffs 
of a dramatic gorge, 
Rocamadour is even 

more impressive than 
it sounds.

13
Forte de Nossa 

Senhora, Elvas 

Portugal
The entire small city 
of Elvas is a fortified 

delight, but the 
satellite castle that 
guards it is a gem.

TOUR 2017 The Good Schloss Guide
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 8
Castello Scaligero, 

Lake Garda

Italy
A fabulous castle 

rising from the 
waters at the 

southern end of our 
favourite scenic 

Italian lake.

 1
Castel Tirolo, 

Merano

Italy
The kings of the 

mountains ruled the 
Tyrol from here. The 
roads around it are 

majestic, too.

 12
Castello del Monte, 

Puglia

Italy
Dramatic octagonal 
castle rises on a hill 

above the sun-baked 
plains of Southern 

Italy.

11
Hohenwerfen,

Salzburg

Austria
From Where Eagles

Dare to The Sound of

Music, Austria’s
film-star schloss is

a must-visit site.

7
Hochosterwitz,

Launsdorf

Austria
A spiralling city of

granite rising above
a plain, built to guard

Austria against
invasion. You wouldn’t

argue with it.

10
Predjama Castle, 

Postojna

Slovenia
A staggering  

castle built into a cliff. 
It’s unusual, exotic 
and rewarding. Just 

like the ride to 
Slovenia to see it.

16
Colditz Castle, 

Leipzig

Germany
Head east for the

fortress made famous
for holding PoWs –

and marvel that
anyone escaped it.

17
Neuschwanstein,

Füssen

Germany
The most famous

schloss of all – but it’s
not the only one

worth visiting in this
tiny Bavarian town.

5
Burg Eltz, Koblenz

Germany
So many amazing 

castles tower above 
the Moselle and Rhine 
around Koblenz – but 
Burg Eltz is the most 

impressive.

9
Hohenzollern, 

Stuttgart

Germany
A castle the size of a 
small town, crowning 

a wooded hill like 
something from a 
Brothers Grimm 

story.

Vianden Castle in Luxembourg: 

easy to get to from the UK

Broadsword calling 

Danny Boy… this is 

Hohenwefen

  

    

Chateau Queyras:  

a hidden gem high  

in the French Alps
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For castles, 
come to Wales

I
F YOU’RE LOOKING for castles, you’ve come  

to the right place. Wales has the highest 

concentration of medieval fortifications of any 

country in Europe. Sizes and states of repair 

may vary, but the best of them are some of the 

finest in the world.

I grew up with Welsh castles – a trip to Carreg Cennen 

in South Wales was a regular highlight of summer 

holidays spent with my grandparents. But it wasn’t until  

I started riding and exploring the amazing roads of Wales 

for myself that I began discovering the more substantial 

castles to the north. 

The most impressive of the fortresses were built by 

Edward I – an Iron Ring to keep North Wales securely 

under English rule. Conwy and Caernarfon tower above 

walled towns, Harlech and Criccieth frown down from 

hilltops, while Beaumaris sits secure behind its moat. All 

of them are by the sea and, even better, they’re linked by 

some of the best roads in Britain.

I’m heading into Wales from Shrewsbury, jumping off 

the A5 to swing past Edward’s Chirk Castle on my way 

over the Horseshoe Pass to visit a castle I’ve never seen 

before: Caergwrle, which was also known as Queen’s 

Hope. It’s easy to miss – I can’t ride up to it, but it’s not a 

long walk to the ruins once I find the entrance on the main 

street of the village of Caergwrle. 

It’s a short, pleasant ride from there to the ruins of Flint 

Castle on the Dee Estuary – though I’m disappointed 

that there’s no ice-cream van in the car park, as there 

was last time I was here. It’s pretty comprehensively 

ruined, so I hurry on to Rhuddlan – one of Edward’s 

earliest castles. There is an admission fee for this one, 

You don’t have to leave the UK to find fantastic fortresses – or amazing riding

TOUR 2017 Castles of North Wales
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Caernarfon 

Castle: one of  

the more easily 

pronounced 

monuments in 

North Wales

Take our... 

Iron Ring Tour

DAY ONE

Start Shrewsbury

Finish Bangor

Distance 145 miles

Castles visited Chirk,

Caergwrle, Flint, Rhuddlan,

Denbigh, Conwy

DAY TWO

Start Bangor

Finish Shrewsbury

Distance 180 miles

 Castles visited 

Beaumaris, Caernarfon, 

Dolwyddelan, Harlech, 

Montgomery

but I buy a three-day Explorer pass to get me into all the 

other castles I’m planning to visit.

Next on my list is Denbigh Castle, perched on the hill in 

the centre of the town like a broken crown. It’s where I 

grab an overdue lunch, before a longer stint of riding. This 

is the real attraction of coming to North Wales, unlocking 

the amazing roads across the empty, wild hills. After 

heading inland I swing out to Conwy on the coast to visit 

the most impressive castle of the day.

Next morning I head across Brunel’s Menai Bridge to 

Beaumaris on Anglesey, then back to the mainland to 

visit Caernarfon. Both are seriously large castles and I 

happily spend over an hour in each – but this is longer 

than I’d intended. I study my route and reluctantly opt to 

skip a trip to Criccieth in favour of the epic ride over the 

Pass of Llanberis to Dolwyddelan.

Duration: Two days   Total distance: 225 miles

It’s a good decision – this is utterly brilliant riding, over 

the shoulder of Mount Snowdon and twisting through 

the hills. Dolwyddelan is a nice keep with good views, but 

it’s the roads that reward most – especially heading back 

to the coast to take in Harlech Castle. It’s another one 

that repays a bit of exploring, but time is ticking on. 

I know I should turn and head straight home at this 

point – but two things stop me. First, the thought that I 

could take in Montgomery Castle on the way back and, 

second, the irresistible lure of the indirect route. After all, 

it’s not a big detour to ride the A487 and the A458…

It’s a great ride. And while I’ve enjoyed walking round 

the different castles, it’s the time on the bike that’s really 

made the trip. Edward I may have built his Iron Ring to be 

unconquerable castles, but 800-odd years later they 

make for an unbeatable bike tour.  

Chirk Castle

LIVERPOOL

Flint Castle

aergwrle

Castle

Conwy Castle

Beaumaris 

Castle

Caernarfon 

Castle

Harlech Castle

Montgomery 

Castle

Dolwyddelan 

Castle

Shrewsbury



Best of British
There are amazing castles in every corner of the kingdom – so why not visit one?
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F
ROM DOVER IN the south of England to 

Thurso on the Scotland’s north coast, the 

UK is covered with castles. Some are 

mere ruins – a few walls or a grass-

covered mound is all that remains. Others 

are more substantial, many better 

preserved and one or two of the grandest are still 

inhabited – and most of them welcome visitors. 

The great British castle makes a great destination to 

provide the focus for a ride. Choose which one to head 

for carefully – some will entertain you for an hour, while 

others are so large they can occupy you for an afternoon 

or even longer. Many of the most impressive castles are 

in the centres of the cities they were built to defend, but 

there are plenty of others in rural locations, surrounded 

by brilliant roads. Here are 10 routes round some 

first-class fortresses for you to enjoy.

1 
NORTHERN 

POWERHOUSES

Start/finish: Jedburgh  

Distance: 135 miles

This route passes Alnwick, 

Bamburgh and Lindisfarne castles, 

as well as the ruins of Floors Castle 

in Kelso. Check the tide tables before 

going to Lindesfarne.  

2 
HISTORIC HIGHLANDS 

Start/finish: Inverness 

Distance: 245 miles

A full day’s ride on amazing roads, 

from the well-preserved Cawdor 

Castle to the magnificent ruins of 

Dunotter Castle on the coast.

3 
FORTRESSES  

OF DUMFRIES

Start/finish: Moffat  

Distance: 125 miles

This flowing, involving route is built 

around two majestic ruined castles 

– three-sided Caerlaverock and 

towering Threave. 

4 
YORKSHIRE’S FINEST

Start/finish: Thirsk  

Distance: 125 miles

This route involves three of 

Yorkshire’s most spectacular ruined 

castles (Helmsley, Richmond and 

Bolton castles) as well as one of the 

county’s best roads (the B1257).

TOUR 2017 Finest Castles in the UK

TOP 10 TOWN-CENTRE CASTLES
1 Lincoln

2 Warwick (right)

3 York

4 Norwich

5 Edinburgh

6 Tower of London

7 Caerphilly

8 Stirling

9 Arundel

10 Cardiff
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Bamburgh Castle: one  

of the highlights of our 

Northern Powerhouse ride

2

7

1

4

3
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10

9

6

8

8 
KINGS OF KENT

Start/finish: Tunbridge Wells 

Distance: 95 miles

There are four amazing castles  

on this route – Bodiam, Pevensey, 

Herstmonceux and Hever. Choose 

one (or at the most two) for a 

decent-length visit.

9 
SOUTHERN STYLE

Start/finish: Dorchester 

Distance: 115 miles

From the elegant ruins of Corfe 

Castle to the still strong-looking Old 

Wardour Castle, via Zig Zag Hill, this 

is a great ride.

10 
STUFF OF LEGENDS

Start/finish: Bodmin 

Distance: 75 miles

Cornwall’s Restormel Castle  

is a stunning, elegant ruin while 

Tintagel’s famed as the birthplace of 

King Arthur. The roads between 

them deliver a magical ride.

5 
EASTERN PROMISE

Start/Finish: Diss  

Distance: 80 miles

Two very different castles in the rural 

heart of East Anglia – the ruined 

Orford Castle and preserved 

Framlingham Castle – united by 

one flowing, rewarding route.

6  
DYFED DEFENCES

Start/finish: Carmarthen  

Distance: 115 miles

Miles of quiet, twisty, spectacular 

roads link two of the most beautiful 

ruined castles in South Wales: 

Carreg Cennen and Cilgerran.

7 
NORN IRON

Start/finish: Ballymena  

Distance: 125 miles

From the largest Norman castle in 

Northern Ireland at Carrickfergus, 

this is a truly memorable ride that 

heads out to the windswept, 

romantic ruins of Dunluce Castle.
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How to choose your…

SAT NAV
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TOUR 2017 Sat navs

A
FTER THE BIKE and 

the kit, buying a sat nav 

can be one of the most 

expensive purchases a 

touring rider can make. 

Both TomTom and 

Garmin updated their flagship models in 

2016, the Rider 400 becoming the Rider 

410 and the Zumo 590 becoming the Zumo 

595. We spent the summer using both 

models, side by side, on trips from Scotland 

to Switzerland, to find their strengths and 

weaknesses. We used them to follow 

pre-planned routes and to find routes for 

us. We used them on bright, sunny days 

and in torrential downpours, fitting them to 

all manner of different motorcycles. How do 

they stack up? Like this…

How easy is it to fit the 

sat nav on the bike? 

It’s too fiddly: first assemble the charging 

cradle, then battle to conceal the octopus of 

wires – with their bulky junction and ballast 

pack – behind bodywork as you wire it in. 

Easy. The rotating charging cradle is already 

built and there’s just one long, easy-to-install 

wire to get to the power, which fits to the 

cradle with a push-lock connector.

The A-to-B routes it generates in Fastest 

Route mode are direct, logical and efficient. 

Frankly, it’s a bit hit and miss. It will select 

twisty roads in Adventurous Routing mode 

but there’s no quality filter: some are good, 

many are poor. In areas we know well, it 

generally picked roads we’d avoid.

Yes, with junction previews on major roads.  

It zooms in and out to make it easy to follow.

Pretty good. The Plan a Thrill option will 

generate circular or A-to-B routes, with the 

chance to pick three levels of twistiness, 

scenicness and elevation change, and seems 

better at selecting the good roads in an area.

Yes, they’re very clear, with roads clearly 

named and good previews of major junctions.

The TomTom picks equally direct, logical  

and efficient routes for going from A to B. 

How well does it plot 

direct routes?

How good is it at 

plotting twisty routes?

Are the on-screen 

directions clear?

Garmin TomTom



Long live the  
The sports tourer is dead.
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The mountains and  

lakes of Austria’s 

Salzkammergut are perfect 

sports tourer territory

TOUR 2017 Trans-European Excess



sports tourer
KTM’s 1290 Super Duke GT is not your conventional sports tourer – as  

we learned by caning one from the factory all the way back to Britain
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T 
HE SPORTS TOURER used to be a simple 

animal: an old sportsbike with its engine 

retuned and higher bars. Then came the 

hyperbikes, like the Honda Blackbird and 

the Suzuki Hayabusa, where a hugely 

powerful inline four was fitted into a long, 

low, streamlined chassis for extremely fast touring.

KTM’s sports tourer is different. The 1290 Super Duke 

GT is the bike they called The Beast – the naked 1290 

Super Duke – plus a screen and a bigger 

rear subframe, to take pillions and 

panniers. No change to the 170bhp, 

1301cc V-twin – this is a muscle bike  

built for touring. But does it work? 

I’m in Austria to pick one up from the 

factory, crossing the shop floor past the 

line where serious-looking men in KTM 

overalls are building this model. My bike’s 

already finished and run in, waiting in the 

press workshop. While I fill out the forms 

for borrowing it, an apple-eating 

technician fits the luggage – 30-litre rigid 

pannier in one hand, apple in the other. 

One click and it’s on. Very slick. 

I settle into the saddle that’ll be home 

for the next day and a half. My knees are bent and my

body leans gently forward to relatively high and wide

bars. The controls are light and the bike feels beautifully

balanced at low speed as I trickle round to the factory 

gates and head off in search of the scenic route home. 

AUSTRIAN HILLS

There’s a slightly surreal quality to the picture-perfect 

Austrian countryside, like being on a film set – some 

idealised vision of Alpine freshness. Except this is the 

reality: lush green fields and dark green pine forests on 

steep hillsides dotted with half-timbered houses and 

elaborate wood piles, blue lakes sparkling in the valley 

bottoms below. Tying them all together are broad sweeps 

of immaculate, inviting tarmac.  

The Super Duke GT makes light work of these flowing 

roads. I have the engine in Street mode, which offers the 

170bhp with a smooth response. There’s plenty of grunt 

for instant overtakes, but rolling off delivers enough 

engine braking to return to a brisk but sensible cruising 

speed. Then I turn off the valley-

bottom road to be presented with a 

long, empty road curving very gently up 

a steep hill. I select Sport mode, close 

the ride-by-wire throttle to engage it, 

lean over the front a bit more and open 

the throttle. Hard. If the front lifts, it’s 

only for a second before the traction 

control lowers it unobtrusively to the 

tarmac. The glimpse of an orange light 

isn’t unsettling, but the change in the 

way the bike accelerates is dramatic. 

This is fast.

I realise Austria’s going to feel like

a very small country at this pace, but

that’s no bad thing: I do have a long way

to go. The GT snarls up the mountainside like a wolf

pursuing its prey, chasing the vanishing point round a

long, sweeping corner. I’m staying wide until I spot some

gravel at the edge of the road. My line changes as quickly 

as I can think of it – the GT’s 1482mm wheelbase is 

stable, but it’s still super-agile. The bike has lean-angle 

sensitive traction control (and ABS) so perhaps I didn’t 

need to avoid the gravel… but better safe than sorry. 

Hurtling over the hills and mountains, the GT impresses 

at literally every turn. The brakes are powerful yet 

sensitive, letting me trail them a long way into each 

Earplugs? Check. Passport? 

Check. Speeding fine? Er…



corner. The bike is effortlessly nimble, needing minimal

effort from me as I fine-tune my lines to string corners 

together at speed. The gearbox is light as I shift down and

when that ferocious motor ladles on speed on the exit,

there’s a quickshifter for seamless upshifts (though it

does take a few goes to get the hang of it). This is sports

touring with the emphasis very firmly on the sports.

GERMAN AUTOBAHNS

All too soon, I’m crossing the border into Germany and

switching my focus to the touring part of the brief. I jump

on an autobahn until my rumbling stomach drowns out

the exhaust and I stop at some services, taking a minute

to pick a realistic overnight stop to pop into the sat nav.

Rejoining an empty derestricted stretch of motorway,

I give the engine its head. Even rolling on at 85mph, the

response is instant and primal, forceful acceleration

accompanied by a howl from the exhaust. Numbers don’t

quite blur on the dash, but the rate at which they change

doesn’t seem to slow down until we pass 140mph. By this

point I’m very aware of the wind noise and, as the clock

edges past 150mph, I spot traffic ahead so roll off.

When things feel slower, I settle back and set the

cruise control – it’s on the right bar and slightly awkward

to reach. I check the sat nav: distance to turn, 110 miles.

I check the speedo. Less than an hour, then… This is

a seriously fast way to travel. The ride quality does

feel a little harsh on a concrete-block section of 

road, but a press of a button adjusts the settings of

the electronically adjusted semi-active suspension.

On this surface, Street is an improvement on the

firm Sport setting, but Comfort trumps them both.

Of course, I can’t sustain the ultra-high-speed

touring for the entire journey. Some stretches of

autobahn have a 130km/h limit and then the traffic

snarls up around Stuttgart, but even with the panniers

on the GT is narrow enough to filter smoothly through

the traffic. Cross Germany in an afternoon? Easy.

FRENCH MOUNTAINS

From Karlsruhe, I head south and the cross the Rhine,

entering France and skirting the quaint town of 

Haguenau. The sun is setting as I head up into the Vosges,

chilly shadows stretching across the road. To warm up,

I throw myself into the final few miles to my hotel. At first,

this seems like a bad idea. I find myself wondering if I’m 

tired, or there’s something wrong with the roads? The 

bike that steered so accurately in Austria is a handful in 

France, as if it wants to run wide – until I remember to 

change the damping from Comfort back to Sport. Then 

the GT seems to wake up, turning faster and holding 

tighter lines again. It’s a fabulous ride to finish the day.

Next morning, I’m scraping frost off the saddle before 

setting off. I put the heated grips on, then set 

engine and damping into their Street modes and 

set off cautiously. Well, I intend to go steady but 

I’m soon throwing the KTM into corners. It’s still a 

lot of fun but there is a subtle change of character 

in Street mode, rather than in Sport. The GT’s 

more relaxed, smoother, easier – usability is 

probably dialed up, but there’s less wow factor, 

less of a sense that only this bike could deliver this 

experience. I soon switch back to Sport mode.

At least I remembered to put the screen up before 

setting off. Wind protection is improved enough to make 

jumping on the autoroute more pleasant, but there’s still 

a fair bit of noise. If only I’d remembered to fill up earlier 

too. Still, there’s a service station… here… and it’s closed. 

A sign says the next one is in 30km. Easy: the KTM’s 

dash says I have 50km of fuel left – but this number 

drops like a stone. I roll into the next services just as the 

range indicator hits zero. Brimming the 23-litre tank after 

213 miles takes only 22.6 litres, so I had a bit in hand… 

I carry on to Calais on a mix of N-roads and autoroute 

– some pleasant riding but mostly mile munching. At 

first I’m demolishing it in relative comfort, with no aches 

from knees, shoulders or back. Then the seat goes from 

firm to hard somewhere around Reims and it’s a relief to 

get off it when I reach the Souchez services, filling up at 

190 miles without the reserve light having come on.

The worst bit of any tour is always the final run from 

Folkestone and I hit the M25, M11 and A14 in rush hour. 

It’s hell – especially as the seat is now properly 

uncomfortable, so it’s even more of a relief than normal 

to get home. Overall, the 1290 Super Duke GT did the 

sports touring thing well – even with the firm saddle. 

Next time I ride it I’ll just keep the emphasis on the sport 

more than the touring and use less motorway.  

The GT injects a 

bit of sport into 

the touring mix

Light controls 

and good balance 

make the KTM 

easy in towns 

There’s cutting it

fine when waiting 

to fill up… and

there’s getting 

away with it

TOUR 2017 Trans-European Excess
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Visit Austria
Retrace our steps with this awesome Trans-European trip

I’VE REVERSED THE route I

took from Austria and removed

most of the motorway to create

the journey I would have

preferred to do on the Super

Duke GT. The catch: it’s three

days, not one and a half. It takes

in all the great roads I discovered

in Austria and the Vosges, plus

loads more brilliant riding in

France and Germany.

CALAIS TO KTM

Day one Calais to Pont-

à-Mousson

Distance 275 miles

Riding time 6 hours

Day two Pont-à-Mousson

to Biberach an der Riss

Distance 290 miles

Riding time 7.5 hours

Day three Biberach an

der Riss to Mattighofen

Distance 270 miles

Riding time 6.5 hours

SADDLE
It’s pretty hard: nicely
supportive for sporty

riding; a pain in the
arse after 10 hours

sitting on motorways.

LUGGAGE
Hard panniers are dry,
easy to fit on the bike,
hold 30 litres each but

are still quite slim.

PROTECTION
Half-fairing and

adjustable screen
do just enough for

pleasant high-speed
cruising.

THE MAIN EVENT
It’s all about the
1301cc V-twin:

intense in Sport
mode; easygoing
in Street; flexible
even in Rain. It’s a
pleasure to use.
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DOWNLOAD
THE

ROUTEalais

Pont-à-Mousson

Mattighofen

Biberach

an der Riss

THE KTM 
MUSEUM

KTM’s museum in 

Mattighofen will open  

in late 2017. Keep an eye 

on www.ktm.com  

for details

SPEC KTM 1290 Super Duke GT

Price £15,999 Engine 1301cc dohc 75° 

V-twin, 4v per cyl, l/c Power 170bhp @ 

9500rpm Torque 106lb.ft @ 6750rpm 

Transmission 6-speed, chain Chassis 

steel trellis Front suspension 48mm 

forks, 125mm travel, semi-active damping 

Rear suspension monoshock, 

adjustable preload and semi-active 

damping Front brakes 320mm discs, 

4-piston calipers Rear brake 240mm 

disc, 2-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 

ZR17 Rear tyre 190/55 ZR17 Wheelbase 

1482mm Rake/trail 24.9°/107mm  

Seat height 835mm Kerb weight 

228kg Fuel capacity 23 litres
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The climb up

the SA201 to the

El Portillo Pass:

sublime riding.

So where is

everyone?

Extrem touring

S
OMETIMES IT’S LUCK that delivers the

most memorable rides – luck and bad

planning. Well, no planning. I’d headed

to Spain aiming to play it by ear, as for

once there was no schedule to follow.

I had three days to ride to Seville after the

ferry docked in Santander. I’d just follow my nose, stop

where I fancied, see the sights, take it easy, no rush…

Arriving late in Plymouth, I’d been one of the last to

board the Brittany Ferry. That had been a bit stressful as

I was convinced I was going to miss the boat. But then

the panic paid off, because when we arrived in Spain, I

was one of the first to disembark. I breezed down to

Burgos, then jumped on the motorway to get across the

plains. My very vague plan for the trip had been to stop

TOUR 2017 Secret mountains of Spain

An impromptu stop in Extremadura unlocks  

amazing riding in Spain’s secret mountains

somewhere in Valladolid… but it was barely 4pm as I 

approached the city. Far too early to stop. 

The joy of having nothing booked is being able to keep 

going, so I hugged the Valladolid ring road and headed 

south on the N601. I thought I’d look for somewhere  

to stay in Ávila, so I’d be ready to pick up the majestic  

N502 that heads all the way to Córdoba in Andalucía next 

morning. The thing is, it still wasn’t much past 5pm as I 

approached Ávila. So I kept going.

Now I had only a hazy idea of where I was going next.  

I wasn’t sure what the next big town might be or how far 

away it was – in Spain I prefer to aim for bigger towns as 

it’s sometimes hard to find a hotel in smaller ones. I was 

so busy poking the sat nav I didn’t notice I’d missed the 

turn for the N502, so I sailed on happily down the N110. 

By the time the road reached the town of El Barco de 

Ávila it was well past 6pm and I was starting to feel 
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“I missed the turn  
and sailed on happily”
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TOUR 2017 Secret mountains of Spain

both hungry and tired. That’s when I got lucky. I spotted a

large hotel with a small group of bikes outside. I pulled in

and parked next to them. Yes, there was an affordable

room – result! Later in the bar I met the riders: a Dutch

tour group. As we chatted, it became clear I’d ridden far

further that I’d needed – I could easily get to Seville by

the end of the next day. A whole day early. 

“You should stay and ride around here,” my new friends

suggested. They were on the way home from Portugal

and promised me the roads between this hotel and the

Portuguese border had been some of the best on their

trip. I had no plans and a day to spare, so why not? Next

morning, as the Dutch headed to San Sebastián, I put

their directions into the sat nav and headed for the hills.

I set off heading south-west, carrying on along the

N110. It rose gently but steadily over the ridge of the

Sierra de Gredos before suddenly dropping in a cascade

of broad, immaculate hairpins to run along a valley floor.

Joining a minor road, I wasn’t sure I’d put the Dutchmen’s

directions into the sat nav properly, until after a mile or so

I turned onto the glorious CC94 that rocketed skywards

with a spectacular view back over the valley I’d just left.

Crossing the A66 motorway, I had the first proper hint

of where I was heading. The horizon was darkened by a

line of mountains that rose steadily as the EX205 swept

onwards between dusty fields and olive groves. I realised

the awesome roads I’d just enjoyed in the Sierra de

Gredos were only the warm-up act. 

Turning onto the CC81, it was as if 

someone turned the landscape up.  

I was surrounded by widescreen 

views on a bigger scale than is usual 

in Europe – an arrow-straight road 

shooting towards the heart of the 

mountains, like a scene from the 

American West. The corners came 

– a couple of miles apart at first, but 

then the land began to rise. I was no 

longer looking at the mountains, I 

was in them. 

Now the road hugged the 

contours, swooping in generous 

curves round corners that opened 

up massive views over more olive 

groves and stubbled fields down to  

a deep blue lake far, far below. The 

road was getting tighter and tighter 

as it dropped down through the 

town of La Pesga and climbed again, 

heading deeper into the high country. 

Scrubby pines rose above roads cut into the hillsides, 

valleys sloping sharply down on one side and exposed 

rock walls on the other. It was staggeringly good riding 

and by the time I’d climbed the first of the hairpins to 

Casares de las Hurdes, I was ready for lunch – luckily 

these Spanish hill towns hide some stunning restaurants.

The climb to 

Casares de las 

Hurdes leads to  

a great lunch
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DAY ONE

From Santander

To El Barco de Ávila

Distance 310 miles

Riding time 5.5 hours

DAY TWO (day trip)

From El Barco de Ávila

To El Barco de Ávila

Distance 170 miles

Riding time 5.5 hours

DAY THREE

From El Barco de Ávila

To Seville

Distance 350 miles

Riding time 7 hours

Our first and last days are quite

long, so you may want to break

them into two legs for a more

relaxed tour. For ferries see

www.brittanyferries.co.uk

Take the trip
Discover Spain’s secret mountains

This was where the tips from the Dutch ran out – their 

route had come through here from Ciudad Rodrigo and 

Portugal, but I didn’t want to go that far west. Instead I 

turned north into the mountains, though the road shrank 

to a single track after Ladrillar. After a few miles I turned 

off in a tiny village called Las Mestas, heading for the 

highlight of the whole ride. 

Joining the SA201, the road widened again, just as it 

went into full epic-climb mode. Bursting free of the pine 

trees at the top of a tight run of hairpins, I was blown 

away by the view back across the wooded valleys and 

rumpled peaks. There was no sign of civilisation – just  

a vast vista of wild, wooded hills. Pure magic. 

Descending from the 1240m El Portillo pass, I had two 

lanes of perfect tarmac utterly to myself. The roads had 

been quiet all day, but now they were utterly deserted  

as I dropped out of the hills from Sotoserrano and turned 

onto the SA220 – I must have gone 15 miles without 

even seeing another vehicle. It was only after I crossed 

the motorway again and traversed the town of Béjar that 

I saw any real traffic, but even that was left behind as I 

set off on final run down the AV100.

I got back to the hotel before 6pm, tired but exhilarated. 

Next day, I backtracked to the N502 and continued to 

Seville. It was a great day’s ride, but not a patch on my 

extra day in Extremadura. It just shows that sometimes, 

you can have a great ride without planning – all you need 

is a bit of luck. And a few tips from some Dutchmen… 

The CC81 delivers  

mile after mile of 

widescreen views 

and fantastic corners

“Generous curves open 
massive views to a deep 

blue lake far below”
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DOWNLOAD   
THE 

ROUTE 

El Barco de Ávil

Casares

de las 

Hurdes

Cabezabellosa

El Portillo



Explore France or Spain in 2017

Find out more at brittanyferries.com/biketouring
or call 0330 159 6716

BOOK NOW 
FOR JUST

£35
DEPOSIT

For  one who wants to 
discover perfect handling


